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Chapter 1
Introduction
Acquiring and communicating information is an important part of most economic activity.
In many economic interactions, communication has a strong ‘strategic’ element. If two
people have different interests, then there may be pieces of information they would want
to withhold from each other, or one would like to persuade the other of things that are
not necessarily true. A job applicant might want to appear more qualified than he or she
actually is. A salesman might want to overstate the value of a product in order to sell
it. An expert advisor might want to advise in favor of a certain policy, partly because it
is ‘the right policy’ but also partly because of his own interests. Examples of ‘strategic
communication’ having an essential role are abundant in economics.
The game theoretic literature on strategic communication was started by Spence in
his 1973 article on job market signaling. Here, Spence argued that individuals of different
types could separate themselves by sending different levels of a costly signal. If different types have different marginal benefits given a marginal cost for changing the signal
(or have different costs for sending the same signal), then credible signaling is possible.
The main example used by Spence was attaining a certain level of education to signal
a worker’s quality on the job market. If the cost of acquiring a high level education is
lower for qualified workers or the benefits of having high qualified job are higher for high
quality workers, education can serve as a credible signal of quality.
The work of Spence showed that many costly actions could be interpreted as strategic
communication of one’s type or knowledge. Later, other economists, notably Crawford
and Sobel (1982), showed that costless messages, or ’cheap talk’, can also have an impact on economic outcomes, in the case of partial alignment of interests. If a sender who
has knowledge about the ‘state of the world’ can advise a receiver, who has to make a
decision whose outcome depends on the state and will have consequences for both the
sender and the receiver, the sender probably wants to communicate relevant information
about the state to the receiver. If both players have exactly the same interests, perfect
1
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communication can take place. However, if interests slightly differ, full transfer of information of the state is impossible if both parties act strategically. Information transmission
is still possible in equilibrium, but it will only be partially revealing, or ‘vague’. In fact,
Crawford and Sobel show that given an ordering of the states of the world, an imprecise
language emerges via a partitioning of the state space. So by only defining the interests
of parties and assuming strategic behavior, they can say something about what kind of
language will emerge.
Building on these two results, a large literature on strategic communication has emerged,
ranging from topics on initial public offerings in finance (e.g. Leland and Pyle, 1977) to
for example committee decision making (Visser and Swank, 2007). The theories on signaling and cheap talk do face a few difficulties, though. One theoretical difficulty is the
fact that most communication games have more than one outcome that has the characteristics of a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium, the usual tool used to make predictions in sequential games of imperfect information. Sometimes a whole list of equilibria exists. This
sparked a literature on equilibrium refinements, with notable signaling game refinements
being the intuitive criterion (Cho and Kreps, 1987) and the strategic stability criterion of
Kohlberg and Mertens (1986). These refinements, designed for costly signaling games,
put restrictions on ‘off equilibrium path’ beliefs. In the standard costly signaling setup
these refinements select the equilibrium in which types reveal themselves. Also for cheap
talk games, refinements have been proposed, notably the ‘neologism proofness’ criterion
of Farrell (1993). The refinements from the costly signaling literature have no selection
power for cheap talk games, and many well-known refinements for cheap talk games often reject all Perfect Bayesian Equilibria. The quest to find a good theoretical model that
makes clear predictions for communication games is still going on (see e.g. Chen, Kartik
and Sobel, 2008).
Thanks to the arrival of Experimental Economics, theoretical exercises can be guided
by findings from people actually playing strategic communication games in the lab. Here,
in a controlled environment, using real incentives, the effects of changes in the structure of
a communication game on the choices that participants make can be studied. Researchers
can observe what outcomes, possibly equilibrium outcomes, players coordinate on, and
find out more about the way participants reason in a game by looking at how their behavior alters when game parameters are changed. Next to providing help on which equilibria
to select in different communication games, experimental studies on communication have
also introduced new insights that were originally not predicted by theory. Whereas communication in standard theory can only be credible in case of costly signaling or aligned
interests, experimental studies on pre-play communication (e.g. Dawes et al. 1977 or
Ellingsen and Östling 2010; see for an overview Ledyard 1995 and Camerer 2003), have
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shown that communication can help build up trust, and that participants tend to use and
interpret communication more truthfully than would be possible in case of fully strategic behavior of all parties. Also in the first tests of the cheap talk communication model
(see Dickhaut et al, 1995 and Cai and Wang, 2006), systematic over-communication has
been observed, which again points to participants being more trustworthy and slightly less
strategically best responding than standard theory predicts.
The strategic communication literature is rich but still faces some major challenges,
especially in keeping a balance between a neat strategic description of a situation and
a good account of the actual considerations of people. In this thesis, I will contribute
to the literature on strategic communication using the methods of economic theory and
laboratory experiments.
This manuscript contains five chapters. Chapter 2 investigates what happens in a
standard costly signaling setup, if noise is added to the signal sent. Schooling outcomes
can be regarded as a costly signal, but how well someone performs at an exam depends
also on whether someone was ill or healthy during the day of an exam. Noise seems
to be a natural component of actual signaling situations. When adding a noise term we
obtain the following theoretical results. First, each information set is reached with a
positive probability in a noisy signaling game. There are no Perfect Bayesian Equilibria
that are driven by ‘off equilibrium path’ beliefs. Therefore none of the above mentioned
signaling refinement criteria will have any selection power in this model. Second, we find
in general that if the variance of the noise term increases, then the equilibrium in which
types separate will be one with increasing spending on signal cost. This might explain
high cost signals even in cases where ‘low’ types are only willing to spend a very little
amount on the costly signal. Usually a credible signal would also be low cost here, but not
necessarily in a model with noise. For very high levels of noise, the separating equilibrium
disappears. Third, for medium levels of noise the separating outcome is an equilibrium.
However, for low values of noise the separating outcome is not an equilibrium. In Chapter
2, the intuition for this finding is explained. The finding is striking because apparently the
addition of a tiny amount of noise gets rid of exactly the equilibrium that would be favored
by practically all the refinement criteria in the case of no noise. Experimentally there
are the following findings. First, subjects coordinate on the separating equilibrium for
no, low and medium levels of noise and start coordinating in the no-information pooling
equilibrium for high noise. Subjects coordinate on a separating outcome in the case for
low noise, even when it is not an equilibrium. Second, when subjects coordinate on a
separating equilibrium, a higher noise variance leads, as the theory predicts, to higher
levels of signal cost chosen. Chapter 2 shows that a simple attraction learning model
can reproduce the main patterns in the data, notably, coordinating on the non-equilibrium
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separating outcome in the case of a low noise level. Participants show a high level of
strategic understanding of the game, but as they do not best respond in a precise manner
some unraveling that one might expect to take place, actually does not take place.
In Chapter 3, the results of an experiment are reported where participants play a communication game where they can both communicate with costless and costly messages.
Whereas in Chapter 2, the natural feature added was noise in the communication, here
the addition comes from the fact that in the real world, people can always combine costless and costly messages. The main research question here is what channel will sender
and receiver coordinate on to use for communication. The model implemented in this
experiment comes from Austen Smith and Banks (2000), who study a special case of the
Crawford and Sobel (1982) cheap talk model and add the possibility for the sender to send
both a costless and a costly message, where the costly message will equal the amount it
cost the sender to send it. As with most models of communication, the setup allows for a
large collection of equilibrium outcomes, some of them using only the costless or costly
channel, some of them using both channels. Most refinement criteria have been developed
for either a costly signaling setup or a cheap talk setup and therefore provide little guidance concerning what outcomes to focus on. In the experiment the variable that was varied
over treatments was the magnitude of the disalignment of interest between the sender and
the receiver. Our hypothesis was that the higher the disalignment, the more difficult communication via the costless channel would be and the more participants would rely on
the costly signal channel. The main result of this experiment is that participants indeed
mainly use the costless communication channel in case of low interest disalignment but
start to cautiously use the costly channel in the case of high disalignment between sender
and receiver. What drives this result is that senders are, in accordance with their interests,
‘overstating’ the state which they have to inform the receiver about. When disalignment
gets too large, this ‘inflating’ of the language will make communication impossible and
this is when some of the participants started to use the costly channel. The outcomes
found are not in line with any of the standard equilibria. In line with previous findings of
for example Cai and Wang (2006) we find more information transmission than predicted
in any of the equilibrium outcomes. As also observed in Chapter 2, subjects behave relatively strategic, but still do not play close enough to ‘best response’ so that play can
unravel to one of the equilibria. A behavioral equilibrium concept developed by Kartik
(2009) where senders experience a cost from lying and therefore only overstate the state
to a certain degree, describes many features of the data and also fits the data relatively
well when compared to the other equilibrium models.
Chapter 4 deals with a costly signaling model in the context of statistical discrimination. Building on the model of Coate and Loury (1993) of statistical discrimination in the
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labor market, this chapter describes the crucial role competition between workers is playing in the emergence of statistical discrimination. Economists generally distinguish two
types of discrimination. First is the so called ‘taste based’ discrimination as described by
Becker (1971), where an employer has a specific preference for a non-productivity related
feature of a worker. This chapter does not address this form of discrimination. The statistical type of discrimination this chapter addresses concerns self-fulfilling stereotypes that
employers, in equilibrium, may have about ex-ante equal groups of workers. In the model
of this chapter (and in Coate and Loury), there are two ex-ante equal groups of workers.
Workers can be of either high or low quality and this quality depends entirely on the decision of the worker to invest in quality. This investment has a certain cost which is drawn
from the same distribution for both groups. In the Coate-Loury model, one worker is applying for one vacancy (or promotion within a company). After the investment decision
of the worker, the employer observes a noisy signal but not the true quality of the worker
and decides whether to hire the worker or not. The employer only wants to hire a qualified
worker. Essentially there can be two types of equilibria. In one equilibrium, the employer
never hires a worker from a group and in turn the worker never chooses to invest, which
justifies the non-hiring of the employer. In the other equilibrium, the employer hires after
observing a ‘high’ signal and the worker invests if the investment cost she has drawn is
not too high. Now discrimination occurs if one group is in the ‘good’ equilibrium and
the other group is in the ‘bad’ equilibrium. A first experimental test by Fryer, Goeree
and Holt (2005) showed, however, that in this setting very little discrimination is actually observed. This chapter shows that by adding explicit competition between workers
from the two groups, it becomes much more likely that the setup ends up in an equilibrium where discrimination takes place. Competition is modeled by having two workers
apply for the same vacancy and the employer hiring at most one of the workers. In the
model in which competition between workers is introduced, the equilibrium in which no
discrimination takes place becomes unstable. In a laboratory experiment, we replicate
the non-discrimination result from Fryer, Goeree and Holt (2005) for the no-competition
setup and find substantial discrimination emerging in the setup with competition. Not only
is statistical discrimination a possible equilibrium, this chapter shows that when competition between workers is introduced, it can be a likely outcome. A future step will be to
use this new setup to test different measures that could counter statistical discrimination.
Chapter 5 deals with a different topic than strategic communication. It investigates
whether people who have been confronted with helpful defaults in a difficult choice task,
show a larger tendency to follow the default even if the default is no longer helpful compared to people who have not previously been confronted with ‘good’ defaults. A good
default to help steer choosers in the ‘right’ direction is an example of a so called ‘nudge’,
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a design feature of the choice architecture that influences choices without per se limiting
choice freedom. Participants have to perform a difficult multi-attribute choice task. The
particular task is chosen for two reasons. First, there is a clear best choice for participants,
the one yielding the highest revenue, so it is clear whether in any situation the default is
‘good’. Second, as the task is difficult it is precisely the sort of task for which it is often argued (see e.g. Thaler and Sunstein, 2003) that choice makers could benefit from a
helpful ‘nudge’. Participants in the experiment perform the task for 50 rounds. There are
two treatments with only one difference. In the control treatment, the default is purely
random for 50 rounds. In the ‘nudge’ treatment, the default equals the best choice in the
first 25 rounds and is again random in the last 25 rounds. There is a significant effect of
being nudged in the first half of the experiment on the tendency to choose the default in
the second half and on the performance in the second half. Nudged participants follow
the default more often and perform worse than participants from the control treatment.
This study gives one of the first results on potential ‘side-effects’ of the use of nudges.

Chapter 2
Noisy signaling
This chapter is based on Thomas de Haan, Theo Offerman and Randolph Sloof, 2011:
"Noisy signaling: Theory and experiment", Games and Economic Behavior, 73, 402-428.

2.1

Introduction

An important insight already dating back to Veblen (1899) is that people may be willing
to invest in wasteful activities to get some of their unobserved qualities recognized. He argued that the nineteen century ‘nouveau riche’ heavily invested in wasteful, highly visible
ways of (‘conspicuous’) consumption to openly display their wealth. These lavish expenditures served no other function than to signal social status. In a seminal contribution,
Spence (1973) formalized this idea by providing the first game theoretic analysis of a signaling game in which a job applicant’s investment in education is seen as a costly signal
of his unobservable ability type. In this model, education does not improve productivity
at all, but allows higher ability types to separate from lower ability types because obtaining education is less costly for them. The observed expenditures on education can thus
effectively serve as convincing evidence of unobserved ability. Since then, the Spence
model has become one of the most important tools in modern economics and beyond.
Given its central place, it is important to know to what extent the conclusions from
Spence’s wasteful signaling model are robust. A particularly relevant question is whether
the results remain valid when noise is introduced in the signaling technology, such that the
signal effectively received is not identical to the signal chosen or intended. In that case,
unlike in the Spence setup, the sender has no perfect control over the signal the receiver
actually observes.1 In Spence’s education application, the signal production technology
1 Another issue that already caught the attention of Spence concerns the assumed perfect negative correlation between signaling costs and type; higher productivity types always have lower costs of choosing a
given level of education than lower types have. This allows that (in market equilibrium) education becomes
a perfect point prediction of productivity. As Spence (1974, Chapter 6) shows, however, similar conclusions
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is inherently noisy, because the exams that make up a particular degree will not always
be equally difficult over the many occasions they are taken. Alternatively, there is a possibility that the job applicant accidentally underperforms at the exam, perhaps because he
is bothered by a flu. For these reasons, it is very hard for receivers to precisely judge the
actual (costs of the) signal received. In another prominent application, the receiver is not
able to exactly identify the cost of a signal. Consider the case of advertising as a costly
signal to potential consumers. If consumers infer the quality of a firm’s product from its
expenditure on advertising, high-quality firms have an incentive to distinguish themselves
from low-quality sellers by spending money on otherwise useless advertising (Nelson,
1970; 1974; Kihlstrom and Riordan, 1984; Milgrom and Roberts, 1986). This may explain why firms are willing to spend huge amounts, like for example the 3 million dollars
firms paid on average for broadcasting a 30-second spot during the 2010 Super Bowl.2
For TV watchers at the time it may have been very hard to precisely judge the actual costs
of the signal, because the typical football fan is unaware of the precise amounts of money
involved. Most of them will only have an imprecise notion that the costs must have been
high.
In fact, the assumption that there is no noise at all in the signal seems to be too strong
in most real world applications. In this paper we therefore investigate both theoretically
and experimentally what happens when the assumption of no noise is dropped. Our results show that a noisy signaling game differs profoundly from a standard signaling game
without noise, both in terms of theoretical predictions and in terms of experimental outcomes.
Like Spence (1973), we focus on a pure signaling game in which signaling is in itself
entirely wasteful. In our game, a seller offers a product for sale that is either of high
quality or of low quality. Nature first determines the quality of his product. Only the
seller learns the actual quality. Then the seller chooses his level of signal costs, i.e. we
equate the message he chooses with its costs. To these signal costs nature adds a random
noise term. The buyer observes the resulting overall signal, but not the original signal
costs, and decides whether or not to buy. Preferences are such that the buyer prefers to
buy if and only if quality is high. Moreover, a sale is more valuable to a high-quality
seller than to a low-quality seller. In this game signaling is completely wasteful, because
both seller types would prefer to pool on zero signal costs if the buyer would ignore the
seller’s signal.
are obtained when this assumption is relaxed. As long as there is a negative correlation between costs of
signaling and type, education is an effective (though imperfect) signal of productivity.
2 See http://www.bnet.com/blog/advertising-business/rise-in-super-bowl-ad-prices-threatens-raw-dealfor-advertisers/4222. These costs came on top of the costs of producing the commercial, like fees for
actors, equipment and advertisement agencies.
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Intuitively one would a priori expect that, the higher the amount of noise, the greater
pains high quality types have to take to get their unobserved quality recognized. With
more noise they will thus probably try harder to separate themselves by choosing higher
levels of signal costs. At the same time high quality types may be less inclined to separate
when the noise in the signal becomes large, because noise makes signaling both more expensive and less informative. The latter holds because in the presence of noise, the actual
signal the receiver observes does not provide conclusive evidence about the sender’s type
and the high quality sender faces the risk of a ‘bad’ draw and thus being considered a
low quality type. The observation that separation becomes relatively less attractive when
the noise in the signal increases suggests that noise works in favor of pooling. Overall,
intuition seems to suggest that the introduction of noise first induces high quality sellers
to choose higher levels of signal costs, but when the noise becomes too large these sender
types will stop aiming for separation and will pool with the low quality sellers instead.
Our theoretical analysis shows that these common sense intuitions are only partly in
line with equilibrium predictions. It indeed holds true that the level of signal costs the
high quality seller chooses in a separating equilibrium increases with noise over a wide
range of noise levels. High levels of noise thus force high-quality sellers to choose high
signal costs, just as in the advertisement example mentioned above.3 It is also the case that
a separating equilibrium ceases to exist when the noise becomes large, while irrespective
of the noise level, a pooling (on no signaling) equilibrium always exists. High quality
types will thus stop aiming for separation for high noise levels. Surprisingly, however,
a (pure strategy) separating equilibrium also does not exist when just a small amount of
noise is introduced.4 The intuition behind this a priori somewhat counterintuitive result
runs as follows. In a separating equilibrium, the buyer buys if and only if she receives
a signal higher than a cutoff. With a low level of noise, this cutoff is much lower than
the one used in the case without noise. It therefore becomes attractive for the low-quality
3 Another

example of high signaling costs is provided by the Yanomamö, a contemporary tribe of about
twenty thousand Indians living in the Amazon rainforest on the border between Brazil and Venezuela.
Yanomamö men sometimes risk their lives in their vigorous pursuit of a fierce image (Chagnon, 1992).
Disputes about women occasionally culminate in a club fight, where two males take turns striking each
other on the head with a club of eight to ten feet long. The men are very proud of their heads that are
covered with deep scars. Some men have a tonsure shaved on the top of their heads and they rub red
pigment on their scars to make sure that nobody misses them. Regularly, people get killed in club fights or
other outbursts of violence. Having a fierce image pays off among the Yanomamö. Chagnon (1988) reports
that men who killed had on average two and half times as many wives and three times as many children
than men who did not. Note that in this example, the production technology of the signal is noisy, because
e.g. the deepness of a scar may be affected by incidental factors such as the angle in which the club hit the
head.
4 This theoretical result only applies in the case of an unfavorable prior, where the prior belief about
quality is not sufficient to support a sale. In the experiment we focus on this more interesting case where
information transmission is necessary to realize the efficiency gains from trade. In our theoretical analysis
we consider the opposite case of a favorable prior as well.
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seller to jump from providing zero signal costs to his interior optimum. This undermines
the logic of the separating equilibrium in which the low-quality seller should refrain from
signaling.
The theoretical prediction that just a little bit of noise thwarts all attempts to invest in
wasteful signaling activities challenges the robustness of the conclusions obtained from
Spence’s original (1973) contribution. It therefore becomes important to test this prediction empirically. Moreover, the existence of multiple equilibria is another reason why
data are important. Even when a separating equilibrium exists besides a pooling one, it
is a priori unclear whether and when people will actually coordinate on a separating outcome. The actual impact of noise on signaling thus remain a priori uncertain. Field data
of signaling games lack the control needed to investigate the effect of noise on signaling empirically. Ideally, one investigates actual signaling in games that only differ in the
amount of noise in the signaling technology and are isomorphic in all other dimensions.
This level of control can only be acquired in a laboratory experiment. We therefore test
the noisy wasteful signaling model in the lab.
In our experimental design we vary the level of noise between our four treatments:
from no noise to low noise (without a separating equilibrium) to intermediate noise (with
a unique separating equilibrium based on an intermediate level of signal costs) to high
noise (with a unique separating equilibrium based on a high level of signal costs). Our
design allows us to address three main questions: (i) Do the signal costs chosen by those
high-quality sellers that aim for separation increase with the level of noise?, (ii) Are high
quality sellers less inclined to separate when the noise becomes high?, and (iii) Do subjects refrain from separating for a low noise level that prevents separation in theory? For
the treatments where a pooling and a separating equilibrium coexist, we also investigate
the effect of noise on the proximity of actual play to either equilibrium.
We obtain the following experimental results. For no, low, and intermediate noise,
subjects tend to separate. For high levels of noise some matching groups still play according to the logic of a separating equilibrium, but the majority switches to pooling on
no signal costs. Conditional on aiming for separation, high-quality sellers’ signal costs increase monotonically with the noise in the signal. Very high signal costs are occasionally
observed when the noise in the signal is large.
We explain our data with an attraction learning model that allows a mixture of belief
learning (best response), imitation and reinforcement. Based on this model the anomaly
that subjects separate in the low noise treatment where according to theory separation
cannot be supported in equilibrium, can be intuitively understood as follows. With only a
low amount of noise buyers initially behave as if there is no noise and thus use a higher
cutoff than prescribed by equilibrium play. It is then in the interest of the sellers to choose
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separating signal costs. Buyers feel no pressure to change their disequilibrium behavior,
because the noise in the signal smoothes their expected payoffs and their actual choices
are not noticeably worse than their best responses. Therefore, separation does not unravel
and Spence’s original result is “saved” for behavioral reasons. Simulations based on the
estimated learning model suggest that separation for low noise would also have resulted
if subjects had initially played much closer to the pooling equilibrium than they actually
did. In addition, the simulations indicate that the separating result is not due to the limited
number of periods in the experiment. Interestingly, stable non-equilibrium results like
ours also appear in other signaling games. For instance, Cai and Wang (2006) and Wang,
Spezio and Camerer (2010) find that senders consistently overcommunicate compared to
the most informative equilibrium in cheap-talk games.
Although a large literature on signaling games exists, noisy signaling has received
little attention up till now. The path-breaking paper here is by Matthews and Mirman
(1983), who include noisy signals in a (signaling) model of limit pricing. Within this
context they show that the introduction of noise has substantial implications for the equilibrium predictions. Another important contribution is by Carlsson and Dasgupta (1997),
who propose using vanishing noise as an equilibrium selection device in signaling games
without noise. We consider the effect of noise in Spence’s original pure signaling model
in which signaling constitutes a pure social waste. In this noisy signaling game separating and pooling equilibria coexist, in contrast to the noisy signaling games of Matthews
and Mirman and Carlsson and Dasgupta that only allow for separating equilibria. An
important result is that only in the setup of Spence the existence of a separating equilibrium depends on the amount of (non-vanishing) noise in the signal. We are therefore
able to study an issue that these earlier papers did not address, viz. how the occurrence
of different types of equilibria (i.e. separating vs. pooling) varies with the level of noise.
In the next section we will elaborate further on the distinctive features of our theoretical
analysis.
Previous experimental papers on signaling have searched for empirical equilibrium
selection devices (in a noise-free context). Miller and Plott (1985) investigated signaling
in a rich market institution, where sellers chose prices as well as costly quality increments
to the product. In markets where the signaling costs were relatively low, market outcomes
tended to converge to the separating equilibrium. Usually, high-quality sellers started
with inefficiently high signaling costs before they converged to the minimum level that
distinguished them from the low-quality types. Brandts and Holt (1992) studied the predictive power of belief-based refinements in a game that modelled workers’ choices for
education and employers’ subsequent hiring decisions. In early sessions, they found that
play converged to the intuitive pooling equilibrium. Having studied the dynamics in the
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sessions, they were able to alter the parameters such that play tended to converge to the
unintuitive pooling equilibrium. Cooper, Garvin and Kagel (1997a, 1997b) investigated a
limit pricing game where low-cost monopolists had incentives to deter entry by high-cost
monopolists. Subjects started at their “myopic optima”, which allowed entrants to infer
the monopolist’s actual type and to act accordingly. This encouraged high-type monopolists to pool with the low-cost types. If no pooling equilibrium existed, initial attempts
at pooling were shattered and play converged to a separating equilibrium. None of these
papers considered the possibility that noise in the signaling technology might profoundly
affect how people play signaling games.5
Jeitschko and Normann (2009) also conduct experiments on noisy signaling games.
Unlike us, their setup closely follows the one of Carlsson and Dasgupta (1997) (and
Matthews and Mirman (1983)) where signaling is not entirely wasteful. In their setup,
only separating equilibria exist (for all levels of noise) and the issue of how subjects’ inclination to separate varies with different levels of noise is void. Instead, their main focus
is on how prior beliefs affect play in both noisy and deterministic games.
The remainder of our paper is organized in the following way. Section 2.2 provides
a detailed description of the game and the theoretical analysis. Section 2.3 describes the
experimental design and procedures. Section 2.4 presents the experimental results and
section 2.5 concludes.

2.2

Theory

2.2.1

The noisy signaling game

We consider a simple signaling game between an informed seller and an uninformed
buyer. The seller can be of two types, either good or bad; p ≡ Pr(good), with 0 < p < 1,
denotes the buyer’s prior belief that the seller is of the good type. The seller first chooses
his message m ∈ [0, ∞) at signal costs m. The buyer then observes a noisy signal z ∈ R,
i.e. we assume that she observes m with some additive noise:
z = m + σ · ε.
5 There

are, however, experimental papers that investigated noisy communication in other games. Güth,
Müller and Spiegel (2006) investigate the effects of noisy leadership in a sequential duopoly game. Aoyagi
and Fréchette (2009) study collusion in a repeated prisoners’ dilemma game where the opponent’s past
actions are imperfectly revealed in a noisy public signal. Feltovich, Harbaugh and To (2002) consider
a signaling game experiment in which the receiver (in contrast to our setup) does perfectly observe the
message chosen by the sender, but also receives some exogenous noisy information.
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Table 2.1: Payoffs of seller and buyer over action-state pairs
Buy
Refrain

Seller is of bad type (1- p)
b - m, -y
-m, 0

Seller is of good type (p)
g - m, x
-m, 0

Remarks: The first (second) number in each cell refers to the seller’s (buyer’s) payoffs. g > b > 0 and x,y > 0 are parameters of the
model. m ≥ 0 denotes the signal costs chosen by the seller.

Here ε is a random variable with distribution function F : R → [0, 1] and σ ≥ 0 reflects a
scaling parameter to account for changes in the amount of noise. In line with Matthews
and Mirman (1983) and Carlsson and Dasgupta (1997), we assume that the density f is
continuous and strictly positive everywhere. Moreover, like them we also assume that
the conditional density of z given m satisfies the strict monotone likelihood ratio property
(MLRP).6 Intuitively, this means that higher signal costs m become more likely when the
observed signal z increases.
Having observed signal z, the buyer decides whether to buy or refrain from buying the
product. The latter yields her 0, irrespective of the seller’s type. If the buyer decides to
buy she obtains a payoff equal to x > 0 when the seller is of the good type and −y < 0
when he is of the bad type. The seller always bears the signal costs of his message choice
m. Apart from that, the good (bad) type seller obtains a gross payoff of g (b) from a sale.
We assume that g > b > 0, i.e. the sorting condition is satisfied. Table 2.1 summarizes
these payoffs. Both seller and buyer are assumed to be risk-neutral.
Note that our setup is isomorphic to the original one of Spence (1973) when we divide
the seller’s payoffs by his type t ∈ {b, g}; i.e. the seller obtains 1 − mt when the buyer buys
and − mt if she does not. In this alternative specification the two seller types do not differ
in their benefits of a sale, but rather in their (marginal) costs of producing message m
(which corresponds to the level of education in Spence’s original formulation). Because
this is just a normalization, equilibrium predictions are exactly the same.

6 These

assumptions facilitate the equilibrium analysis, because they imply that the buyer necessarily
uses a cutoff strategy in any non-pooling equilibrium (cf. the Appendix). The important assumption here is
that each possible signal comes from each type with strictly positive probability. As long as this assumption
remains fulfilled, the analysis may be generalized to the case where signals have bounded support. In
applications where negative signals are problematic, one may then choose to normalize the game such that
only positive signals are possible. Alternatively, negative signals may be natural in applications where the
costs are not exclusively monetary. As Spence (1973, p. 359) already noticed: “Signaling costs are to be
interpreted broadly to include psychic and other costs...” Negative signals are also less problematic when
one takes the seller’s consumption good value of signaling into account: “The signal cost function does, in
principle, capture education as a consumption good, an effect that simply reduces the cost of education”
(cf. Spence, 1973, p. 364).
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Equilibrium analysis

From Spence (1973) it is well-known that without noise (σ = 0) there are many Perfect
Bayesian equilibria. Among these are pooling equilibria in which both seller types choose
m = 0 and separating equilibria in which the bad type chooses m = 0 and the good type
chooses some level of signal costs mg ∈ [b, g]. All these equilibria exist independent of
prior belief p. Moreover, when the buyer would buy in the absence of additional informay
tion – i.e., p > β ∗ ≡ x+y
– also pooling on any m ∈ (0, b] can be supported as equilibrium.
Introducing noise by letting σ > 0 narrows down the equilibrium set considerably.
First, pooling on some m > 0 cannot occur any longer. If both seller types choose the
same signal costs m, then the buyer’s posterior belief necessarily equals her prior for any
signal z observed. Her buying decision is then fully determined by her prior belief and
independent of the signal received. Given this, the seller lacks any incentive to (stochastically) increase the signal and therefore only pooling on m = 0 can occur. Second, adding
noise also severely restricts the set of separating equilibria. We illustrate this by focusing
on the case considered in the experiment where F equals the standard normal distribution
N(0, 1) (which will be denoted by Φ). In the Appendix we show that all the results discussed here generalize to any distribution function F that satisfies the assumptions made
in the previous subsection. Proofs of propositions are relegated to this Appendix as well.
We first consider pure strategy equilibria before we deal with mixed strategy equilibria. Proposition 1 below characterizes the set of separating equilibria that may (but not
necessarily do) exist besides pooling on m = 0.
Proposition 1. Let F = Φ and assume that players are restricted to use pure strategies. (i) A pooling equilibrium in which both seller types choose m = 0 always exists.
y
In this equilibrium the buyer never [always] buys when p < [>]β ∗ ≡ x+y
. Pooling on
∗

·g
some m > 0 cannot occur. (ii) Generically, i.e. for all p 6= (1−β ∗β)·b+
β ∗ ·g , it holds that in
any separating equilibrium the bad type of seller chooses m = 0 whereas the good type
chooses some positive level of signal costs m = mg > 0. The buyer buys if z > z∗ and
refrains from buying otherwise. Signal costs mg and cutoff signal z∗ are given by:
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Note that Proposition 1 only characterizes the set of pure strategy equilibria. Conditions
under which the separating equilibria indeed do exist will be discussed shortly.
The intuition behind the separating equilibria of Proposition 1 is as follows. Given that the
noise distribution satisfies MLRP, the buyer necessarily uses a cutoff strategy; the seller’s
product is bought if and only if a signal larger than some cutoff level z∗ is observed. For
a given value of z∗ , the equilibrium level of signal costs mg the good type seller chooses
then follows from equalizing the marginal benefits of raising m with the marginal costs
(equal to one) of doing so. This yields expression (2.1).7 The exact value of cutoff z∗
subsequently follows from the requirement that the buyer’s posterior belief after observing z∗ should make her indifferent between buying or not. Because posterior beliefs are
determined by Bayes’ rule everywhere, this requirement puts some strong characterizing restrictions on the player’s equilibrium strategies. Expressions (2.2) and (2.3) follow
from these. As the latter expression makes clear, for p > β ∗ there are two solutions for
z∗ , so actually two separating equilibria may potentially exist side by side.
Our next proposition concerns the actual existence of a separating equilibrium. In
this regard we are particularly interested in how the amount of noise – as reflected by
parameter σ – affects existence.
Proposition 2. Let F = Φ and assume that players are restricted to use pure strategies. A necessary condition for a separating equilibrium to exist is that σ ≤ √g2π ·
n
o
β∗
min (1−p)
,
1
≡ σ . Assuming σ ≤ σ , it holds that:
p(1−β ∗ )
(i) p ≤ β ∗ : a separating equilibrium does not exist if σ becomes sufficiently small;
∗

·g
(ii) β ∗ < p < (1−β ∗β)·b+
β ∗ ·g : a separating equilibrium always exists. For this equilibrium
it holds that limσ ↓0 mg = 0;

(iii) p >

β ∗ ·g
(1−β ∗ )·b+β ∗ ·g

: a separating equilibrium does not exist.

Two main observations follow from Proposition 2. First, when there is a lot of noise
separation cannot occur; for σ > σ separating simply becomes too difficult or too costly
for the good type seller. Formally this can be understood from expressions (2.1) and
(2.2). The terms within square brackets become negative for σ sufficiently large and no
sensible solutions for mg and z∗ exist.
7 In

fact, this expression incorporates the second order condition as well; from the SOC it follows that
mg necessarily exceeds z∗ .
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Second, a separating equilibrium also fails to exist when only a small amount of noise is
introduced in the unfavorable prior case p ≤ β ∗ . A priori the buyer then refrains from
buying, but observing a small positive signal would already induce her to change her
mind. (Formally, cutoff z∗h as given by (2.2) is low when σ is small.) But given that the
buyer is persuaded so easily, the bad type seller may want to deviate from m = 0. Similar
to (2.1) above, his best candidate deviation level equals:
s
∗

mb = z +

 

b
√
2σ 2 · ln
σ 2π

(2.4)

One requirement for a separating equilibrium to exist is thus that m = mb should yield the
bad type seller weakly less than m = 0. This reduces to:8
  ∗
 ∗

z
z − mb
b· Φ
−Φ
≤ mb
σ
σ

(2.5)

Because this condition depends on Φ, no closed form expression for the cutoff value on σ
can be obtained. But it can be shown that it is necessarily violated for σ small enough.9
The prediction that just a small amount of noise destroys separation is a priori somewhat counter-intuitive. To better understand the underlying driving force, let the payoff
parameters be such as in the experiment (where p = 0.5 < 0.6 = β ∗ , see Table 2.2) and
consider first the least cost separating equilibrium of the no noise game. In this so-called
Riley outcome the bad type seller chooses m = 0 and the good type m = 90 (= b).The
buyer buys only if a signal of z = 90 or higher is observed. Figure 2.1a reflects both the
densities of the signals generated by the two seller types (labelled fB and fG ) and the
buyer’s posterior belief β (z). The signal densities are degenerate at z = 0 and z = 90, respectively. This implies that β (z) is determined by Bayes’ rule only for these two values
of z. To support the equilibrium, out-of-equilibrium beliefs must be such that β (z) ≤ β ∗
for z < 90. The figure depicts the equilibrium where β (z) = 0 in that case. Importantly,
for any signal between 0 and 90 the buyer may hold skeptical beliefs that the signal quite
8 The

mirror image requirement
for the
seller is that he should not have an incentive to deviate
 
 good
 ∗type 
z −mg
z∗
from mg towards m = 0, i.e. g · Φ σ − Φ
≥ mg is needed. This actually has a bite in case (i)
σ
of Proposition 2. There a separating equilibrium may not exist when σ becomes large within the relevant
interval (0, σ ].
β ∗ ·g
9 Also in part (ii) where β ∗ < p <
∗
(1−β ∗ )·b+β ∗ ·g the separating equilibrium based on zh vanishes for σ
∗
sufficiently small. In that case, however, an equilibrium based on zl < 0 always exists (given that σ ≤ σ ).
In this equilibrium the buyer a priori intends to buy and even receiving a moderately negative signal does
not lead her to behave differently. The bad type seller therefore does not have an incentive to deviate from
m = 0. Part (iii) of Proposition 2 can be intuitively understood from considering how cutoff level z∗ (either
equal to z∗l or z∗h ) varies with prior belief p. Because z∗ is close to zero when p is high, the bad type seller
obtains a strong incentive to deviate from m = 0, i.e. no-deviation condition (2.5) is violated. This upsets
the separating equilibria.
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Figure 2.1: Signal densities



Figure 1a: signal densities and posterior beliefs in the no noise case
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Figure 1b: signal densities and posterior beliefs in the σ = 10 case
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Remarks: Signal densities and posterior beliefs in the no noise case (left) and in the σ = 10 case (right).

Table 2.2: Overview of separating equilibria

z∗h
mg

≤20
-

25
53.14
101.28

40
75.66
142.21

Amount of noise σ
75
100
114.26
132.12
206.43
228.80

120
141.02
231.62

140
145
216.63

≥145
-

Remarks: This table is based on the parameter values used in the experiment: p = 0.5, g = 400, b = 90, x = 300 and y = 450 (so

β ∗ = 0.6). In the experiment we only consider four different values of σ , viz. 0, 10, 40 and 120. A dash implies that a separating
equilibrium does not exist.

likely came from the bad type seller, even when it is close to 90.
Now consider what happens if some noise is added, of size σ = 10 say. Naively
one would then expect that the good type seller simply moves up his signal cost a bit, to
100 say, while the bad type stays put. Figure 2.1b depicts this situation. In contrast to
the no noise case, the two signal densities are now non-degenerate and posterior beliefs
β (z) for in between signals 0 < z < 100 now follow from Bayes’ rule. Given the highly
concentrated signal densities, signals closest to 0 most likely come from the bad type
while signals closest to 100 most likely come from the good type. The actual cutoff
for which β (z∗ ) = β ∗ is roughly in the middle at z∗ ≈ 50.4. But if the buyer uses this
cutoff value, the bad type seller wants to jump away from m = 0 towards mb ≈ 66.4 (cf.
expression (2.4)). This destroys the separation outcome. Another destabilizing factor is
that for z∗ ≈ 50.4 the good type seller also wants to deviate from 100 to mg ≈ 73.9.
From the above it follows that crucial for separation to unravel when some noise is
introduced, is that the buyer realizes that she should set a (much) lower cutoff level above
which she decides to buy. If she does not do so and keeps the cutoff at z∗ = 90 (or
somewhat higher), the two seller types still have an incentive to separate.
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The overall comparative statics in σ are illustrated in Table 2.2. For σ roughly below
24 separation cannot occur. The same holds for high amounts of noise (viz. σ roughly
above 142) whereas for in between levels a separating equilibrium exists besides the pooling one.10 In these separating equilibria the level of signal costs chosen by the good type
increases with noise (for σ not too high). This level mg can actually become quite large
relative to g and b, as the case with σ = 120 illustrates. The good type thus may be
‘forced’ to use very costly signals.
Mixed strategy equilibria Up till now we have assumed that seller and buyer may only
use pure strategies. Theorem 3 in the Appendix shows that if we allow them to use mixed
strategies as well, two additional types of equilibria may potentially exist as well. In the
first type of mixed equilibrium the bad type seller mixes between m = 0 and signal costs
mb as given in (2.4), whereas the good type chooses mg from expression (2.1) for sure.
The bad type’s mixing probability qb ≡ Pr(m = mb ) follows from the requirement that
observing z∗ should make the buyer indifferent (i.e. β (z∗ ) = β ∗ ). For the bad type to be
willing to mix, condition (2.5) now has to hold with equality. Given the appearance of Φ
here, the resulting equilibrium values of z∗ , mb and mg have to be calculated numerically.
Table 2.3 provides an overview for some relevant parameter values. For the values of σ
considered in the experiment, this mixed equilibrium appears to exist for σ = 10 only.11
It exists for smaller amounts of noise as well. In fact, it holds that mg and mb tend to b
as σ tends to 0 and that limσ ↓0 qb > 0. When the noise vanishes this equilibrium thus
converges to a mixed equilibrium of the no noise game that is insufficiently revealing;
with strictly positive probability the buyer takes the opposite decision of what she would
do under complete information.12
In the other mixed strategy equilibrium the good type seller mixes between m = 0
and m = mg , while the bad type chooses
sure.
  ∗m
 = 0for
 For the good type to be
∗ −m
z
g
indifferent it now must hold that g · Φ zσ − Φ
= mg , so also here closed
σ
form expressions cannot be obtained. What can be shown theoretically, however, is that
this equilibrium converges to a pooling (on m = 0) equilibrium when the noise becomes
small, i.e. limσ ↓0 qg = 0. Moreover, signal costs mg become large for low values of σ :
limσ ↓0 mg = limσ ↓0 z∗ = g. The parametric examples in Table 2.3 illustrate this.
The first mixed strategy equilibrium discussed above challenges the prediction that
for low values of σ separation will not occur. In the other mixed equilibrium the positive signal costs mg decrease with σ . Because these predictions run counter to the main
10 Note

that standard belief-based equilibrium refinements (like the intuitive criterion of Cho and Kreps,
1987) are ineffective in our setup, because for σ > 0 there are no out-of-equilibrium beliefs.
11 When σ becomes too large, the defining equation of q results in a negative value.
b
12 In this particular case the buyer always buys if z = b is observed, although with positive (but small)
probability the seller is of the bad type.
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Table 2.3: Overview of mixed strategy equilibria
σ
1
5
10
40
120

z∗h
88.98
77.95
69.06
-

bad type mixes
qb
mb
0.15
89.66
0.15
87.88
0.15
85.05
-

mg
90.16
91.11
92.59
-

z∗h
396.53
385.14
372.74
314.21
200.35

good type mixes
qb
≈0
≈0
≈0
≈0
0.25

mg
399.71
398.30
396.28
380.75
290.95

Remarks: This table is based on the parameter values used in the experiment: g = 400, b = 90, x = 300, y = 450 and p = 0.5. In the
experiment we only consider the four different values of σ of 0, 10, 40 and 120. A dash implies that a mixed strategy equilibrium does
not exist for the given value of σ .

predictions based on pure strategy equilibria only, we explicitly check in our empirical
analysis whether actual behavior is consistent with these mixed strategy equilibria.

2.2.3

Related theoretical literature

Matthews and Mirman (1983) consider a limit pricing model with a potential entrant and
an incumbent monopolist who is privately informed about industry conditions. The actual
price the incumbent charges depends on both his output choice and a random demand
shock that occurs after the output decision. Owing to this noise, equilibria are obtained
that differ from standard signaling game equilibria in three ways: (i) there is a great
reduction in the number of equilibria, (ii) (separating) equilibrium strategies now directly
depend on prior beliefs, and (iii) different amounts of information are revealed in different
separating equilibria, leading to richer comparative statics.13
These three features apply in our setting as well. First, with noise (generically) only
five different equilibria exist at most, as opposed to the continuum of equilibria in the no
noise case. For a range of parameter values (e.g. p sufficiently high) the equilibrium is
even unique. Second, as expressions (2.1) through (2.3) reveal, separating equilibrium
strategies directly vary with prior belief p. For instance, cutoff value z∗h decreases with p,
implying that the buyer is more easily persuaded to buy if she is already more inclined to
do so a priori. This seems a much more intuitive prediction than the irrelevance of p for
the required level of separation that the no-noise case predicts. Similar remarks apply to
13 The

introduction of noise may have profound implications in complete information contexts as well.
Bagwell (1995) studies a noisy leader game in which a follower observes the actual choice a leader made
with some noise. The striking result he obtains is that the standard first-mover advantage then completely
disappears. As pointed out by van Damme and Hurkens (1997), this conclusion depends on the restriction to
pure strategies. When the noise is small, there always exists a mixed strategy equilibrium that approximates
the standard Stackelberg outcome of the game without noise. Also the assumption of complete information
is crucial. Maggi (1999) shows that the value of commitment reappears when the leader’s choice is based on
private information that is payoff-irrelevant for the follower. The latter assumption allows Maggi to abstract
away from signaling considerations, which are the main focus of this paper.
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variations in g. Third, with noise even a separating equilibrium is insufficiently revealing.
Different separating equilibria may therefore lead to different amounts of information
being revealed. In our setting two different separating equilibria may actually exist side
by side when the prior is favorable. In the one based on z∗h the signal costs that the two
seller types choose are more dispersed and the buyer obtains more information than in the
one based on z∗l (cf. Proposition 1).
Carlsson and Dasgupta (1997) focus on equilibrium selection in signaling games without noise, by studying the limiting set of ‘noise-proof’ equilibria that results from letting
the noise vanish. Among other things, they show that every noise-proof equilibrium of
the no noise game is necessarily insufficiently revealing. Our theoretical analysis replicates this finding for our setup. In particular, by letting σ go to zero Theorems 2 and 3 in
the Appendix show that there exist only two noise proof equilibria in the no noise game,
viz. pooling on m = 0 and the mixed equilibrium described before in which only the bad
type mixes between m = 0 and mb = b. Both are insufficiently revealing, as with positive
probability the buyer takes a decision that she will regret ex post.14
Despite these similarities, our theoretical findings differ in some other important respects from these two earlier studies. In both Matthews and Mirman (1983) and Carlsson
and Dasgupta (1997) the equilibria of the noisy signaling games they study are always
separating.15 In contrast, our setup allows for pooling equilibria as well. At the same
time, only in our game the existence of a separating equilibrium is not guaranteed and
depends on the amount of noise in the signal. Unlike these previous authors, therefore,
we are able to study the question of how the existence of different types of equilibria (and
thus different types of equilibrium strategies) varies with noise.
The main driving force why we obtain results that differ from both Matthews and Mirman (1983) and Carlsson and Dasgupta (1997) is that in these earlier papers the seller’s
(message) choice actually serves two purposes. Besides a pure signaling function geared
towards influencing the behavior of the receiver, the seller’s choice also allows him to
14 Some

other main findings of Carlsson and Dasgupta (1997) do not carry over to our setting. For
example, by Proposition 1(a) it follows that pooling on m = 0 is noise-proof. But for p < β ∗ this equilibrium
does not survive the never-a-weak-best response (NWBR) refinement in the game without noise. Unlike in
Carlsson and Dasgupta (1997), therefore, in our setup not every noise-proof equilibrium satisfies NWBR.
Likewise, we do not find a unique noise proof equilibrium whereas in Carlsson and Dasgupta it “often” is.
15 The same holds for the noisy signaling model used by Kanodia, Singh and Spero (2005) to study a
firm’s optimal investment in the presence of capital market imperfections. Calveras (2003) embeds a noisy
signaling game in a model of a bank that can manipulate the noisy information a regulator observes. His
signaling subgame allows for both pooling and separating equilibria (see his Proposition 3). Apart from
his model being much more specific than ours, Calveras does not study how the existence of the different
types of equilibria varies with the amount of noise nor does he consider mixed strategy equilibria. The
latter also applies to Hetzendorf’s (1993) analysis of noisy advertising in the multi-dimensional signaling
model of Milgrom and Roberts (1986). The purpose of his study is to show that in the presence of noise,
no separating equilibrium exists in which prices and advertising are simultaneously used as informative
signals.
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optimally adapt to changing circumstances. In Matthews and Mirman this adaptation purpose for example follows from the fact that the output choice (message) of the incumbent
monopolist (seller) varies with industry conditions (type), even when the receiver (potential entrant) is fully informed on these industry conditions. Optimal output is higher
the more favorable industry conditions are. The seller’s output choice therefore does not
perform a pure signaling function alone. The same applies for the setup in Carlsson and
Dasgupta (1997).16 The important consequence of this two-folded purpose is that (in the
noisy games) the seller’s best response correspondence is strictly monotonic in his type
(cf. Proposition 3.1 in Carlsson and Dasgupta, 1997). Loosely put, the two purposes
together pull sellers towards separation.
In our setup the seller’s message choice only serves a pure signaling function, such
that (costly) signaling constitutes a pure social waste.17 If in our game the seller’s type
would be public information, the seller’s (‘message’) choice would be independent of
his type and equal m = 0 for both types.18 As a result, sellers’ best responses are only
weakly monotonic in types (cf. the proof of Lemma 1 in the Appendix). The pull towards
separation is therefore much weaker. This implies in turn that our setup allows for pooling
equilibria as well while at the same time the existence of a separating equilibrium is not
guaranteed.

2.3

Experimental design and procedures

The computerized experiment was run at the University of Amsterdam where subjects
were recruited from the student population. Subjects read the on-screen instructions at
their own pace. At the end of the instructions, subjects had to answer some test questions
correctly before they could proceed. They also received a summary of the instructions
on paper.19 Subjects knew that the experiment consisted of two parts. Part 1 lasted for
16 Let

π denote the probability with which the buyer buys and u(t, m, π ) the sender’s utility. Carlsson
π)
and Dasgupta (1997) assume that ∂ u(t,m,
= 0 has a unique (interior) solution mπ (t), with mπ (t) strictly
∂m
increasing in t (cf. Assumptions (U3) through (U5) on p. 443). Note that in our setup we have u(t, m, π ) =
π)
t · π − m, so ∂ u(t,m,
= −1 and this assumption is not met.
∂m
17 By focusing on costly signaling our setup differs from "cheap talk" games in which messages are
costless. See Blume, Board and Kawamura (2007) for an analysis of the impact of introducing noise on
the amount of information transmission in the cheap talk model of Crawford and Sobel (1982). Landeras
and Pérez de Villarreal (2005) introduce noise into a screening model in which the uninformed party moves
first.
18 Our different results are thus not due to the fact that in our setup the marginal costs of raising m are
independent of the seller’s type, as one a priori might have expected. As explained in the main text, our setup
is completely isomorphic to the case where seller’s utility equals u(t, m, π ) = π − mt , with π the probability
with which the buyer buys. Just as in Carlsson and Dasgupta (1997), in this specification marginal costs are
type dependent.
19 The instructions are available at the following url:
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40 periods. In part 2 subjects formulated a strategy that automatically determined their
play in another 10 periods. Subjects received instructions for the second part only after
the first part was finished. At the beginning of the experiment, subjects received a starting
capital of 5000 points. Their period earnings (losses) were added to (subtracted from) this
starting capital. At the end of the experiment, points were exchanged into euros at a rate
of 1 euro for 250 points. In 1.5 to 2 hours, a total of 184 subjects earned on average 37.05
euros with a standard error of 10.89.
At the start of the first part subjects were assigned to the role of seller or the role
of buyer. Throughout the whole experiment subjects kept the same role. Each period,
sellers and buyers were randomly matched in pairs within a (fixed) matching group of 8
subjects. Subjects knew that they were never matched with the same subject twice in a
row. In most sessions, we ran 2 matching groups simultaneously. At the start of a period,
the seller was privately informed of the quality of his product. In each matching group,
2 products had high quality and 2 products had low quality. Thus, the prior probability
of a high-quality product was 0.5, a fact that was communicated to all subjects. The
quality of the product of a seller in a given period was independent of the quality of his
product in another period. After observing the quality of his product, the seller chose a
signal cost, an integer amount between 0 and 400. The computer added a noise term, an
independent draw from a N(0, σ 2 ) distribution to the signal cost, and communicated the
resulting signal, but not the signal cost nor the noise term, to the buyer. We communicated
the density of the normal distribution with the help of a figure and some explanatory
remarks about symmetry and confidence intervals. The buyer decided whether or not to
buy the product, after which the payoffs of the pair were determined. The payoff table
was common information to the subjects.
At the end of a period, both players were informed of the quality, the signal cost and
the signal. In addition, subjects could view a social history window at the bottom of
the screen that showed the results of all pairs in their own matching group for the last
10 periods. For buyers, the screen was ordered on signal (from high to low), quality
(from high to low), signal cost (from high to low) and buy-decision (from yes to no),
respectively. Subjects could recognize their own previous results as these were printed
against a different, light-gray background. Figure 2.2a shows a snapshot of this window.
Figure 2.2b shows the social history window for sellers, which was ordered on signal cost
(from high to low), signal (from high to low), buy-decision (from yes to no) and quality
(from high to low), respectively. We provided this information because it allows subjects
to learn faster. Our paper deals with the topic of equilibrium selection and the comparative
http://www1.fee.uva.nl/creed/pdffiles/INSTRUCTIONsignal.pdf. The instructions file also contains the
figures that were used to explain the normal distribution of the noise term to the subjects (see below).
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Figure 2.2: Social history window for a. buyers (left) and b. sellers (right)




Treatment
σ0
σ10
σ40
σ120

σ
0
10
40
120

Table 2.4: Experimental design
# of matching groups
#subjects per matching group
4
8
5
8
6
8
8
8

Remarks: Per period payoffs for the subjects are given in Table 2.1, with b = 90, g = 400, x = 300, y = 450 and p = 0.5.

statics of the equilibrium predictions with respect to the amount of noise. To address these
issues play must converge to equilibrium in the first place. We think that, compared to the
world outside of the laboratory, the superior information provided to subjects balances
their lack of experience with the game. A similar social history (on black board) was first
provided in a signaling experiment of Miller and Plott (1985), who introduced it in the
later sessions to help subjects recognize the relationship between types and choices.20
The variance of the error term in the signal (σ 2 ) was the only variable that varied
between the 4 treatments. We refer to the treatments as σ0 , σ10 , σ40 and σ120 . Table
2.4 summarizes the details of the experimental design. Each subject participated in one
treatment only. We correctly anticipated that behavior would become more volatile for
higher noise levels in the signals. Therefore, we decided to collect a larger number of
observations for the treatments with the higher noise levels.
In the second part of the experiment, we asked subjects to formulate a strategy for
periods 41-50. Buyers were asked to provide a cutoff level for the signal received, at and
above (below) which they would (not) buy the product. They could also indicate that they
would never or always buy the product, independent of the signal. Sellers were asked to
choose a signal cost for high-quality products as well as for low-quality products. We
explicitly mentioned that it was up to the seller to decide whether he wanted to choose
the same signal costs for high and low quality or different amounts. We emphasized that
otherwise the game was exactly the same as the one they played in the first 40 periods.
When all subjects had chosen their strategies, the computer automatically played out the
final 10 periods.
20 Other papers have used role reversion to accomplish this. After senders have become receivers, it
becomes easier for them to interpret the meaning of a signal (e.g., Brandts and Holt, 1992).
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Experimental results

We present the experimental results in two parts. In Subsection 2.4.1, we deal with the
results at the aggregate level. We show how actual signal costs vary with the noise level
and we investigate whether the data come closer to the pooling equilibrium or the separating equilibrium in the treatments where the equilibria coexist. Here, we focus on the data
of the second half of part 1 (periods 21-40) when subjects had become familiar with the
game. It turns out that the results for the strategy method confirm the results of part 1 to
a large extent.21 We have chosen to limit the report of the results on the strategy method
to the extent that they provide additional insight. In Subsection 2.4.2, we zoom in on the
behavior of our subjects and provide a coherent explanation of the main results. Here we
use the data of the whole experiment.

2.4.1

Aggregate overview main results

First we take a look at how sellers behaved. Figures 2.3a-2.3h present histograms of the
signal costs chosen by high-quality sellers and low-quality sellers. In treatment σ0 , highquality sellers most often chose a signal cost of 100, followed by 91. A large majority of
93.2% of submitted signal costs lied between 90 and 100. A total of 88.8% of the signalcosts submitted by low-quality sellers in σ0 equaled exactly 0. In this treatment, sellers’
behavior provides clean evidence for separation.
Also in treatment σ10 low-quality sellers overwhelmingly chose 0, while high-quality
sellers chose to separate. The latter tended to send higher signal costs, also at a higher
variance than in σ0 : 86.5% of the submitted signal costs were in between 90 and 130.
This pattern of higher and more volatile signal costs extends to treatment σ40 , where
high-quality sellers separated with 79.6% of the signal costs lying between 100 and 160,
while low-quality sellers stuck to 0. The picture looks very different for treatment σ120 ,
though. With 40.9 % of the high-quality sellers choosing a signal cost of exactly 0, the
focus of sellers’ attention seemed to be on pooling. Still a considerable fraction of 41.6%
of the signal costs was at 90 or above. High signal costs were very spread out. In contrast,
low-quality sellers by and large chose a signal cost of 0, like in the other treatments.
Very high signal costs were observed occasionally. In treatments σ40 and σ120 ,
high-quality sellers chose signal costs of at least 230 in 4.2% and 5.6% of the cases,
respectively. In the other treatments such high signal costs were never observed.
A key prediction of the theoretical analysis is that conditional on the existence of a
separating equilibrium, the signal costs should increase with noise as long as subjects co21 Brandts

and Charness (2010) provide a survey of methodological work on the strategy method and
conclude that the strategy method does not affect results in a qualitative sense. Our results are in agreement
with their main conclusion.
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Figure 2.3: Running histograms for periods 21-40; for each signal cost the relative frequency of cases in the interval [signal cost-5, signal cost+5] is displayed.
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Table 2.5: Pooling and separating signal costs (SC) in periods 21-40
Pooling: SC<90
n

Separating: SC≥90

Predicted .

Actual

Emp. best response

n

Actual

Emp. best response

separating eq

Low type

σ0

149

0.7 (7.0)

2.1 (13.0)

11

112.3 (11.7)

0.0 (0.0)

0.0

σ10

200

2.3 (12.9)

0.0 (0.0)

-

-

-

0.0

σ40

235

2.8 (11.7)

0.0 (0.0)

5

124.0 (28.8)

0.0 (0.0)

0.0

σ120

319

1.6 (7.0)

0.0 (0.0)

1

110.0 (0.0)

0.0 (0.0)

0.0

1

80.0 (0.0)

80.0 (0.0)

159

97.9 (11.4)

93.8 (4.4)

90.0

High type

σ0
σ10

4

70.0 (4.1)

112.5 (15.0)

196

113.6 (15.9)

117.9 (11.6)

48.7*

σ40

18

38.3 (33.7)

149.6 (16.2)

222

140.5 (41.5)

156.3 (17.5)

142.2

σ120
187
17.7 (29.9)
190.8 (73.8)
133
158.3 (55.5)
187.4 (62.5)
231.6
Remarks: n gives the number of observations. Standard deviations (based on individual observations) in parentheses. * When σ = 10
only pooling on zero is a Nash equilibrium; a choice for 48.7 by the high type is a best response given that the low type chooses a
signal cost of zero (but not vice versa).

ordinate on separating. Table 2.5 splits the submitted signal costs into pooling (below 90)
and separating (at and above 90), for low-quality sellers as well as high-quality sellers.22
Conditional on a separating signal cost being sent, the signal cost indeed increased monotonically from on average 97.9 in σ0 to 158.3 in σ120 . A Kruskall-Wallis test performed at
the group level rejects the hypothesis that there are no differences in signal costs between
the treatments (p=0.02).23
The table foreshadows the main finding regarding subjects’ inclination to separate.
The relative frequency of pooling signals increases with noise. In treatments σ0 , σ10 ,
σ40 and σ120 , high-quality senders submitted pooling signal costs in 0.6%, 2.0%, 7.5%
and 58.4% of the cases, respectively. In all treatments the overwhelming majority of
low-quality sellers submitted signal costs of 0. Thus, sellers aimed for separation in treatments σ0 , σ10 and σ40 , while the results are mixed for treatment σ120 , where the pooling
equilibrium attracted sellers more than the separating equilibrium did.
Table 2.5 also reveals two differences between equilibrium predictions and submitted signal costs. The first difference is that the submitted signal cost increased on
average monotonically with noise, while theoretically a separating equilibrium does not
exist in treatment σ10 . The second difference is that high-quality sellers’ signal costs did
not increase as rapidly with noise (from σ40 to σ120 ) as equilibrium predicts.
It only makes sense for sellers to play equilibrium when buyers play equilibrium.
22 This

classification follows from the observation that in a separating equilibrium (if it exists), the good
type seller always chooses a signal cost that exceeds 90 (see the case p < β ∗ in Table 2.2). Positive signal
costs below 90 thus cannot be interpreted as an attempt to separate and are therefore labelled pooling.
23 Mann-Whitney tests reveal that all pair-wise comparisons of signal costs between treatments are significant or weakly significant, except for the comparison between σ40 and σ120 .
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Therefore, a more relevant question is to what extent sellers chose best responses to the
actual behavior of the buyers. We describe the latter by means of an empirical cutoff value
b
z∗ . In particular, we determined in each matching-group and each period which cutoff
level b
z∗ for the buyers minimized the sum of the buyers’ errors against that cutoff level in
the 10 most recently completed periods of that particular group.24 We subsequently set the
seller’s empirical best response equal to the signal cost that maximized expected payoff
given this cutoff level b
z∗ of the buyers.25 Often, there was a range of cutoff levels that fitted
the data equally well. In those cases, we determined the best response to the maximum
cutoff level in the optimal range and the best response to the average cutoff level in the
optimal range. It turns out that the best response on the basis of the maximum cutoff
level was closer to the actual signal cost than the one based on the average. Therefore, we
report statistics based on the maximum.
Table 2.5 includes a column that reports the sellers’ best responses. In agreement with
the actual data, the best responses of high-quality sellers increased monotonically with
noise, with lesser increments than the equilibrium-predictions. Note that the high-quality
sellers’ best response in treatment σ10 equaled 117.9, quite close to the actual data, despite
the fact that a separating equilibrium does not exist here. We will come back to this
important finding in Subsection 2.4.2.
To assess whether subjects coordinated on a pooling or a separating equilibrium, buyers and sellers’ behavior have to be scrutinized simultaneously. First, we deal with the
possibility that subjects played in accordance with the logic of a mixed equilibrium. As
explained in Section 2.2, there are two types of mixed equilibria. The one where the good
type mixes has two features that are incompatible with the data. The first one is that the
comparative statics prediction is violated. According to this equilibrium, the positive signal cost chosen by the high-quality seller should decrease with (increasing) noise, while
it actually increased. Second, in σ120 , the good type should mix between 0 with probability 0.75 and 290.95 with probability 0.25. High-quality sellers submitted signal costs
higher than 250 in only 2.2% of the cases, however. In all other treatments, the mixed
equilibrium is observationally indistinguishable from pure pooling equilibria and we will
deal with those later.
The next type of mixed equilibrium is the one where the low-quality seller mixes. This
equilibrium exists in σ10 , but not in σ40 nor in σ120 (see Table 2.3). In σ10 , in 6 out of
200 cases low-quality sellers chose a signal cost larger than 0, three times 70 and three
times 80. According to the mixed equilibrium, bad type sellers should choose a signal
24 Remember, sellers had access to a social history screen of 10 periods deep of their own matching-group,

which also listed the behavior of the buyers.
25 Depending on the level of b
z∗ , the best response of the good [bad] type seller equals either signal costs
of mg [mb ] as given by expression (2.1) [(2.4)], or zero signal costs.
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cost 85 with probability 0.15 and 0 otherwise. So the positive signal costs chosen are
below the theoretically expected level. Moreover, the proportion of positive signal costs
(3%) falls considerably short of the theoretically expected level (15%). In fact, a binomial
test rejects the hypothesis that the proportion of positive observations is in line with the
theoretical prediction (p = 0.00, test performed at the choice level). Choosing positive
signal costs was not a great idea for bad type sellers: 5 out of these 6 positive signal
costs led to signals above the equilibrium cutoff level of buyers, but only 3 actually led
to a sale. Thus, sending these positive signal costs led to an average loss of 30. These 6
observations are probably best interpreted as unsuccessful attempts of low-quality sellers
to fool the buyers, or simply mistakes, instead of mixed-equilibrium play. We conclude
that mixed equilibria do not organize the data well. In the remainder, we will therefore
focus on the pure strategy equilibria.
For each matching group, we computed the number of outcomes consistent with the
pooling equilibrium and the number of outcomes consistent with the separating equilibrium. An outcome is consistent with the pooling equilibrium if and only if there was no
sale. An outcome is consistent with the separating equilibrium if and only if the buyer’s
decision whether or not to buy was in accordance with the separating prediction that depended on the quality of the seller and the actual noise term in the signal.26 (Thus, an
outcome may be consistent with both types of equilibria and also with neither type.) Table 2.6 lists for each matching group the extent to which actual play agreed with either
of the equilibria in periods 21-40. In treatments σ0 , σ10 and σ40 , the outcomes of all
groups agreed much better with the separating equilibrium than with the pooling equilibrium. In treatment σ120 , the results were less clear-cut; either equilibrium attracted half
of the groups. The results based on the strategy method in periods 41-50 were the same
as the ones reported for periods 21-40, except that two of the groups (#4 and #5 in treatment σ120 ) that were playing in accordance with separation in periods 21-40 switched to
pooling in periods 41-50. In fact, in periods 21-40, for these two groups the separating
equilibrium only predicted marginally more outcomes than the pooling equilibrium. Our
interpretation is that these groups had not yet converged to equilibrium in periods 21-40.
After unsuccessfully trying to establish separating play, subjects in these groups switched
to pooling in the final 10 periods. Thus, in σ120 , at the end of the experiment 6 of the 8
matching-groups agreed with pooling and the 2 others with separating.
Table 2.6 also shows how and to what extent actual results deviate from best responses.
The procedure to calculate best responses for sellers was already explained above. For
buyers we used the following procedure. In each matching-group and each period, we
26 For

σ = 10 where a separating equilibrium does not exist, we defined an outcome consistent with
separation if either (i) the seller is of the bad type and there is no sale, or (ii) the seller is of the good type
and trade takes place. Here the definition of a separating outcome thus corresponds with the σ = 0 case.
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means actual, ‘BR’ refers to best response. Groups 4 and 5 in σ120 converged to pooling with the strategy method: in periods 41-50, 87.5% (75.0%) and 77.5% (75.0%) of the outcomes agreed with pooling

buyers’ buy decision, and the percentage of outcomes that is in line with the pooling and the separating equilibrium outcomes. Groups are ordered on the basis of average signal cost when quality is high. ‘Act.’

Remarks: We have 23 independent group observations, with 4, 5, 6 and 8 groups for treatments σ0 , σ10 , σ40 and σ120 , respectively. The table reports the average signal cost SC within a group (by quality level),
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σ10

σ0

Act.

Table 2.6: Average actual outcomes per group and comparison with best response (periods 21-40)
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determined the average signal cost chosen by the good type sellers (c
mg ) and the average
signal cost chosen by the bad type sellers (c
mb ) in the last 10 periods. Then we computed
the best response cutoff level zBR given these average signal costs.27 This cutoff level and
the received signal together determined the buyer’s best response decision to buy or not.
In most groups of the treatments with noisy signals high-quality sellers chose lower signal
costs than the best response prediction. Note also that buyers bought less than the best
response model predicted in treatments σ0 , σ10 and σ40 , but more than the best response
model in treatment σ120 . This limits the scope for an explanatory role of risk-aversion.
Risk averse buyers should use higher cutoff levels than risk neutral buyers and therefore
buy less often. The data in σ0 , σ10 and σ40 deviate in the direction expected by risk
aversion. In σ120 , the data deviate in the opposite direction, however.
We now take a closer look at buyers’ behavior. For each individual buyer, we estimated her personal cutoff signal b
z∗ below which she did not buy. The cutoff level was set
such that the number of errors against the cutoff level was minimized. Table 2.7 presents
the data separately for the groups that were classified as pooling and the ones that were
classified as separating in Table 2.6. In σ120 , subjects in pooling groups employed much
larger cutoff levels than subjects in separating groups. For the separating groups, subjects
used higher cutoff levels than predicted by best response and equilibrium in treatments σ0 ,
σ10 and σ40 , but lower cutoff levels in treatment σ120 . A Kruskall-Wallis test performed
at the group level does not reject the hypothesis that there are no differences in estimated
cutoff levels between the treatments (p=0.51). Overall, subjects’ cutoff levels were not
sufficiently responsive to the noise in the signal.
Taken together, our main findings can be summarized as follows. In the treatments
with no, low and intermediate noise the high-quality sellers clearly aim for separation,
choosing signal costs that increase monotonically with noise. For high noise seller behavior is mixed with the majority of (high-quality) sellers focusing on pooling. The empirical
best responses of high quality sellers also increase with noise, albeit less steep than (separating equilibrium) theory predicts. Outcomes resulting from the joint behavior of seller
and buyer are in agreement with separation for σ0 , σ10 and σ40 . Yet for the case of σ120
the majority of the matching groups coordinate on a pooling equilibrium. For the separating groups, buyers’ actual cutoff levels do not vary with noise, contrasting best response
(and equilibrium) behavior which requires higher cutoffs for higher levels of noise.
(
27 This

best response is given by

zBR

=

1
2

cb ) +
(c
mg + m

h ∗
i)
β (1−p)
2σ 2 ln (1−β ∗ )p
cg −c
m
mb

.
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Table 2.7: Average estimated cutoff levels and tests for equality (periods 21-40)
Pooling groups
Predictions
Actual vs.
best response best response
[equilibrium] [equilibrium]
-

σ0

Estimated
actual
(stan. Dev.)
-

σ10

-

-

σ40

-

-

σ120

211.5
(166.2)

330.9
[800]

0.72
[0.07]

Estimated
actual
(stan. Dev.)
94.0
(4.1)
96.2
(15.1)
98.5
(22.4)
96.9
(84.8)

Separating groups
Predictions
Actual vs.
best response best response
[equilibrium] [equilibrium]
53.0
0.07
[90.0]
[0.11]
57.8
0.04
[25.6*]
[0.04]
75.3
0.03
[75.7]
[0.03]
122.2
0.47
[141.0]
[0.07]

Remarks: For each buyer the actual cutoff level was estimated on the basis of the choices in periods 21-40. The cutoff level was
set such that the number of errors against the cutoff level was minimized. Standard deviations (based on observations per person)
in parentheses; equilibrium predictions/comparisons appear in square brackets. (* When σ = 10 only pooling on zero is a Nash
equilibrium.) Within treatment comparisons are based on Wilcoxon tests performed at the matching group level.

2.4.2

Explaining the results

In the previous section we compared actual behavior to equilibrium behavior and the
heuristic of (empirical) best response. Our main findings indicate that actual choices do
not fully track both equilibrium predictions and empirical best responses. This particularly holds true for buyers, whose actual cutoff levels appear largely insensitive to noise.
Because playing best response can be cognitively demanding, it is not unlikely that subjects make use of other plausible (and simpler) heuristics like reinforcement or imitation
as well. In this section, we employ a maximum likelihood procedure to estimate an attraction learning model that allows sellers and buyers to use any of these three heuristics.
We are not the first to develop learning models along these lines. To the contrary, our
approach blends with the work of Brandts and Holt (1992, 1993), Cooper et al. (1997a,
1997b), McKelvey and Palfrey (1998), Camerer and Ho (1998, 1999) and Wilcox (2006).
Our approach differs from previous work primarily because of the noise in the signaling
technology.
We first describe the model for the sellers. In period t, seller i with product quality q
(low or high) updates attraction Ai,c,q [t] of choosing signal cost c according to:
Ai,c,q [t] = ϕ Ai,c,q [t − 1] + δBL E πBL,i,c,q [t] + δIM E πIM,i,c,q [t]
+ (1 − δBL − δIM )E πRE,i,c,q [t]

(2.6)

where φ represents the weight on the attraction in the previous period, δBL represents
the weight on belief learning (i.e., best response), δIM the weight on imitation learning
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and (1 − δBL − δIM ) the weight on reinforcement learning. For each level of signal cost
c, the seller’s expected payoff from belief learning E πBL,i,c,q [t] is determined according
to the best response procedure described in the previous subsection. That is, the error
minimizing cutoff level for the buyer is estimated from the history screen. Then, given
this cutoff level, the expected payoff for the seller for each signal cost and quality is
calculated.
The seller’s expected payoff from imitation E πIM,i,c,q [t] is determined with the following procedure. For each possible combination of signal cost and quality, each entry
in the history screen is given a weight depending on how close the signal cost of that
entry is to the particular signal cost c in question. For each entry a weight is defined by
1/(1 + centry − c ), where centry represents the signal cost observed in the specific entry.
Then the weight of each entry is normalized so that the weights add up to 1. The weights
thus denote the ‘resemblance’ of the signal cost of the entry in the history screen to the
signal cost considered. For each entry the seller’s payoff given the buyer’s actual decision
is multiplied by the weight. Then the weighted payoff E πIM,i,c,q [t] is constructed by summing the resulting numbers over all the entries. Note that this payoff is largest for signal
costs c that imitate the most successful signal costs observed in the past. These include
relatively low signal costs that were combined with lucky signals (i.e. a high draw for the
random noise term).
Finally, the expected payoff from reinforcement E πRE,i,c,q [t] depends on whether the
signal cost c was actually chosen by the subject in the previous period. If it was not
chosen in a particular combination of signal cost and quality, the expected payoff equals
0. If it was chosen, the expected payoff equals the seller’s payoff given the buyer’s actual
decision and the quality (low or high).
Given a seller’s profile of attractions in a certain period, he chooses the signal cost
according to a logistic response function. In particular, the probability Pi,c,q [t] that seller i
with product quality q chooses signal cost c in period t equals:
Pi,c,q [t] =

eλi Ai,c,q [t]
350

∑

(2.7)

eλi Ai,c,q [t]

c=0

where λi represents the seller’s precision level.
For the buyers we employed an estimation procedure with exactly the same structure.
That is, in period t buyer i who observed the signal s updates attraction Ai,a,s [t] of choosing
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action a (with a = 0 if she does not buy and a = 1 if she buys) according to:
Ai,a,s [t] = ϕ Ai,a,s [t − 1] + δBL E πBL,i,a,s [t] + δIM E πIM,ia,s [t]
+ (1 − δBL − δIM )E πRE,i,a,s [t]

(2.8)

Here φ , δBL , δIM and (1 − δBL − δIM ) are defined like above. For each signal and action,
the buyer’s expected payoff from belief learning E πBL,i,a,s [t] is calculated according to the
buyer’s best response procedure previously described in Subsection 2.4.1. In the history
screen, the average signal cost of the high-quality seller and the average signal cost of the
low-quality seller is determined. Given these average signal costs of the two seller types,
the expected payoff for the buyer for each possible combination of action and signal is
calculated.
The following procedure explains how the buyer’s expected payoff from imitation
E πIM,i,a,s [t] is determined. For each possible combination of signal and action, each entry in the history screen receives a weight that correlates with the proximity of the signal
of that entry to the particular signal in the combination. Specifically, for each entry the
weight is given by 1/(1 + sentry − s ), where sentry represents the signal observed in the
specific entry. The weights are normalized so that they add up to 1. For each entry the
weight is multiplied by the buyer’s payoff given the buyer’s action and the seller’s actual quality, and the weighted payoff E πIM,i,a,s [t] is constructed by summing the resulting
numbers over all the entries. We refer to this heuristic as imitation, because it is determined according to the same structure as for the seller. Unlike in the seller case, however,
the heuristic could alternatively be interpreted as a "behavioral" belief learning model.
The reason is that buyers observe signals and update the corresponding attractions, but do
not choose signals. So where sellers can simply imitate the most successful signal costs of
other sellers, a similar straightforward interpretation is lacking for the buyers. For them
the procedure contains a belief learning element, because by allowing the buyer to update
the expected profitability of the buy decision corresponding to the received signal on the
basis of the observed payoffs of buying after different signals, it implicitly assumes that
buyers make inferences about seller behavior.
The buyer’s expected payoff from reinforcement E πRE,i,a,s [t] in a particular combination of signal and action equals 0 if the signal in the combination was not observed by the
buyer in the previous period. If it was observed, the expected payoff equals the buyer’s
payoff given the seller’s actual quality and the action considered (either buy or not buy).
Given that the buyer updates her attractions in this way, she chooses whether or not to
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buy according to a logistic response:
Pi,a,s [t] =

eλi Ai,a,s [t]
1

∑

(2.9)

eλi Ai,a,s [t]

a=0

where λi represents the buyer’s precision level.
Following Wilcox (2006), we correct for heterogeneity between subjects by drawing
the precision levels λi from a lognormal distribution (µλ , σλ ). We estimated the model
from period 11 onwards, the first time that the history screen was completely filled with
observations from the 10 most recent periods. In period 11, we set all the attractions of
period 10 equal to 0.28
Table 2.8 presents the results. First we discuss the results for the buyer model. The
table presents three versions of the model, one where all precision levels are forced to
be the same (σλ = 0, first column) and two with heterogeneity between subjects (second
and third column). Unsurprisingly, the likelihood of the data improves significantly for
the buyer model when we allow for heterogeneity (comparison first and second column,
likelihood ratio test, p<0.001). Remarkably, the estimates of the buyer model put substantially less weight on reinforcement learning when heterogeneity is introduced: the
weight decreases from (1 − δBL − δIM ) = 0.49 when σλ = 0 to 0.17 when σλ ≥ 0 (second column). Thus, like Wilcox (2006), we find that ignoring heterogeneity leads to a
gross overstatement of reinforcement learning in the buyer model. When the estimates
are corrected for differences between subjects, the largest weight is assigned to belief
learning (0.48) and imitation or behavioral belief learning (0.35). When we in addition
allow the learning parameters to vary across treatments (third column), the likelihood
again increases significantly and the weight assigned to reinforcement learning is further
reduced. In none of the treatments the weight to reinforcement exceeds 0.17. Notice that
the proportions assigned to belief learning and imitation (“behavioral” belief learning)
vary substantially across treatments. As we argued above, for the buyer these two models
are very much aligned and capture more or less the same behavior, so it is not surprising
that these proportions vary.
The picture for the sellers looks very different. In the comparison of columns four
and five, the estimates of the seller model appear more robust with respect to the heterogeneity of subjects. With or without heterogeneity, reinforcement learning receives the
highest weight. When we allow the learning parameters to vary across treatments (final
28 In

the maximum likelihood procedure we had to integrate over the lognormal distribution. We did this
numerically, approximating the integral by a discrete trapezoid. We will send the details of this procedure
upon request. To keep the estimation problem manageable, we do not allow for heterogeneity in φ . Wilcox
(2006) mentions that the bias from ignoring heterogenity in φ is a ’relatively minor problem’.
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Table 2.8: Maximum likelihood estimation results learning model (periods 11 - 40)

BL
IM
BL (σ0 )
IM (σ0 )
BL (σ10 )
IM (σ10 )
BL (σ40 )
IM (σ40 )
BL (σ120 )
IM (σ120 )

Φ
µλ
σλ
-LogL

σλ =0
0.23 (0.04)
0.27 (0.06)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.55 (0.08)
11.52 (2.00)
–
810.2

Buyer model
σλ ≥0
0.48 (0.09)
0.35 (0.07)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.67 (0.05)
7.51 (1.43)
0.77 (0.11)
753.6

σλ ≥0
–
–
0.10 (0.15)
0.79 (0.24)
0.00 (0.09)
0.94 (0.27)
0.36 (0.12)
0.64 (0.20)
0.93 (0.14)
0.07 (0.05)
0.22 (0.20)
13.96 (3.47)
0.70 (0.09)
696.4

σλ =0
0.26 (0.01)
0.18 (0.01)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.86 (0.01)
22.81 (0.60)
–
8757.7

Seller model
σλ ≥0
0.28 (0.01)
0.18 (0.01)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.89 (0.00)
24.52 (2.10)
0.78 (0.06)
7984.1

σλ ≥0
–
–
0.17 (0.01)
0.41 (0.04)
0.46 (0.03)
0.24 (0.03)
0.29 (0.03)
0.45 (0.03)
0.53 (0.01)
0.10 (0.00)
0.89 (0.01)
29.43 (1.50)
0.88 (0.07)
7537.8

Remark: Standard deviations in parentheses.

column), the weight on reinforcement diminishes somewhat but still remains sizable, viz.
in the range of 0.26 to 0.42. The estimates thus suggest a genuine role for reinforcement
learning. This makes sense if one takes the complexity of the problem into account (see
below). Like in the buyer model, the likelihood of the data improves significantly for the
seller model when heterogeneity is introduced (comparison fourth and fifth columns) and
when difference across treatments are allowed (comparison fifth and sixth columns, in
both cases likelihood ratio test yields p<0.001).
The sellers’ decision problem is complicated by the fact that they choose from a very
large action space. In fact, in our data we observe that sellers often repeat successful
choices (for a given quality) and only experiment with a limited set of signal costs. This
feature of the data credits reinforcement learning. The combination of a high weight on
reinforcement and a high precision level correctly leads to high predicted probabilities of
previously chosen signal costs. In contrast, buyers face a much simpler decision problem,
because they only have to judge the profitability of two actions given the signal that they
receive, with one of the actions (not buy) always leading to a payoff of zero. From this
perspective, it makes perfect sense that buyers employ more sophisticated heuristics like
(“behavioral”) belief learning to a larger extent.
The estimated learning model helps explaining why subjects’ actual choices deviate
(to some extent) from best response behavior, as was observed in Subsection 2.4.1. First
consider the behavior of sellers. Remember that in the treatments with noisy signals, the
high quality sellers’ actual signal costs were smaller than their best responses (and also
insufficiently responsive to the noise). A plausible explanation for this is that reinforce-
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ment receives a lot of weight in the seller model. In the early periods, sellers started with
signal costs that were on average below the best response levels. Possibly high-quality
sellers originally started with a simple rule of choosing a signal cost equal to the payoff
that a low-quality seller would receive in case of a sale enhanced by a ’safety margin’.
They subsequently learned to a considerable extent by reinforcement and therefore experimented too little, thus not finding out that their expected profits would be maximized at
higher levels.
Another noteworthy feature of sellers’ behavior is that the volatility of the signal costs
chosen by high-quality sellers increased with the noise in the signal. As the histograms
presented in Figures 2.3 revealed, especially in treatment σ120 high-quality sellers chose
signals all over the place when they attempted to separate. Figures 2.4a-2.4d provide a
coherent reason why this may have occurred. These figures present the expected profit
of a high-quality seller and its variance conditional on the signal cost submitted, given
the actual average cutoff level of the buyers in a treatment. In treatment σ0 , the payoff
function is steep and, indeed, high-quality sellers’ signal costs in this treatment were
clustered in a very small interval. In treatment σ120 , however, the payoff function has
become very flat. Thus even though sellers partly employ a belief learning heuristic see the estimates of δBL in the right hand panel of Table 2.8 - their expected payoffs
from belief learning provide little guidance in locating the exact best response. This also
provides an additional explanation (on top of reinforcement playing a genuine role) why
especially for σ120 actual signal costs fall short of the empirical best response.
Turning to the buyer, the lack of responsiveness of buyers’ cutoff levels to noise reported in Subsection 2.4.1 can be explained in a similar way. It is quite natural for buyers
to start with a ‘myopic’ cutoff level of 90, the amount that the low-quality seller earns
when his good is bought. The question of interest is why in the treatments with noise
buyers did not learn to change the cutoff sufficiently into the direction of the true best
response, especially so given that belief learning receives the largest weight in the buyer’s
learning model (cf. Table 2.8). Figures 2.5a-2.5d provide an answer to this question.
For each treatment, these figures show the buyer’s expected payoff and its volatility conditional on each possible cutoff level z, given the actual average signal costs chosen by
low-quality and high-quality sellers. It appears that the expected payoff functions are
very flat around 90, and in all treatments the profit at a cutoff level of 90 is close to the
profit of the optimal cutoff level. Irrespective of the amount of noise, the expected payoffs
from belief learning thus provide hardly any pressure to change the original cutoff level.
Our experimental finding that the effect of noise on cutoff levels is (much) smoother than
predicted by theory lines up with experimental results in different games. For instance,
Brandts and Figueras (2003) find that reputation building increases with the fraction of
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Figure 2.4: Expected profit high-quality seller as function of signal cost given actual
behavior of buyers in periods 21-40.
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honest bankers, but not as steeply as theory predicts. Similarly, Georganas and Nagel
(2011) find that the effect of partial ownership of a good on bidding behavior is much
smaller than predicted.
The learning model together with the flatness of the buyer’s expected profit functions
also explains our important experimental finding that subjects separate even in treatment
σ10 where the noise is so small that a pure strategy separating equilibrium does not exist.
As reported in Table 2.7, the actual average cutoff level buyers employ in this treatment
is well above the best response level: 96.2 versus 57.8. In periods 21-40 buyers actually
earned on average 133.9 (at a standard error of 157.6). If they would consistently have
used the much lower optimal best response cutoff level of 57.8,29 their profit would have
been 141.8 (standard error 166.0). In the large majority of 95% of the cases, the optimal
cutoff leads to exactly the same choice and profit as the buyer actually made. In only 4%
of the cases the optimal cutoff would have led to a higher profit, while in 1% of the cases it
would have led to a lower profit. The difference between the actual profit and the optimal
profit generated by a hypothetical cutoff strategy of 57.8 is not significant according to
29 If

buyers would have used this cutoff level of zBR = 57.8, the theoretical best response for the bad
(good) type seller is to choose signal costs equal to zero (81.34). So even in that case the bad type would
not have an incentive to deviate from 0, i.e. to upset the separating outcome.
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Figure 2.5: Expected profit buyer as function of cutoff given actual behavior of sellers in
periods 21-40
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Table 2.9: Simulations learning model treatment 10
simulation starts
like observed in experiments
hypothetical from pooling

quality seller
signal cost low
signal cost high
signal cost low
signal cost high

input: periods 1-10
8.5 (29.4)
113.4 (27.6)
0.0 (0.0)
0.0 (0.0)

result: periods 501-1000
13.8 (26.4)
110.7 (2.6)
11.6 (23.1)
113.6 (3.4)

Remarks: The simulations employ the parameter estimates on treatment σ 10 and project how play unfolds in 1000 periods. The upper
part reports results using the actual average signal cost chosen by high and low seller types (and their respective variances). The lower
part reports results from a hypothetical start from the pooling equelibrium. The simulation results are the averages of 50 runs with
matching groups consisting of 16 sellers and 16 buyers each.

a Wilcoxon rank test using all observations as data points (p = 0.15). Thus, as already
indicated above, there was no noticeable pressure on buyers to lower their cutoff. Given
the high cutoff levels actually used by the buyers, it is no surprise that high-quality sellers
continued to send messages with high signal costs. In fact, due to reinforcement learning
being a significant behavioral driver for sellers as well, their signal costs were even a
bit lower than the actual best response (112.8 versus 117.9). In sum, the non-equilibrium
separation outcome materializes in σ10 because buyers employed higher cutoff levels than
they should in equilibrium, but were hardly punished for doing so, while sellers were close
to best responding.
A potential concern is that the observed separation in σ10 is an artefact of the limited
length of our sessions. To address this concern, we used the estimates for treatment
σ10 reported in Table 2.8 to simulate how play unfolds after period 10. We calculated
the averages of the actual signal costs employed by high and low type sellers and their
respective variances, and the average rejection rates by buyers in the first 10 periods.30
We used these data to create the history screen for the first 10 periods. The learning
model of both buyer and seller and the estimated parameters then determine how behavior
develops after period 10. The upper part of Table 2.9 presents the results of this exercise
and the upper panel of Figure 2.6 shows the results of a typical matching group. The
results clearly indicate that the separation outcome observed in treatment σ10 is a stable
phenomenon. Even after 1000 periods high and low quality sellers continue to separate
in our simulations.
The lower part of Table 2.9 provides insight in how the simulation results depend
on initial conditions. These simulations are based on an artificial history screen where
high and low quality sellers start choosing zero signal costs corresponding to the pooling
equilibrium (and the buyer’s initial acceptance rate is set equal to zero). Remarkably, with
the estimated parameters of the learning model simulated play rather quickly drifts toward
30 The

sellers’ averages are reported in Table 2.9. The average rejection rates of buyers in the first 10
periods equal 94.67% for low quality sellers and 12.89% for high quality sellers.
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Figure 2.6: Signal cost in simulations for typical matching groups.
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Remarks:The upper panel presents results starting from a history screen like observed in the experiments. The lower panel presents
results starting from a (hypothetical) pooling outcome. High quality signal costs are displayed by black dots, low quality signal costs
by grey dots.

the separating play observed in our experiment. The reason behind this is that sellers’ and
buyers’ initial behavior is noisy. Thus, some signal costs get accepted by mistake. When
this happens in the case that a high quality seller accidentally employs a high signal cost,
both the seller’s and buyer’s behavior is reinforced. A similar incident with a low quality
seller is not reinforced. Thus, gradually high quality sellers learn to employ high signal
costs, and buyers learn to accept high signals. The lower panel of Figure 2.6 displays the
result of a typical matching group that starts from the pooling outcome.
Average (actual) profits also shed light on another main finding from our experiment,
viz. which equilibrium organizes the data best in treatments σ0 , σ40 and σ120 . In the introduction we hypothesized that sellers are less willing to pursue the separating equilibrium
when the noise increases. With noise, there is always a chance that a separating signal cost
of a high-quality seller is pushed below the cutoff of the buyer, in which case the seller
incurs a loss. This becomes more likely the higher the level of noise is. For instance, in
σ40 , the probability that the (equilibrium) separating signal cost of the high-quality seller
is not accepted equals 0.05. In σ120 , the probability that a high-quality seller incurs a
loss increases to 0.23. At the same time, the equilibrium markup in case of a sale decreases from 258 in σ40 to 169 in σ120 . Thus, for the seller the prospects of the separating
equilibrium deteriorate when the noise in the signal increases.
Average (actual) profits shed light on another main finding from our experiment, viz.
which equilibrium organizes the data best in treatments σ0 , σ40 and σ120 . In the introduction we hypothesized that sellers are less willing to pursue the separating equilibrium
when the noise increases. With noise, there is always a chance that a separating signal cost
of a high-quality seller is pushed below the cutoff of the buyer, in which case the seller
incurs a loss. This becomes more likely the higher the level of noise is. For instance, in
σ40 , the probability that the (equilibrium) separating signal cost of the high-quality seller
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Table 2.10: Seller profits conditional on signal and type (periods 21-40)

σ0
σ10
σ40
σ120

Pooling groups
Pooling
Separating
SC < 90
SC ≥90
-0.7
-46.8
(7.0)
(46.3)
-0.9
(9.6)
3.3
-52.0
(24.6)
(37.0)
22.6
-110
(40.4)
(0.0)

Separating groups
Pooling
Separating
SC < 90
SC ≥90
-80.0
294.5
(0.0)
(60.2)
30.0
257.8
(200.0)
(100.6)
117.2
221.7
(206.3)
(119.1)
80.7
73.3
(170.2)
(189.8)

Remarks: The cells list average profits. Standard deviations (based on individual observations) in parentheses.

is not accepted equals 0.05. In σ120 , the probability that a high-quality seller incurs a
loss increases to 0.23. At the same time, the equilibrium markup in case of a sale decreases from 258 in σ40 to 169 in σ120 . Thus, for the seller the prospects of the separating
equilibrium deteriorate when the noise in the signal increases.
The actual profit data are in accordance with this explanation. For the treatments
where a pooling and separating equilibrium coexist as well as for treatment σ10 where
this is not the case, Table 2.9 lists seller profits, separated for high types and low types,
and for pooling signals (< 90) and separating signals (≥ 90). For high-quality types,
the attractiveness of the separating equilibrium is highest in σ0 . With noise the loss-gain
tradeoff worsens, which favors pooling. In fact, for σ120 high-quality sellers made on
average slightly more when they selected pooling signal costs. This result agrees with the
earlier finding that in the end 6 of the 8 matching-groups in σ120 converged to pooling.
From Brandts and Holt (1992, 1993), Cooper et al. (1997a, 1997b) and our paper a
unified picture emerges about how people play signaling games. In all these papers, subjects start playing at their myopic optimum after which play unfolds in accordance with
adaptive learning dynamics. Brandts and Holt show that this process can lead to the unintuitive equilibrium being played. In the context of a limit pricing game, Cooper et al. find
that this process converges to the pooling equilibrium if it exists. In our paper, this process
reveals how Spence’s wasteful signaling result is saved for behavioral reasons even when
(a small amount of) noise in the receiver’s perception of the signal is introduced.

2.5

Conclusion

In this paper we introduced noise in Spence’s pure signaling game. Besides being more
realistic, allowing for noise in the signal is appealing because it substantially cuts down
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the number of equilibria. With an unfavorable prior belief, the (pure strategy) separating
equilibrium even completely disappears for low levels of noise. It reappears for intermediate noise levels, where the (high type’s) signal costs increase with the noise in the signal
up to a ceiling. In contrast, a pooling (on no signaling) equilibrium always exists.
In our experiment, noise systematically affected the signal costs of high-quality sellers. High quality sellers tended to aim for separation. The signal costs of the sellers who
opted for separation rose with the noise in the signaling technology. For high noise levels, the separating equilibrium lost ground to the pooling equilibrium, though. With high
noise, high-quality sellers faced the risk that a signal cost aimed at separation would fail
to accomplish its goal because it received a bad draw for the noise term. In addition, with
high noise higher signal costs were required to convince the buyer, which decreased the
markup in case of a sale. Thus, the separating equilibrium became much less attractive,
which is reflected in the frequency that it was chosen. We did, however, observe a couple
of very high signal costs when the noise in the signal cost was high. Noise thus adds to
the explanation why in some real life cases wasteful signaling appears so excessive and
prominent.
We observed a smoother pattern in the effect of noise on the signal cost than predicted
by theory. Conditional on choosing a separating level of signal costs, the signal costs
of high-quality sellers increased monotonically with noise. Although intuitive this is a
remarkable empirical finding, because it means that subjects separated even in the case
where no separating equilibrium existed. It turns out that with little noise subjects initially
played as if there were no noise. In particular, buyers used higher cutoffs than prescribed
by equilibrium. The strategic nature of the game was such that there was negligible pressure on buyers to change their initial behavior. Buyers almost made the same amount as
they would have earned with their best response and their best response hardly guided
them to lower cutoffs. As a result, sellers did not have an incentive to cease separating.
Thus, separation did not unravel. A simple attraction learning model incorporating belief
learning, imitation and reinforcement, accounts for this intuitive anomaly.
We believe that the mechanisms identified in this paper are also relevant in the field. In
some real life situations, senders employ rather inexpensive signals. For instance, a GRE
score is an almost perfect predictor of how well a student performs in a PhD program.
Notice that this is an example with only a very limited amount of noise in the signaling
technology, so that separating may not be supported in equilibrium. Still, students seem
to separate successfully through their GRE scores, just like our subjects in treatment σ10 .
In other cases, like advertising during the Super Bowl, or fighting for a fierce image
among the Yanomamö, senders use much more expensive signals with a possibly lower
success rate. These examples differ in many dimensions. One crucial dimension may be
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the signaling technology though. The task that directors of graduate schools face when
they interpret GRE scores seems easier compared to the task of average sports fans who
interpret the cost behind a Super Bowl commercial, or the task of Yanomamö women who
distill a man’s fierceness from his scars.
Our results illustrate that in particular senders suffer from a malfunctioning signaling
technology. They thus have the largest incentive to improve the signaling technology.
Endogenizing the noise in the receiver’s perception of the signal may be an interesting
avenue for future research.

2.6

Appendix

In this Appendix we formally derive the theoretical predictions discussed in Section 2.2.
Recall that z = m + σ · ε , with z the signal observed by the buyer, m the signal costs chosen
by the seller and ε a random variable with distribution F. With regard to F we make the
following three assumptions:
(F.1) F is continuously differentiable, i.e. density f is continuous;
(F.2) The density f is strictly positive on the entire real line;
(F.3) The conditional density of z given m (denoted g(z | m)) satisfies the strict monotone
likelihood ratio property (MLRP):
m > m0 .

g(z | m)
g(z | m0 )

=

1
z −m
σ ·f( σ )
1
z −m0
σ ·f( σ )

is strictly increasing in z for

These three assumptions facilitate the equilibrium analysis. First, in the setup of both
Matthews and Mirman (1983) and Carlsson and Dasgupta (1997), MLRP implies that the
receiver necessarily uses a cutoff strategy in equilibrium. Building on their theoretical
analysis, Lemma 1 below reveals that essentially the same result applies in our model
where signaling constitutes a pure social waste. Second, the three assumptions together
also imply that f is ‘nicely’ shaped, see our Lemma 2.
Lemma 1. Let µb (m) [µg (m)] denote the probability with which the bad [good] type
seller chooses signal costs m in equilibrium. Consider non-pooling equilibria only, i.e.
µb (m) 6= µg (m) for some m ≥ 0. Assumptions (F.1) through (F.3) then imply that the
buyer’s best response rule is of the following form (with z∗ ∈ (−∞, +∞)):

π (z) = 0 if z < z∗
= 1 if z > z∗ ,
with π (z) the probability that the buyer ‘Buys’ after observing signal z.

(2.A1)
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Proof. To prove the lemma, we first show that the seller’s equilibrium strategy is
weakly monotonic in his type. Using this we subsequently show that the buyer’s equilibrium payoff from buying is monotonically increasing in the observed signal, positive for
large signals and negative for small signals.31

´
Let p(m | π (z)) = π (z) · σ1 · f z−m
dz denote the probability with which the buyer
σ
buys, given that she uses strategy π (z) and the seller chooses signal cost m. For the type
t ∈ {b, g} seller, expected payoffs then equal t · p(m | π (z)) − m. Let Mt be the set of maximizers of this expected payoff function. This set is non-empty because f , and thus p(m
| π (z)), is continuous and the relevant range [0,t] of signal costs m is compact. Suppose


there exists a m0b ∈ Mb with m0b > 0. It then holds that g · p(m0b | π (z)) − p(m | π (z)) >


b · p(m0b | π (z)) − p(m | π (z)) ≥ m0b − m for all m ∈ [0, m0b ). The second inequality directly follows from m0b ∈ Mb whereas the first follows from g > b. Thus, the good type
strictly prefers m0b > 0 over any lower level of signal costs. Because this holds for any
m0b > 0 in Mb , there exists a cutoff level mc ≥ 0 such that the bad (good) type necessarily
chooses m ≤ mc (m ≥ mc ) in equilibrium. The seller’s equilibrium strategy is thus weakly
monotonic.
The buyer’s expected payoffs of buying when she observes signal z and the seller
plays (µb , µg ) equal V (z | (µb , µg )) = −y + [x + y] · β (z). Here β (z) denotes the buyer’s
posterior belief that the seller is of the good type after observing signal z and given that
the seller uses strategy (µb , µg ). By Assumption (F.2) this belief is determined by Bayes’
rule everywhere:

β (z) ≡ Pr((t = good | z, (µb , µg ))

´
p · f z−m
· µg (m) dm
σ


´
= ´
z−m
p · f z−m
·
µ
(m)
dm
+
(1
−
p)
·
f
· µb (m) dm
g
σ
σ

(2.A2)

Given that f is continuous it follows that β (z) is continuous in z. Moreover, if µb (m) 6=
µg (m) for some m ≥ 0, MLRP together with the weak monotonicity of the seller’s strategy
imply that β (z) is strictly increasing in z (cf. Milgrom, 1981, Proposition 2).32 This in
turn implies that the buyer’s expected payoffs V (z | (µb , µg )) are continuous and strictly
31 The

proof is in the spirit of Lemmas 1 and 2 in Matthews and Mirman (1983). Because they do not
consider mixed strategies, however, our proof more closely follows the one of Proposition 3.1 in Carlsson
and Dasgupta (1997).
32 To see this directly, note that the sign of ∂ β (z) equals the sign of ∂ l(z) , with l(z) equal to:
∂z
∂z
ˆ "

´
p · f z−m
· µg (m) dm
σ

´
l(z) ≡
=
z−m
(1 − p) · f σ · µb (m) dm

p·


f z−m
 σ c

f z−m
σ

ˆ "
(1 − p) ·

#
· µg (m) dm


f z−m
 σ c

f z−m
σ

#
· µb (m) dm
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increasing in z. Suppose V (z | (µb , µg )) > [<]0 for all z. Then the buyer always [never]
buys irrespective of the value of z and both seller types would strictly prefer m = 0. This
contradicts µb 6= µg . Hence there is a unique solution z∗ to V (z | (µb , µg )) = 0. 
Lemma 2. Assumptions (F.1) through (F.3) imply that f (u) is uni-modal and strictly
increasing [decreasing] in u for u < [>]M, with M denoting the mode.
Proof. Let c1 < c3 . We first show that f (c) > min{ f (c1 ), f (c3 )} for all c ∈ (c1 , c3 ).
Suppose not. Then by the continuity of f there exists a c2 ∈ (c1 , c3 ) for which f (c2 ) ≤
f (c) for all c ∈ [c1 , c3 ] (i.e. c2 is an interior global minimum of f on the compact set
[c1 , c3 ]). Assumption (F.1) then also implies that there exists a ∆c ≤ min{c3 − c2 , c2 − c1 }
(with ∆c > 0) such that f (c2 − ∆c) ≥ f (c2 ) and f (c2 + ∆c) ≥ f (c2 ). Pick zh and m0 such
that zh − m0 = σ (c2 + ∆c), and take zl = σ c2 + m0 and m = m0 + σ ∆c. Then
f (c2 )
f (c2 +∆c)

≤

f (c2 −∆c)
f (c2 )

=

zl −m
σ )
zl −m0
f( σ )

f(

zh −m
σ )
zh −m0
f( σ )

f(

=

. This contradicts that g(z | m) satisfies MLRP.

Given that f is continuous and strictly positive on R it follows that f cannot be mono´∞
´∞
tonically increasing; otherwise c1 f (u) du > c1 f (c1 ) du = ∞, contradicting that f is a
density. Together with f (c) > min{ f (c1 ), f (c3 )} for all c ∈ (c1 , c3 ) it follows that f is
uni-modal. 
Assuming that players are restricted to use pure strategies only, Theorem 1 below characterizes the set of possible equilibria. Proposition 1 in the main text directly follows from
this theorem.
Theorem 1. Assume that players are restricted to use pure strategies. (i) A pooling
equilibrium in which both seller types choose m = 0 always exists. In this equilibrium the
y
buyer never [always] buys when p < [>]β ∗ ≡ x+y
. Pooling on some m > 0 cannot occur.
∗

·g
(ii) Generically, i.e. for all p 6= (1−β ∗β)·b+
β ∗ ·g , it holds that in any separating equilibrium
the bad type seller chooses m = 0 whereas the good type chooses some positive level of
signal costs m =mg > 0. The buyer buys if z > z∗ and refrains from buying otherwise.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for ((0, mg ); z∗ ) to constitute equilibrium strategies
are:
 ∗

z − mg
g
·f
= 1 with mg > z∗ − σ M
(2.A3)
σ
σ
 ∗
1
z
p · (1 − β ∗ ) 1
·f
= ∗
·
(2.A4)
σ
σ
β · (1 − p) g



c
The second equality simply follows from dividing both numerator and denominator by f z−m
, with mc
σ
defined in the main text. By MLRP, the numerator is strictly increasing in z whenever there exists a m > mc
for which µg (m) > 0. Similarly so, the denominator is strictly decreasing in z if there exists a m < mc for
which µb (m) > 0. Hence l(z) is strictly increasing in z whenever µb 6= µg .
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  ∗
 ∗

z
z − mb
b· F
−F
≤ mb
σ
σ
 ∗

b
z − mb
∗
for mb > z − σ M that solves · f
=1
σ
σ
  ∗
 ∗

z − mg
z
g· F
−F
≥ mg
σ
σ

(2.A5)

(2.A6)

Proof. (i) For any pooling strategy it follows from (2.A2) that the buyer’s posterior
belief equals her prior belief for any signal z observed; β (z) = p ∀z. Therefore, if p · x −
y
(1 − p) · y > 0, i.e. p > β ∗ ≡ x+y
, the buyer buys for sure and neither type of seller wants
to spend positive signaling costs. Similarly, in case p < β ∗ the buyer never buys and the
seller’s unique best response is m = 0. Only in the knife-edge case p = β ∗ the buyer is
indifferent and her probability of buying π (z) may vary with z. For the type t seller (with
π (z))
t ∈ {b, g}) to be willing to choose some m > 0 it must then hold that t · ∂ p(m|
= 1,
∂
m

´
1
z−m
where p(m | π (z)) = π (z) · σ · f σ dz denotes the probability of trade, given buyer’s
strategy π (z) and the seller choosing signal costs m.33 With b < g this first order condition
cannot hold simultaneously for both types, so pooling on some m > 0 cannot occur.
(ii) From Lemma 1 it follows that in any non-pooling equilibrium the buyer necessarily
uses a cutoff strategy like
(2.A1).The expected payoff of choosing m for the type
 in 
∗
t seller then equals t · 1 − F z σ−m − m. Hence the following necessary first order
condition for an interior maximum:
 ∗

t
z −m
·f
= 1.
(2.A7)
σ
σ
The l.h.s. (r.h.s) equals the marginal benefits (costs) of raising m. With b < g , for given
m condition (2.A7) cannot hold simultaneously for both types. The two seller types thus
never put positive probability on the same m > 0 in equilibrium.
From Lemma 2 it follows that (2.A7) allows at most two solutions. If so, only the
largest one satisfies the second order condition, because at the optimum f should be increasing. (If f is decreasing, an increase in m at the margin increases the marginal benefits
∗
t
of raising m further.) Therefore, necessarily z −m
< M. In equilibrium the type t seller
σ
thus chooses between the two levels m = 0 and mt > z∗ − σ M satisfying (2.A7) only.
We next show that the bad type seller necessarily chooses m = 0. Suppose to the
contrary that he chooses mb > 0. This requires that mb yields the bad type weakly more
than m = 0 does. Given g > b the good type then already strictly earns more by choosing
mb rather than m = 0, so certainly this is the case for signal costs equal to mg . Hence
33 By

Assumption (F.1)
Dasgupta (1997, fn. 8).

∂ p(m|π (z))
∂m

does exist. In fact,

∂ p(m|π (z))
∂m

=

´

1
σ

·f

z−m
σ



d π (z), see Carlsson and
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for all levels of signal costs chosen in equilibrium first order condition (2.A7) holds.
From Bayes’ rule in (A2) we then obtain that after observing cutoff signal z∗ , the buyer’s
posterior belief equals:
p · 1g

∗

β (z ) =

1
g

p · + (1 − p) ·

1
b

=

p·b
p · b + (1 − p) · g

Because β (z) is continuous in z, it necessarily must be such that the buyer is indifferent
between her two actions after observing cutoff signal z∗ (cf. Carlsson and Dasgupta,
1997):
y
β (z∗ ) = β ∗ ≡
(2.A8)
x+y
p·b
y
Since generically p·b+(1−p)·g
6= x+y
, an equilibrium in which neither type chooses m = 0
cannot exist. Therefore, the bad type seller necessarily chooses m = 0.
Only two possible types of pure strategy equilibria remain: (1) both seller types choose
m = 0 (cf. case (i)), and (2) the bad type chooses m = 0 whereas the good type chooses
mg > 0 satisfying (2.A3). Consider the latter case. From (2.A2) and (2.A3) we obtain
that:
p
β (z∗ ) =
∗
p + (1 − p) · g · σ1 · f zσ

Together with requirement (2.A8) then equality (2.A4) follows. Note that generically, this
latter equality has either two, or zero solutions (cf. Lemma 2).
Given cutoff z∗ implicitly defined in (2.A4), the bad type seller should not have an
incentive to deviate from m = 0. The best candidate deviation level of signal costs mb
necessarily satisfies first order condition (2.A7) and mb > z∗ − σ M as well. This level mb
should give the bad type seller weakly less than choosing m = 0, i.e.:

 ∗ 

 ∗

z
z − mb
b· 1−F
≥ b· 1−F
− mb
σ
σ
Rewriting
 ∗  this yields requirement (2.A5). (From Lemma 2 it follows that only when
b
z
∗
σ · f σ < 1 no mb > z − σ M exists that solves the first order condition (2.A7); in that
case condition (2.A5) is automatically satisfied.) Similarly so, the good type seller should
(weakly) prefer choosing mg > 0 over no signal costs at all. This is what condition (2.A6)
requires. 
The actual existence of a separating equilibrium depends on whether expressions
(2.A3) through (2.A6) in Theorem 1 allow a feasible solution. Theorem 2 below, which
generalizes Proposition 2 in the main text to general distribution functions F, in particular considers how this varies with the value of σ . For the situation in which the level of
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noise becomes small, the following lemma will appear helpful in proving this theorem. In
words it says that the tails of density f (u) become ‘thin’ if we move sufficiently far away
from the mode M (see part (a)). As a consequence, we should stay sufficiently close to
the mode M if we want f (u) to equal a particular given value v (cf. part (b)).
Lemma 3. Assumptions (F.1) through (F.3) imply that:
(a) ∀k>0 ∃U(k)>0 such that f (|u|) ≤

k
|u|

for all |u| ≥ U(k);

(b) Let f+−1 ( f−−1 ) denote the inverse of f (u) on the interval u ≥ M (u ≤ M), with M the
mode of f (u).34 It holds that: ∀k>0 ∃V (k)>0 such that − kv ≤ f−−1 (v) ≤ M ≤ f+−1 (v) ≤
k
v for all v satisfying 0 < v ≤ V (k).
Proof. (a) First consider the case u > 0. Let D ≡ {u | f (u) = uk } denote the set of intersection points of f (u) and h(u; k) ≡ uk . First suppose that this set is bounded (which
includes the case that D is empty), i.e. ∃U(k)>0 such that u ≤ U(k) for all u ∈ D. Then
by the continuity of f and h(u; k) on (0, ∞), for all u > U(k) either f (u) > uk or f (u) < uk .
Now the former would imply:
ˆ

ˆ

∞

f (u) du >
U(k)

∞



k
du = k · lim ln u − lnU(k) = ∞.
u−→∞
U(k) u

´∞
This contradicts U(k) f (u) du ≤ 1 given that f is a density. Hence it must hold that
f (u) < uk for all u > U(k).
Next assume that the set of intersection points D is unbounded. Let u1 , u3 ∈ D with
u1 < u3 and f (u) < uk for all u satisfying u1 < u < u3 . Such u1 and u3 do exist when D
´∞
is unbounded, because otherwise f (u) ≥ uk for all u ≥ u1 and u1 f (u) du = ∞, a contradiction. Define u2 ≡

MLRP then requires

f (u1 )
f (u2 )

<

f (u2 ) 35
f (u3 ) .

Given u1 , u3 ∈ D this

k
k2
k2
u1 ·u3 < [ f (u2 )] . From f (u2 ) < u2 this can only be satisfied whenever u1 ·u3 < u22 ,
u1 +u3 2
< u1 · u3 . Rewriting this we get (u1 − u3 )2 < 0, a contradiction. Hence D
2

becomes

k2

u1 +u3
2 .
2

i.e.
cannot be unbounded. The case u < 0 is simply the mirror image of u > 0 and thus
immediately follows from the above.
(b) This part follows from part (a). To see this, consider the case u ≥ M. Here f –
and thus f+−1 – is decreasing. Let U(k) > 0 be the cutoff value as given in part (a), i.e.
f (u) ≤ uk for all u ≥ U(k). Consider values v ≤ f (U(k)) ≡ V (k). From f+−1 decreasing
it follows that for all these values f+−1 (v) ≥ f+−1 ( f (U(k))) = U(k). Now suppose there
exists a v0 with 0 < v0 ≤ V (k) for which f+−1 (v0 ) > vk0 . Given that function h(u; k) ≡ uk is
34 Given

that f is monotonically increasing below M and monotonically decreasing above M (cf. Lemma
2), these inverses do exist.
35 To see this, pick z and m0 such that z − m0 = σ u . Then let z = σ u + m0 and m = m0 + σ (u − u ).
3
2
2
1
h
h
l
0
zh −m
zl −m0
zl −m
This gives zh −m
=
u
,
=
u
=
and
=
u
.
The
requirement
then
follows
from
MLRP.
3
2
1
σ
σ
σ
σ
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strictly decreasing, it holds that h( f+−1 (v0 ); k) < h( vk0 ; k) = v0 = f f+−1 (v0 ) . So, at point
f+−1 (v0 ) function f (u) lies above function h(u; k). Together with f+−1 (v0 ) ≥ U(k) this
contradicts part (a). Hence necessarily f+−1 (v) ≤ kv for all v satisfying 0 < v ≤ V (k).
(Note that M ≤ f+−1 (v) follows by definition.) Again, the case u ≤ M is the mirror image
of u ≥ M. 
Theorem 2. Assume that players are restricted to use pure strategies.
A necessary
n
o
(1−p)β ∗
condition for a separating equilibrium to exist is that σ ≤ g· f (M)·min p(1−β ∗ ) , 1 ≡ σ .
Assuming σ ≤ σ , it holds that:
(i) p ≤ β ∗ : a separating equilibrium does not exist if σ becomes sufficiently small;
∗

·g
(ii) β ∗ < p < (1−β ∗β)·b+
β ∗ ·g : a separating equilibrium always exists. For this equilibrium
it holds that limσ ↓0 mg = 0;

(iii) p >

β ∗ ·g
(1−β ∗ )·b+β ∗ ·g

: a separating equilibrium does not exist.

Proof. When σ > σ either (2.A3) or (2.A4) in Theorem 1 does not have a solution, so a
separating equilibrium cannot exist. Therefore, σ ≤ σ is a necessary condition.
Before proving (i) through (iii) separately, we first show that limσ ↓0 z∗ = limσ ↓0 mg =
limσ ↓0 mb = 0 (with mb the solution to (2.A7) for t = b). Consider the defining equation
β ∗) 1
(2.A4) of z∗ and let c = βp·(1−
∗ ·(1−p) · g . From Lemma 2 it follows that (generically) this
equation has either two or no solutions. For σ low enough, (2.A4) admits two solutions.
z∗
Denote these solutions z∗l and z∗h respectively, with z∗l < z∗h . Note that necessarily σl < M
z∗
and σh > M. First consider the latter solution z∗h . With f+−1 denoting the inverse of f on
the interval above M, we obtain z∗h = σ · f+−1 (σ c) from (2.A4). From Lemma 3(b) it then
−1
k
follows that for all σ satisfying 0 < σ ≤ V (k)
c ≡ σ (k; c), necessarily f + (σ c) ≤ σ c . Hence
z∗h = σ · f+−1 (σ c) ≤ σ · σkc = kc for all σ ≤ σ (k; c). Because this holds for any arbitrary
k > 0, and z∗h > σ M, we obtain limσ ↓0 z∗h = 0.
z∗
Next consider a solution z∗l to (2.A4) for which σl < M. In this case z∗l = σ · f−−1 (σ c)
from (2.A4), with f−−1 the inverse of f on the interval below M. From Lemma 3(b) it
−1
k
∗
then follows that for all σ ≤ V (k)
c ≡ σ (k; c), necessarily f − (σ c) ≥ − σ c . Hence zl =
σ · f−−1 (σ c) ≥ − kc for all σ ≤ σ (k; c). Because this holds for any arbitrary k > 0, and
z∗l < σ M, we obtain limσ ↓0 z∗l = 0. Hence, overall limσ ↓0 z∗ = 0 for any solution z∗ to
(2.A4).
By inserting z∗l = z∗ − mg and c = 1g in the reasoning for z∗l above we immediately
obtain limσ ↓0 (z∗ − mg ) = 0 from equation (2.A3). Together with limσ ↓0 z∗ = 0 this
implies limσ ↓0 mg = 0. Similarly so for limσ ↓0 mb = 0.
β ∗) 1
1
(i). Inequality p ≤ β ∗ is equivalent to βp·(1−
∗ ·(1−p) · g ≤ g . From conditions (2.A3)
∗

 ∗
z −mg
z
and (2.A4) in Theorem 1 we obtain that f
≥
f
σ
σ necessarily. Together with
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Lemma 2 this implies that necessarily zσ > M. Hence in this case only a separating equilibrium based on z∗h may exist. We show that this separating equilibrium disappears for σ
sufficiently small, because the bad type seller obtains an incentive to deviate from m = 0
to a positive level
 ∗  of signal costs equal to mb∗ . To see this, from equality (2.A4) we∗ have
z
z
z
that limσ ↓0 f σh = 0. With Lemma 2 and σh > M this in turn implies that limσ ↓0 σh = ∞.
Taking the limit in the l.h.s. of condition (2.A5) we then obtain that:
  ∗
 ∗

zh
zh − mb
lim b · F
−F
=b>0
σ
σ
σ ↓0
Here limσ ↓0

z∗h −mb
σ

= −∞ (and thus limσ ↓0 F



z∗h −mb
σ



= 0) follows from the fact that
z∗ −m

mb satisfies both first order condition (2.A7) and mb > z∗h − σ M (such that h σ b < M).
Because limσ ↓0 mb = 0 as derived above, requirement (2.A5) cannot be satisfied for σ
sufficiently small.
∗ ·g
∗
∗
(ii). When β ∗ < p < (1−β ∗β)·b+
β ∗ ·g separating equilibria based on zl and zh may exist
side by side. The one based on z∗h vanishes for low σ , see the proof of part (i). We
show that the one based on z∗l continues to exist under the stated conditions. Note that
when σ ≤ σ , condition (2.A4) allows a solution z∗l ≤ σ M. Given this solution z∗l and
p(1−β ∗ )
∗
solution mg to (2.A3).
(1−p)β ∗ > 1 from β < p, we can always find a corresponding
 ∗
∗
∗
zl
·g
b
b p(1−β )
Because p < (1−β ∗β)·b+
,
it
follows
from
(2.A4)
that
·
f
=
·
∗
σ
σ
g (1−p)β ∗ < 1. This
β ·g
implies that condition (2.A5) is automatically satisfied, because no mb > z∗ − σ M exists
that satisfies the first order condition (2.A7) (see the proof of Theorem 1). Moreover,
from (2.A3) and Lemma 2 we have:
  ∗
 ∗

ˆ z∗
l
zl
zl − mg
1 u
g· F
−F
= g·
·f
du
σ
σ
σ
z∗l −mg σ
ˆ z∗
l
1
> g·
du = mg
z∗l −mg g
Hence condition (2.A6) is satisfied as well.
 ∗
∗
∗ ·g
b
z
b p(1−β )
(iii). In case p > (1−β ∗β)·b+
,
(2.A4)
implies
that
·
f
σ
σ = g · (1−p)β ∗ > 1. At
β ∗ ·g
m = 0 the marginal benefits for the bad type of raising the signal costs thus exceed the
marginal costs of doing so and he wants to deviate from choosing m = 0. That is, condition
(2.A5) cannot be satisfied. 
The non-existence of a separating equilibrium in cases (i) and (iii) is based on the
same intuition. Equation (2.A4) in Theorem 1 provides a precise characterization of the
buyer’s equilibrium cutoff value z∗ on the basis of her posterior beliefs. But the feasible
value(s) of z∗ may be incompatible with seller’s best response behavior given the buyer’s
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cutoff strategy. In particular, no-deviation condition (2.A5) for the bad type seller may
not be satisfied for the value(s) of z∗ that solve (2.A4). He thus obtains an incentive to
deviate from m = 0.
We finally turn to mixed strategy equilibria. Theorem 3 below characterizes the set of
mixed strategy equilibria that potentially may exist.
Theorem 3. When players are allowed to use mixed strategies, only two additional
types of (mixed strategy) equilibria may potentially exist:
(i) The bad type chooses m = 0 with probability 1 − qb and some mb > 0 with probability
qb , whereas the good type chooses some mg ≥ mb for sure. A necessary condition
∗ ·g
for existence is: p < (1−β ∗β)·b+
β ∗ ·g . Conditional on existence it holds that: limσ ↓0
z∗ = limσ ↓0 mb = limσ ↓0 mg = b and limσ ↓0 qb =

(1−β ∗ )·p
(1−p)·β ∗

· bg ≡ q0 .

(ii) The bad type chooses m = 0 for sure while the good type chooses m = 0 with probability 1 − qg and some mg > 0 with probability qg . A necessary condition for existence
is: p < β ∗ . Conditional on existence it holds that: limσ ↓0 z∗ = limσ ↓0 mg = g and
limσ ↓0 qg = 0 .
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 1 we obtain the following three observations: (1) in
equilibrium the type t seller chooses between the two levels of signal costs m = 0 and
mt > z∗ − σ M satisfying (2.A7) only, (2) the bad type seller necessarily puts positive
probability on m = 0, and (3) if the bad type puts positive probability on mb > 0 as well,
the good type strictly prefers level mg ≥ mb over m = 0 and thus chooses mg for sure.
Together these three observations imply that only mixed strategy equilibria of types (i) and
(ii) may potentially exist. The remainder of the proof characterizes these mixed equilibria
in more detail and considers the limit equilibria of letting σ become infinitely small.
First note that in a mixed equilibrium it necessarily holds that z∗ > σ M. Suppose z∗ ≤ σ M.
∗
∗
Then f ( z σ−m ) < f ( zσ ) by Lemma 2 and neither type wants to mix between 0 and m (at
m marginal benefits equal marginal costs, so at all inframarginal levels below m marginal
benefits exceed marginal costs).
(i) Equilibrium values of z∗ , mb , mg and qb are characterized by the following four
equations:
 ∗

b
z − mb
·f
= 1 with mb > z∗ − σ M
(2.A9)
σ
σ
 ∗

z − mg
g
·f
= 1 with mg > z∗ − σ M
(2.A10)
σ
σ

b
·f
σ



z∗
σ


=

(1 − β ∗ ) · p · b − β ∗ · (1 − p) · g · qb
with z∗ > σ M
∗
β · (1 − qb ) · (1 − p) · g

(2.A11)
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  ∗
 ∗

z
z − mb
b· F
−F
= mb
σ
σ

(2.A12)

Given the last condition, no-deviation requirement (2.A6) for the good type is automatically satisfied. Existence depends on whether (2.A9) through (2.A12) admit a feasible solution. Because these are four non-linear equations (in four unknowns), it is in
general hard to determine whether a solution exists. We therefore look at the equilibrium
properties when σ becomes small, assuming the mixed strategy equilibrium to exist. The
∗
∗
β ∗ ·(1−p)·g·qb
z∗
b
latter requires necessarily (1−ββ ∗)·p·b−
< 1, for otherwise f ( z −m
σ ) < f ( σ ) and
·(1−q )·(1−p)·g
b

∗

·g
the bad type does not want to mix. This reduces to p < (1−β ∗β)·b+
β ∗ ·g . Because f > 0, from
∗

∗

β )·p b
β ·g
(2.A11) it follows that qb < (1−
(1−p)·β ∗ · g ≡ q0 necessarily. (Note that for p < (1−β ∗ )·b+β ∗ ·g
it holds that q0 < 1.)
From (2.A9) and (2.A10) it follows that limσ ↓0 (z∗ − mb ) = limσ ↓0 (z∗ − mg ) = 0, see
the proof of Theorem 2. Moreover, equality (2.A12) implies limσ ↓0 mb = b. Together,
limσ ↓0 z∗ = limσ ↓0 mb = limσ ↓0 mg = b. Now suppose limσ ↓0 qb 6= q0 . Then there exists

some r < q0 such that qb ≤ r for some subsequence σr ↓ 0. Let zr solve σb · f zσr =
(1−β ∗ )·p·b−β ∗ ·(1−p)·g·r
≡ k(r). From the proof of Theorem 2 it follows that limσ ↓0 zr = 0.
β ∗ ·(1−r)·(1−p)·g
∗

·g
z
With k(r) decreasing in r (given p < (1−β ∗β)·b+
β ∗ ·g ) and f ( σ ) decreasing in z for z >
σ M (cf. Lemma 2), it follows that z∗ ≤ zr for all σr ↓ 0, and thus z∗ → 0 along this
subsequence. This contradicts limσ ↓0 z∗ = b > 0. Hence necessarily limσ ↓0 qb = q0 .
(ii) In this case equilibrium values of z∗ , mg and qg are characterized by the following
three equations:
 ∗

z − mg
g
·f
= 1 with mg > z∗ − σ M
(2.A13)
σ
σ

g
·f
σ



z∗
σ

(1 − β ∗ ) · p · qg
with z∗ > σ M
(β ∗ − p) + (1 − β ∗ ) · p · qg
  ∗
 ∗

z − mg
z
g· F
−F
= mg
σ
σ



=

(2.A14)
(2.A15)

Given (2.A15), requirement (2.A5) for the bad type seller is satisfied. We again look at
the equilibrium properties for low values of σ , assuming the mixed strategy equilibrium
(1−β ∗ )·p·qg
z∗ −mg
z∗
to exist. This requires (β ∗ −p)+(1−β ∗ )·p·q
<
1,
for
otherwise
f
(
σ ) < f ( σ ) and the
g
good type does not want to mix. Therefore p < β ∗ is needed.
z∗ −m
From (2.A13) it follows that limσ ↓0 σ g = −∞ and limσ ↓0 (z∗ − mg ) = 0, see the
β ∗ )·p
proof of Theorem 2. Because the r.h.s. of (2.A14) is bounded from above by (1−
(1−p)·
β∗ ,
 ∗
∗
the l.h.s. is bounded as well. This implies limσ ↓0 f zσ = 0 and thus limσ ↓0 zσ = ∞.
Together with equality (2.A15) we obtain limσ ↓0 mg = g, and thus limσ ↓0 z∗ = g as well.
Now suppose limσ ↓0 qg 6= 0. Then there exists some r > 0 such that qg ≥ r for some
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(1−β ∗ )·p·r
subsequence σr ↓ 0. Let zr solve σg · f zσr = (β ∗ −p)+(1−
β ∗ )·p·r ≡ l(r). From the proof of
Theorem 2 it follows that limσ ↓0 zr = 0. With l(r) increasing in r and f ( σz ) decreasing in
z for z > σ M (cf. Lemma 2), it follows that z∗ ≤ zr for all σr ↓ 0, and thus z∗ → 0 along
this subsequence. This contradicts limσ ↓0 z∗ = g > 0. Hence necessarily limσ ↓0 qg = 0.

Theorem 3 reveals that whenever an equilibrium exists in which the good seller type
mixes, this equilibrium converges to the pooling on m = 0 equilibrium when the noise
becomes small. The other equilibrium in which the bad type mixes converges to a mixed
equilibrium that is insufficiently revealing; the bad type chooses m = b with probability
q0 and m = 0 otherwise, while the good type chooses m = b for sure. Upon receiving
message b the buyer then decides to buy. Interestingly, Theorems 2 and 3 together reveal
that for a very favorable prior, only pooling on m = 0 can occur. Some amount of noise
thus precludes informative signaling altogether in this case.

2.7

Appendix B: Instructions

(These are the instructions for the seller role in treatment 10)
Welcome to this experiment on decision-making. Please read the following instructions carefully. When everyone has finished reading the instructions and before the experiment starts, you will receive a handout with a summary of the instructions. During
the experiment you will be asked to make a number of decisions. Your decisions and the
decisions of other participants will determine how much money you earn. At the start
of the experiment you will receive a starting capital of 5000 points. In addition you will
earn money with your decisions. The experiment consists of two parts. Below you will
find the instructions for the first part. After part one has been completed you will receive
instructions for the second part. Part one consists of 40 periods. In each period, your
earnings will be denoted in points. Your earnings in the experiment will be equal to the
sum of the starting capital, your earning in the 40 periods of part one and your earnings
in part two. At the end of the experiment, your earnings in points will be transferred into
money. For each 100 points you earn, you will receive 40 eurocent. Hence, 250 points
are equal to 1 euro. Your earnings will be privately paid to you in cash.
In each of the 40 periods of part one all participants are coupled in pairs. One participant within a pair has the role of seller, the other participant performs the role of buyer.
In all 40 periods you keep the same role. Your role in part one is: SELLER
In each period you and the buyer with whom you are coupled with may trade one unit
of a particular good. This good can either be of low or of high QUALITY. As a seller
you know the exact quality of your product. The buyer only knows the probabilities of
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low and high quality level (this will be explained below). As a seller you will always
earn more when the buyer buys your product than when the buyer does not. The buyer,
however, obtains a positive profit only if (s)he buys a product of high quality. Buying a
low quality product leads to a loss for her/him. Before the buyer decides whether to buy
your product, you have the possibility of sending a noisy signal to the buyer.
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS IN A PERIOD
At the beginning of each period, you will learn the quality of your product: either low
or high. The actual quality level is determined at random, with the probability that the
low quality applies equal to 50% and the probability of high quality also equal to 50%.
Having observed actual quality, you choose your SIGNAL COST, an (integer) amount in
between 0 and 400. After you have made this choice, the computer adds a RANDOM
NOISE term to the signal cost that you chose. That is,
signal = signal cost + random noise term
The buyer with whom you are coupled observes the SIGNAL, but does NOT observe
the signal cost nor the random noise term. Hence when (s)he observes a very high signal,
(s)he does not know for sure whether this is due to a high signal cost chosen by you, or
to a high random noise term drawn by the computer (or both). After having observed the
signal, the buyer decides whether to buy your product. After that the period is finished.
PERIOD EARNINGS
In each period you can earn or lose points. Your period earnings depend on whether the
buyer buys your product, the quality of your product (if sold), and the signal cost that
you chose. In particular, your period earnings equal:

(i) If the buyer does not buy your product, you earn: 0 – signal cost
(ii) If the buyer buys and your product is of low quality, you earn: 90 – signal cost
(iii) If the buyer buys and your product is of high quality, you earn: 400 – signal cost
Supplementary Information

Note that you always pay the signal cost. Besides that, you obtain gross earnings of
90 when you sell a low quality product and 400 when you sell a high quality product.
The period earnings of the buyer equal: (i) If the buyer does not buy your product, the
buyer earns: 0 (ii) If the buyer buys a low quality product from you, the buyer earns: –450
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(iii) If the buyer buys a high quality product from you, the buyer earns: 300 The buyer’s
earnings are thus independent of the signal received and only depend on whether your
product (if bought) is of low or high quality. Recall that the buyer does not observe the
quality of your product when (s)he decides whether to buy or not (but (s)he does observe
the signal). The buyer is informed of the possible outcomes for the seller, in the same way
as you are informed of the possible outcomes for the buyer.
RANDOM NOISE TERM
As explained before, the buyer with whom you are coupled just observes the signal,
which is the sum of signal cost chosen by you and the random noise term drawn by the
computer. This (integer) random noise term is drawn in such a way that on average it
equals zero and negative and positive values are equally likely. In the figure that you find
on your table, you can see for each value between –35 and 35 how likely it is that the
noise term falls in a particular range.
The figure reveals that values around 0 are most likely. The probability that the noise
term is exactly equal to zero is about 4%. Loosely speaking this means that in (about)
4 of the 100 cases the noise term will be exactly equal to 0. The area below the thick
line can be used to obtain the probability that the noise term falls in a particular range.
For example, the probability that the noise term is in between –15 and 15 is about 87%.
Loosely speaking this means that in (about) 87 of the 100 cases the value of signal is
within 15 units of the value of signal cost.
In 50% of the cases (an average of 50 on 100 cases) the noise term will be between –7
and 7.
In 75% of the cases (an average of 75 on 100 cases) the noise term will lie between –12
and 12.
In 95% of the cases (an average of 95 on 100 cases) the noise term will lie between –20
and 20.

For the participants with knowledge of statistics: the noise terms are drawn from a
normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 10. It does not matter if this does
not mean anything to you: it only matters that you understand "qualitatively" how often
different values of the noise term occur.
There is a very small probability that the noise term is smaller than –35: in 2 of the
10.000 cases the value is smaller than –35. Likewise, there is a very small probability that
the noise term is greater than 35: in 2 of the 10.000 cases the noise term is greater than
35 (you cannot infer this from the figure).
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Each seller’s noise term is independently determined in the way described above. This
means that the noise term in a seller’s signal is (very likely) different from the noise terms
in the signal of the other sellers. It also means that a noise term in the one period does not
depend on the noise terms in any other period.
MATCHING PROCEDURE
In each period you will be randomly matched to another participant with the role of
buyer. You will never learn with whom you are matched. The random matching scheme is
chosen such that you will never be coupled to the same buyer in two subsequent periods.
INFORMATION When you decide about your signal cost, you do not know the value
of the random noise term. At the end of a period you will learn the signal the buyer
received and whether (s)he decided to buy your product or not. You will also be informed
about the number of points you have earned in that period.
HISTORY OVERVIEW The lower part of the screen provides an overview of the
results of periods already completed. If less than 10 periods have been completed, this
history overview contains results of all completed periods. In case more than 10 periods
have already been completed, the history overview is restricted to the 10 most recent
periods.
Apart from your own results in the previous periods, the history overview also contains
the results of three other sellers. In total you are thus informed about the past results of
the same group of four sellers (one of which is yourself).
Below you see an example of the history overview. The first column in the overview
labeled ROW NUMBER just numbers the past observations. If the cell in which the row
number is depicted has a light gray color, the row corresponds to your own past results in
one of the previous periods. In the example below this applies for the second row.
The second column signal cost gives the signal cost chosen by the seller in question.
The third column reports the corresponding signal the buyer observed, while the fourth
column gives the decision the buyer took after observing this signal. (Recall that the buyer
in question did not observe the signal cost when taking the buying decision.) The final
column gives the actual quality of the seller’s product.
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The past observations in the history overview have been ordered on the basis of signal cost. The higher the signal cost, the higher the particular observation in the history
overview. When signal cost is the same for two or more different past observations, these
observations have been ordered on the basis of signal, from high to low. In the example
above, this applies to the first and the second row, where two different sellers both chose a
signal cost equal to 142 (but the corresponding buyers received a different signal). More
generally, observations have been ordered first on signal cost, then on signal, then on
buyer buys? and finally on quality.

Chapter 3
Costly versus costless signals
This chapter is based on Thomas de Haan, Theo Offerman and Randolph Sloof, 2011:
"Money talks? An experimental investigation of cheap talk and burned money", Working
paper.

3.1

Introduction

Many strategic interactions contain a phase where the involved parties exchange information. In the economics literature, two communication channels have been identified
that allow agents to communicate private information in a meaningful way. Crawford and
Sobel (1982) showed how in a situation of partial conflict of interests an informed party
may employ costless messages to transmit private information to an uninformed party. In
equilibrium, the communication must go via a vague, imprecise language. The conflict of
interests shapes the language and provides a limit to the extent of information transmission. Spence (1973) addressed the question of how agents can communicate strategically
by burning money. In the context of a job market signaling game in which employers
are uninformed about prospective workers’ productivity type, he showed how high type
job applicants can credibly separate themselves from lower types by means of obtaining
costly (but useless) education. Thus, a sender can credibly signal information about his
type by employing either cheap talk or costly signaling. In practice, a combination of the
two channels is often used though.
For instance, in June 2009 president Obama reached out to the Arab world. Instead of
conveying his message in a press statement or by sending a low ranked official, he chose
to deliver his thoughts himself in a 55 minutes lasting speech on location in Cairo.36 In
36 The costs of the visit were considerable. During the visit, tens of thousands of police were lining
the streets of Cairo and military helicopters circled overhead. The huge security presence was reported
to involve 3,000 CIA operatives (see http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2009/jun/03/barack-obama-egyptmuslim-speech).
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his speech, he emphasized that he was seeking a new beginning between the United States
and Muslims around the world, based on mutual interest and mutual respect. The speech
was by and large well received in the Arab world and may have been one of the factors
facilitating the cooperation of the United States and Arab states under the United Nations
flag in the recent military intervention in Libya, a joint enterprise that was unthinkable
during the Bush era. Daily life examples of the use of multiple communication channels
also abound. For example, a suitor can always blarney his fiancee by simply saying
he loves her, but unless he is morally inclined not to lie, this is a cheap talk message.
The bachelor, however, can also communicate his commitment through offering gifts that
are either costly to find or costly to purchase. This may explain why many men buy
(sometimes very expensive) gifts for their wives/girlfriends (cf. Camerer, 1988).
The availability of two types of communication raises a number of interesting issues
regarding the (simultaneous) use of and the interplay between cheap talk and costly signaling in transmitting information. A particular relevant question is how costless and
costly signals complement each other to signal private information and how this interaction varies with the conflict of interests between sender and receiver. A priori one would
for instance expect that senders gain credibility when they support their fine talk with
conspicuous expenses on costly signals, especially when the disalignment of interests becomes larger and cheap talk theoretically loses (much of) its informative value. One might
even conjecture that the availability of more informative, costly signals makes cheap talk
by and large meaningless. At the same time, however, it seems well conceivable that
senders prefer to avoid the use of the costly communication channel, in order to save on
(potentially high) signaling costs.
Austen-Smith and Banks (2000) address a number of these issues in their theoretical
analysis. They augment the canonical model for strategic cheap talk communication with
the possibility that the sender may use costly signals as well. In particular, besides a cheap
talk message senders may impose costs on themselves by publicly burning money. Although this costly signal is in itself a pure social waste, it provides a very precise measure
of how much a sender is prepared to spend to get his true type recognized. Austen-Smith
and Banks show that the set of equilibria dramatically increases when costly signals can
be used. All original equilibria of the Crawford-Sobel (‘cheap talk only’) setup are preserved, but by using the costly channel, new, more informative equilibria can be generated. In fact, there exists a continuum of semi-pooling equilibria, ranging from a complete
pooling equilibrium to a fully separating one. These equilibria differ profoundly in the
use of and the interaction between money and costless messages to signal information.
In the presence of multiple equilibria the exact interplay between money and words becomes an important empirical question. We address this question head on in the controlled
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environment of the lab. In our experiment we implement the standard uniform-quadratic
setting of the strategic communication game, in which the sender’s type is uniformly
distributed and the players’ preferences are represented by quadratic loss functions. (This
setting has been the working horse for most applications of the Crawford and Sobel (1982)
model.) The sender’s bliss point regarding the receiver’s action is b units above the bliss
point of the receiver, with bias parameter b > 0 representing the level of interest disalignment. Within this setting, we investigate how subjects use the costless and the costly
communication channel to signal their private information and which of these two channels is most prominent. We focus in particular on the impact of different levels of interest
disalignment on the mixture of communication methods employed. Theoretically one
expects that successful communication through cheap talk gets harder as the bias b gets
larger. This may induce a shift towards communication through burning money, although
full separation is very expensive (especially for high type senders) and therefore unlikely
to occur.
We obtain the following main experimental findings. Senders appear to have a strong
preference for costless messages. They predominantly choose to communicate through
cheap talk and cheap talk appears more informative than the most informative Crawford
and Sobel equilibrium predicts. Only when the level of interest disalignment increases and
costless messages turn out to be insufficiently useful for high types to separate themselves
from low(er) types, sender subjects start to burn increasing amounts of money to get
their exaggerated cheap talk messages across. The amounts of money involved, however,
are well below the levels needed to support intervals of full separation in equilibrium
(as derived in Austen-Smith and Banks (2000)). Nevertheless, the induced reaction of
receivers indicates that senders actually do gain credibility by backing up their costless
messages with burned money.
Our finding that cheap talk is more informative than standard theory predicts is in line
with previous experimental findings. Studying settings that allow for costless communication only, Dickhaut et al (1995), Cai and Wang (2006) and Wang et al (2010) find that
senders consistently overcommunicate as compared to the most informative equilibrium
in cheap-talk games. Our results indicate that this finding is not an artefact of imposed
limitations on communication, but continues to hold when subjects are allowed to use
alternative, costly communication channels as well.
A plausible explanation of why senders’ cheap talk messages are more informative
than the standard model predicts is that senders are lying averse. In a recent contribution,
Kartik (2009) analyzes the original setting of Crawford and Sobel under the assumption
that senders bear a cost of lying. He shows that partial separation by means of messages
may then occur in equilibrium, in line with the experimental findings on cheap talk games.
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The Kartik model is readily extended to the situation where senders may burn money as
well (see our Section 3.2). In that case even full separation is possible, with low types
separating through costless messages and high types by means of burned money. In our
empirical analysis we verify which equilibrium model fits our data best. We find that
Kartik’s original lying cost model – which does not include the use of burned money –
does so. Although the fit is obviously not perfect (because positive signal costs remain
unexplained), this model captures a number of main features of our data.
We study the interplay between cheap talk and burning money in the standard CrawfordSobel sender receiver game. In this way, our paper also contributes to a small experimental literature comparing the effectiveness of words and actions in various applications.
For instance, Duffy and Feltovich (2002, 2006) compare the effectiveness of cheap talk
and observations of previous actions of others in three different 2x2 games (prisoners’
dilemma, stag-hunt and chicken). They find that, when studied in isolation, either source
of information makes coordination and cooperation more likely. Interestingly, having both
information sources present lowers the likelihood of good outcomes, mainly because the
two information channels may lead to opposing interpretations (i.e. point to different expected actions of the opponent). Celen et al (2010) investigate the role of advice about
how to play and observations of the actions of predecessors in a standard social learning
game. They observe that advice is more effective despite the fact that the two forms of
communication are theoretically equally informative. Unlike these papers, we focus on
signaling in a game with incomplete information. Serra-Garcia et al (2010) study a a
public good game where an informed first mover can signal his private information about
the marginal per capita return either through his own contribution or a costless message
and find that words can be as influential as actions. Among other things, our setup differs from theirs in that ‘actions’ (money burning) serve a pure signaling purpose and do
not directly affect the receiver’s payoffs. Moreover, Serra-Garcia et al do not study the
situation where both information sources are present, as we do.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we describe the
game of strategic communication that we study and provide an intuitive discussion of the
standard equilibrium predictions as first derived by Austen-Smith and Banks (2000). We
also discuss alternative equilibrium predictions that arise when senders are assumed to
be lying averse, as in Kartik (2009). Section 3.3 provides the details of our experimental
design and procedures. Results are presented in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 concludes.
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The model and its predictions

The signaling game that we study has two players, sender S and receiver R. At the beginning of the game nature draws the type t ∈ T from a uniform distribution over T = [0, 10].
Both the sender and the receiver know the prior distribution. The sender observes t, but
the receiver does not. Having observed the actual type t the sender sends a tuple (m, c) –
viz. a message combined with a signal cost – with m ∈ M = [0, 10] and c ∈ C = [0, ∞).
Message m is pure cheap talk whereas signal c bears costs (equal to c) for the sender. The
receiver observes tuple (m, c) and chooses an action a ∈ A = [0, 10]. The resulting payoffs
are as follows:
US = −(a − t − b)2 − c
(3.1)
UR = −(a − t)2

(3.2)

Given these preferences the receiver wants to choose the action equal to the type while
the sender prefers an action equal to the type plus an interest disalignment parameter
b ≥ 0. Crawford and Sobel (1982) analyzed a pure cheap talk game in which signal costs
are absent. Austen-Smith and Banks (2000) extend their setup with a money burning
component. They formally show that the above game allows for a plethora of equilibria.
Rather than describing these all in full detail, in the next subsection we intuitively describe
the various types of equilibria that exist, focusing on differences in the communication
channel being used. A more formal analysis building on Austen-Smith and Banks (2000)
is relegated to Appendix A.

3.2.1

Equilibrium predictions

Austen-Smith and Banks (2000) show that all perfect Bayesian equilibria of the game
considered are “essentially” partition equilibria. Type space T = [0, 10] is partitioned
into a (possibly infinite) collection of neighboring intervals of types sending the same
tuple (m, c). Types from the same interval induce the same action a from the receiver,
types from different intervals send different tuples and induce different actions. The set
of equilibrium partitions contains a continuum of such semi-pooling equilibria. Here we
only highlight the three most prominent ones: the (completely) pooling equilibrium, the
finest ‘cheap talk only’ partition equilibrium of Crawford and Sobel (1982) and the fully
separating equilibrium. Roughly speaking all other equilibria can be considered ‘hybrid’
combinations of these three equilibria (cf. Appendix A).
As in virtually all games of strategic communication, for any value of b a pooling
equilibrium exists in which all types choose the same message and a signal cost equal
to 0. The receiver basically ignores the sender’s choice of tuple (m, c) and responds to
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Figure 3.1: Equilibrium messages and signal cost

Remarks: In the left-panel, the predictions for the fully separating equilibrium and the pooling equilibrium coincide.

all tuples with an action equal to the average type (a = E[t] = 5). In this equilibrium no
information is transmitted at all.
The original Crawford and Sobel (1982) cheap talk equilibria appear in the present
game when the receiver ignores the sender’s choice of signal costs c. In that case the
sender’s best response is to always choose c = 0, in turn justifying that the receiver ignores c in equilibrium. Types from different intervals therefore only choose different
messages m. Receivers respond by choosing an action equal to the mean of the interval
corresponding to the received message. Intervals are constructed in such a way that types
on the edge of two intervals are indifferent between belonging to either one of them. This
indifference condition translates into the well-known requirement that the length of each
subsequent interval is 4b larger than the former.
The increasing length of the pooling segments puts an upper bound on the number
of intervals that can be supported in equilibrium. For 4b > 10 only one interval can be
supported and the equilibrium corresponds with the pooling one discussed above. In case
4b < 10 < 12b the finest partition equilibrium contains two intervals: types in [0, 5 −
2b] choose message m0 (and c = 0) while those in (5 − 2b, 10] pool on message m00 6=
m0 (and c = 0). Figure 3.1 depicts this equilibrium for the case b = 1 (labelled ‘CS
partition’). For smaller values of b (12b < 10) more than two intervals can be supported
in equilibrium. The general implication is thus that, the better aligned the preferences are,
the more information can be transmitted through cheap talk alone.
The third benchmark equilibrium is a fully separating one. In this equilibrium each
sender type chooses a different level of signal cost c(t) = 2bt, allowing the receiver to infer
the sender’s exact type. He thus always implements his most preferred action in equilibrium. The equilibrium signal cost function c(t) follows from the incentive compatibility
constraint that no sender type prefers to imitate another type by choosing a different signal
cost c (cf. Appendix A). The lower part of Figure 3.1 depicts the signal cost function for
b = 1. In the fully separating equilibrium the message channel is effectively irrelevant. In
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the upper part of Figure 3.1 it is therefore assumed that all types choose m = 5 (but other
message patterns can also be sustained).
From Figure 3.1 it can also be intuitively understood how ‘hybrid’ equilibria can be
constructed from the three benchmark equilibria considered. For instance, for 4b < 10
an equilibrium exists in which types in [0, 5 − 2b − 2et ) choose (m0 , 0), types in [5 + 2b −
e
t
00
e
e
e
2 , 10 − t ) send tuple (m , 0) and types in [10 − t , 10] choose (m, c) = (10, 2b(t − t ) +
ce).37 This hybrid equilibrium is a mixture of the CS partition equilibrium for types below


10 − e
t and the fully separating one for types above 10 − e
t . Communication then takes
place through both money and words. Note also that in this equilibrium senders gain
credibility by supporting their high message m = 10 with conspicuous expenses on signal
costs. Because e
t can take any value between 0 and 10 − 4b, a continuum of such hybrid
equilibria exist that vary in the amount of information being transmitted.

3.2.2

Equilibrium predictions with lying costs

Up till now senders were free to choose whatever message m to send and to lie about their
type without any remorse. However, the experiments of e.g. Gneezy (2005), Hurkens and
Kartik (2009) and Sánchez-Pagés and Vorsatz (2009) reveal that subjects often choose
not to lie even though doing so would benefit themselves. This especially holds true in
situations where lying would, if believed, at the same time substantially decrease other
people’s payoffs. Another important experimental finding is that in cheap talk games
subjects typically communicate more information about their type than predicted (cf. Introduction). Both findings suggest the need for a different (behavioral) theory of sender
behavior that takes senders’ potential aversion to lying into account.
Kartik (2009) extends the original cheap talk setup of Crawford and Sobel by adding
lying costs to the sender’s utility function. (In Kartik’s model senders do not have the
possibility to burn money.) Because in Crawford and Sobel (1982) messages get their
meaning only in equilibrium, a modification is needed in order to characterize a message
as a ‘lie’. For this Kartik assumes that every message m ∈ M has a pre-specified meaning.
The most natural assumption in our setup is that a message like m = 2 has the literal
meaning: “my type is 2”. With this interpretation one can easily specify to what extent
the sender is overstating his type. Following Kartik (2009), we assume in this subsection
that the sender’s payoffs are:38
US = −(a − t − b)2 − c − k (m − t)2 .
37 The

(3.1)

exact value of intercept ce depends on e
t and b and is specified in Proposition 2 in Appendix A.
general analysis in Kartik (2009) is based on the assumption that the marginal costs of lying are
strictly increasing. A quadratic specification as in (3.1) is arguably a natural and parsimonious one that fits
this assumption. Kartik (2009, Section 4) takes it as a canonical example that can be used for applications.
38 The
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Figure 3.2: Equilibrium messages and signal cost when senders are lying averse

Remarks: In the lower-panel, the predictions for the Kartik and Kartik+cost equilibrium virtually always coincide. In the right-panel,
the Kartik and the Kartik+costs model make the same prediction except for high types. Predictions are based on k=0.25 (close to the
estimated value in the experiments).

Here parameter k > 0 reflects the sender’s aversion to lying. The higher k, the larger the
sender’s costs of a given lie. Lying costs are absent when the sender tells the truth and
rise quadratically when message m moves away from the sender’s actual type t. Because
US now directly depends on m, we cannot speak of ‘cheap talk’ any longer.
Kartik (2009) focuses on a particular class of so-called LSHP equilibria, in which low
types perfectly separate by sending different messages while high types pool on sending
the highest possible message. In our setup a unique LSHP equilibrium exists, to which
we refer as the ‘Kartik equilibrium’.39 In this equilibrium types in [0,t] (with t < 10)
separate through a monotonically increasing message strategy m(t) ≥ t while types in
(t, 10] all pretend to be of the highest type. Figure 3.2 depicts this equilibrium for (again)
the case b = 1; Proposition 3 in Appendix A provides a formal characterization for all b.
Types
 below
 cutoff t induce an action equal to their type. Message m = 10 leads to action
t+10
a=
as equilibrium response. The intuition behind the Kartik equilibrium is that
2
lying costs put an upper bound on how much the sender can profitably overstate his type.
If he would overstate even more the additional lying costs are larger than the extra benefits
from the induced higher action. Therefore each sender type only moderately overstates his
type. This overstating is called ‘language inflation’. Because the type and message space
are bounded from above at 10, at some point the sender can no longer overstate. Types
above t are therefore bound to pool on the highest message. The important implication
from the Kartik equilibrium is that lying costs lead to partial separation by means of
(directly) costless messages and relatively high information transmission through words
only.
The possibility of burning money allows for another, fully separating equilibrium in
39 Similar

to the case of the original Crawford and Sobel (1982) cheap talk equilibria in Subsection 3.2.1,
by having senders and receivers ignore the costly signal channel, the original Kartik (2009) equilibria remain
equilibria when his game is extended with a money burning component.
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which both money and words are used. For ease of reference we label this the ‘Kartik
plus costs equilibrium’. Here, low types in [0, t¯] separate via messages m(t) just as in
the Kartik equilibrium (although this segment now runs until t¯ > t rather than t). High
types still send message m = 10, but now complement this with a costly signal equal
to c (t) = 2b (t − t¯). The joint use of costless messages and money thus leads to perfect
separation. Figure 3.2 displays this equilibrium as well (for b = 1);40 see Proposition 4 in
Appendix A for a formal characterization.

3.2.3

Comparative statics hypotheses

The above analysis reveals that, holding the type of equilibrium constant, cheap talk communication becomes (weakly) less informative when the level of interest disalignment b
gets larger. For the CS partition equilibrium this follows because the number of partitions
decreases if b increases. For the Kartik (Kartik plus costs) equilibrium this holds because
the length of the (first) separating segment as represented by t (t) decreases with b. In
contrast, money gets weakly more informative when b gets larger. This follows because
in the Kartik plus costs equilibrium the second separating segment increases while in all
other equilibria money remains equally informative independent of b. Within each equilibrium the reduced informativeness of words always weakly dominates the increased
informativeness of money. Equilibrium information transmission therefore weakly decreases when interests become more dispersed. On the other hand, in the pooling and
fully separating equilibrium words remain completely uninformative, and the level of information transmission does not depend on the interest disalignment b.
Variations in b may potentially also lead to a shift in equilibrium. One plausible driver
for this is changes in players’ expected payoffs. Receivers’ payoffs increase with the
amount of information being revealed. They thus always prefer either the fully separating
equilibrium or the Kartik plus costs equilibrium. Senders’ payoffs under complete separation, however, sharply decrease with b, especially for high types. Without lying costs
senders therefore ex ante prefer to coordinate on the CS partition equilibrium if b is not
too low.41 Likewise, with lying costs senders prefer the Kartik equilibrium over the fully
40 Although

the cutoffs for the Kartik and Kartik plus costs equilibrium differ (with t¯ > t) for b = 1 these
are so close to each other that they are observationally equivalent in Figure 3.2.
41 The sender’s ex ante expected payoff from the fully separating equilibrium equals EU = −b2 − 100b.
S
His payoff from the CS partition equilibrium equals EUS = −(σt2 + b2 ), with σt2 (= −EUR ) the residual
variance of t the receiver expects to have after hearing the equilibirum message (cf. Crawford and So1
bel,1982, p. 1441). As σt2 ≤ 100
12 , it follows that for b > 12 the sender prefers the CS partition equilibria
over the fully separating equilibrium. Taking all equilibria of the Austen-Smith and Banks model into
account, Karamychev and Visser (2011) derive the equilibrium that yields the sender the most. This equilibrium often corresponds with the most informative cheap talk equilibrium and if not, is very similar. If
the sender does burn money, he avoids separation.
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Table 3.1: Equilibrium correlations between state and action (corr(t,a))
equilibrium
pooling
CS partition
fully separating
Kartik (for k = 0.25)
Kartik plus costs

b-1
0
0.79
1
0.93
1

treatment
b-2
0
0.52
1
0.85
1

b-4
0
0
1
0.40
1

separating equilibrium,42 as well as over the Kartik plus costs equilibrium when b is not
too small (see Appendix A).
Because the informative value of words decreases when b increases while using costly
signals becomes more expensive, it seems reasonable to conjecture that less information is
communicated when interests become more dispersed. Table 3.1 succinctly summarizes
the predictions regarding the amount of information transmission. The table reports the
predicted correlations between the actual type t and the equilibrium action a for the three
values of bias parameter b considered in the experiment. In calculating the correlations for
the Kartik equilibrium, the lying cost parameter was set equal to k = 0.25, i.e. close to the
estimates of k obtained from our data (see Section 3.4.2). The correlations nicely illustrate
that words are predicted to become less informative when b increases (CS partition and
Kartik), but remain to be an effective means of communication in the presence of lying
costs (Kartik versus CS partition). The increasing difference between the Kartik plus
costs and the Kartik correlations reveals the increased potential for money to transmit
information when b becomes larger.

3.3

Experimental design and procedure

The computerized experiment was conducted at the CREED laboratory of the University
of Amsterdam. Subjects were recruited from the student population in the standard way.
At the start of the experiment, subjects were assigned either to the role of sender (‘advisor’
in the terminology of the experiment) or receiver (‘decision maker’). Subjects kept the
same role throughout the experiment. Subjects read the role-specific instructions on the
computer at their own pace and received a handout with the summary of the instructions.
Appendix C provides the instructions for this experiment. After reading the instructions
all subjects had to answer some questions testing their understanding of the instructions.
The experiment would start only after each subject successfully answered each question.
42 It

is easily shown that the separating equilibrium of Subsection 3.2.1 continues to be an equilibrium in
the presence of lying costs (save for the fact that then m(t) = t in equilibrium).
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Each sender received a starting capital of 500 points and each receiver a starting capital
of 100 points. In addition, subjects earned (or lost) money with their decisions in each
period. At the end of the experiment, points were exchanged for euros at the conversion
rate of 1,2 eurocents per point earned. The sessions lasted between 1.5 and 2.5 hours. A
total of 220 subjects participated in the experiment. Each subject participated only once.
The average earnings per subject were 31.95 euros (in a range of 18.30 euros to 37.90
euros). In every session, 2 matching groups of 10 persons were formed, each containing
5 senders and 5 receivers. Each period, senders were randomly paired to receivers within
their matching group. Subjects were aware they would never be matched with the same
person twice in a row.
The standard treatments proceeded along the following lines. At the start of each of
the 45 periods, each sender was informed of the type (’state’ in the experiment). Types
differed across senders and periods. Each type was an independent draw from a uniform
distribution over [0, 10] with an accuracy of two decimal digits. Then, each sender chose
a message from [0, 10] with a “signal cost” from [0, 100], both with an accuracy of two
decimal digits. The receiver observed the message and signal cost of the sender in the
own pair but not the type. Then the receiver chose an action from [0, 10], again with an
accuracy of 2 decimal digits.
At the end of the period, each subject received information about the type and the
choices made by both parties, and a calculation of the own payoff was shown on the
screen. Subjects received payoffs as described in equations (1) and (2). For both the
sender and the receiver a fixed amount of 60 points was added to diminish the occurrence
of negative payoffs. At any moment, subjects could observe their current cumulative
earnings and a social history screen. This history screen showed the result of all pairs in
their own matching group for the ten most recent periods. An example of a history screen
is shown in Figure 3.3.43
At the beginning of the experiment, subjects had to choose whether they wanted the
history screen to be sorted on message or signal cost. During the experiment they could
switch the sorting at any moment. In Figure 3.3 the history screen is sorted on message.
The history screen was provided to facilitate learning. It helps subjects to form accurate
beliefs about what happened in the recent past.
Our 3 standard treatments only differed in the interest disalignment parameter b. Between treatments, this parameter was changed from 1 to 2 to 4. We refer to these standard
treatments as “b-1”, “b-2” and “b-4”, respectively.
After running these treatments, we decided to have a fourth treatment where senders
43 We

included a social history screen to speed up convergence to equilibrium. A similar social history
was first provided in a signaling experiment of Miller and Plott (1985) and is now quite common; see e.g.
Mohr (2010) for a recent example.
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Figure 3.3: Example of history screen

Remarks: The figure presents an example of a history screen for the sender. The receiver received a similar history screen, except that
the columns state and action were swapped.

Table 3.2: Experimental Design
treatment

b

b-1
b-2
b-4
hybrid b-1

1
2
4
1

periods
signal costs
only
1-20

periods
messages
and signal costs
1-45
1-45
1-45
21-45

number
matching
groups
6
6
6
4

subjects per
matching
group
10
10
10
10

were limited to using costly signals in the first 20 periods. In periods 21-45 subjects were
again allowed to use both messages and signal costs as in the standard treatments. In this
fourth treatment we employed alignment parameter b = 1, and we refer to it as “hybrid
b-1”. This extra treatment allows us to investigate how subjects use the signal cost channel
when cheap talk messages are impossible and how robust the results observed in b-1 are.
It appears that in the second part of treatment hybrid b-1 subjects behave similarly as in
treatment b-1. We report the results of this treatment in Appendix B.
Table 3.2 summarizes the main features of our experimental design.

3.4

Results

We present the results in four parts. Section 3.4.1 gives an overview of the data and deals
with the question how much information is transmitted. The observed comparative statics
of the amount of information transmission in the level of interest alignment provide a
first aggregate test of the different equilibrium predictions (cf. Table 3.1). Section 3.4.2
presents a further comparison of the performance of the models by considering how well
they describe senders’ and receivers’ individual choices. Obviously, one cannot hope for
a single equilibrium model to explain all aspects of the data, i.e. individual behavior to
be precisely in line with one of the theoretical predictions. Section 3.4.3 highlights some
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features of the data that are not captured by the best performing equilibrium model. In
particular, we will focus on the questions of when and why signal costs are used and
whether signal costs improve the credibility of the sender. We will also consider the
observed, but unexplained, regularity that low messages are very infrequently sent. In
Appendix B we present the results of our hybrid b-1 treatment that show that the results
are not caused by a lack of understanding of the subjects.

3.4.1

Overview and information transmission

We first deal with the extent to which senders communicate their private information.
For each of the three standard treatments, Figure 3.4 shows a scatter plot of how the
messages vary with the types. The left hand figures present the results for the first part of
the experiment (periods 1-25) while the right hand side figures focus on the second part
(periods 26-45). Two features of the data stand out. First, senders’ messages vary with
their type, with higher types typically sending higher messages, but messages are inflated.
The extent to which senders exaggerate their type increases with the bias parameter. After
the messages hit the ceiling of the maximum type, senders tend to pool at the maximum
message. Second, the inflation in messages is somewhat higher in the second part than in
the first part of the experiment. The right hand side figures include the results of the best
fitting model, to which we come back in Section 3.4.2.
Figure 3.5 shows similar plots for the signal costs chosen by the senders. Remarkably,
senders by and large refrain from using signal costs when the bias is small (b-1). Only
when the type is large, positive signal costs are sometimes observed, but they are far below
the predictions of the fully separating equilibrium that has a slope of 2b. When the bias
becomes larger (b-2 and b-4), positive signal costs are chosen more frequently. Still, also
in these cases the signal costs remain substantially below the levels predicted by the fully
separating equilibrium.
Table 3.3 reports the correlations between the senders’ messages and signal costs and
their private information. These correlations can be interpreted as measures of informativeness. In the last 20 periods, senders transmit more information through the message
channel than through the signal cost channel. The difference is significant in b-1, almost
reaches weak significance in b-2 and is far from significant in b-4. Across treatments,
senders transmit substantially and significantly more information through their messages
when the bias in the preferences becomes smaller. The data suggest a reverse trend for
the informativeness of signal costs, that is, more information is transmitted through signal
costs when the bias becomes larger, but these differences miss significance. In all the
three treatments, comparing the results of the first part of the experiment with the second
part, the correlations between messages and types become slightly lower while the corre-
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Figure 3.4: Messages as function of type
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Remarks: in the right-hand figures the predictions are based on the best fit of the Kartik equilibrium (see Table 3.6).
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Figure 3.5: Signal costs as function of type
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Table 3.3: Information transmission by sender

b-1
b-2
b-4
p-values
Trend

corr(m,t)
per: 1-25
I
0.94
0.69
0.34

corr(m,t)
per: 26-45
II
0.92
0.61
0.33

corr(c,t)
per: 1-25
III
0.11
0.26
0.23

corr(c,t)
per: 26-45
IV
0.22
0.29
0.31

0.000

0.001

0.449

0.840

p-val.
I vs II

p-val.
III vs IV

p-val.
II vs IV

0.173
0.600
0.917

0.345
0.600
0.173

0.028
0.116
0.917

Remarks: Cells in the upper-left quadrant list averages of correlations over matching groups for the relevant treatments. The final three
columns present p-values of Wilcoxon tests. The p-values for the trend come from a Cuzick non-parametric trend test. The data points
in the tests are (independent) correlations averaged per matching group.

lations between signal costs and messages increase, but the differences are not significant.
The lower correlations between messages and types can be explained by the fact that if
senders overstate their type more, they will hit the upper bound of the message space earlier, leading to a bigger interval of types who are pooling, and hence a lower correlation.
Figure 3.6 shows how receivers respond to the messages. Essentially, the figure shows
that receivers’ responses are the mirror image of senders’ messages. When the bias parameter increases, receivers tend to deflate the messages more. In addition, the deflation
of the message becomes a bit stronger in the second part of the experiment.
Figure 3.7 reveals that receivers pay relatively less attention to sender’s signal costs
than they do to messages. Even so, there remain positive effects of the signal cost on the
receivers’ chosen actions.
Table 3.4 lists the correlations between the information that receivers acquired and
their actions. Overall, receivers pay more attention to the messages than to the signal
costs. The difference between the correlations of the two information channels and actions
diminishes when the bias parameter becomes larger, and in b-4 the effectiveness of the
two information channels ceases to be significantly different. The message channel loses
a part of its effectiveness when the bias parameter becomes larger, though. In the last 20
periods, the correlation between messages and actions diminishes significantly from 0.94
in b-1 to 0.82 in b-2 and 0.45 in b-4.
So far the results reveal some modest learning effects in the data: senders learn to
inflate their messages while at the same time receivers learn to deflate the messages. From
now on we will focus on the results of the second part of the experiment (last 20 periods),
because we are mainly interested in the long term patterns in the data after subjects have
had the possibility to adjust toward equilibrium.
Figure 3.8 summarizes the overall information transmission between senders and receivers by displaying (per treatment) the actual correlations between the sender’s type and
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Figure 3.6: Actions as function of message
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Remarks: in the right-hand figures the predictions are based on the best fit of the Kartik equilibrium (see Table 3.7).

Table 3.4: Information processing by receiver

b-1
b-2
b-4
p-values
Trend

corr(m,a)
per: 1-25
I
0.95
0.85
0.44

corr(m,a)
per: 26-45
II
0.94
0.82
0.45

corr(c,a)
per: 1-25
III
0.10
0.19
0.18

corr(c,a)
per: 26-45
IV
0.25
0.28
0.30

0.000

0.000

0.417

0.737

p-val.
I vs II

p-val.
III vs IV

p-val.
II vs IV

0.917
0.917
0.917

0.345
0.345
0.173

0.028
0.028
0.249

Remarks: Cells in the upper-left quadrant list averages of correlations over matching groups for the relevant treatments. The final three
columns present p-values of Wilcoxon tests. The p-values for the trend come from a Cuzick non-parametric trend test. The data points
in the tests are (independent) correlations averaged per matching group.
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Figure 3.7: Actions as function of signal cost
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the receiver’s action. The figure also includes the equilibrium benchmarks. The comparative statics in interest alignment neither match with the pooling equilibrium nor with the
fully separating and the Kartik plus costs equilibrium; significantly more information is
transmitted between senders and receivers when the bias parameter becomes smaller.44
Subjects transmit substantially more information compared to what would be expected
in the pooling equilibrium in all treatments. They also transmit more information than
would be expected on the basis of the most informative CS partition equilibrium. In all
treatments, the amount of information transmission is substantially below the level predicted in the fully separating and the Kartik plus costs equilibrium. Qualitatively, based
on the actual correlations, the Kartik equilibrium (with k = 0.25) performs best.

3.4.2

Further comparison of theoretical models

In this section we take a closer look at the performance of the models by considering
how well they describe senders’ and receivers’ individual choices. To that extent, we
consider the choice predictions of the ex ante formulated equilibrium models closely. All
the models we consider are simple and require only types and subjects’ choices as inputs.
In this manner, we straightforwardly derive likelihood functions. It is clear that none of
44 This follows from a ranksum based test for trend across ordered groups as developed by Cuzick (1985);

p = 0.001.
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Figure 3.8: Actual correlation between state and action and equilibrium benchmarks (last
20 periods)

the models precisely describes the data. By not including parameters that do not play
a role in equilibrium, we ensure that the comparison between the models is a fair one,
though. In the next section, we will describe some features that are ignored by the best
model and that may provide some guidance for future modeling.
We use maximum likelihood to compare how well the theoretical models described
in Section 3.2 (and Appendix A) organize the data. We will first compare the models on
the basis of how well they describe sender’s behavior, and then on the basis of receiver’s
behavior. A comparison of the two allows us to check the robustness of the estimation
results.
In each period p, each sender i chooses an actual message mi,p and an actual signal
cost ci,p . Conditional on the sender’s type being t, a model generates predictions mi,p (t)
for the message and ci,p (t) for the signal costs for sender i in period p. The predictions for
the models are derived in Appendix A. The implicit function for the message prediction
in the Kartik model is for example described in proposition 3 in Appendix A.
We construct the likelihood function taking account of the fact that messages and
signal costs are censored; i.e. necessarily mi,p ∈ [0, 10] and ci,p ≥ 0. To illustrate this for
messages, let m∗i,p = mi,p + µi,p denote a latent variable, with µi,p a normally distributed
noise term with mean zero and variance σm,i (and independent across observations). The
observed message of the sender then equals:


if m∗i,p < 0
 0
mi,p =
m∗i,p if 0 ≤ m∗i,p ≤ 10


10 if m∗i,p > 10
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The likelihood part for messages then equals:










2
mi,p (t)−mi,p
2
2σm,i

−mi,p
e
√
LM = ∏ Φ
∏

σ
σ
2π
∗
m,i
m,i

mi,p =0

mi,p =mi,p










10 − mi,p
∏ 1 − Φ σm,i


mi,p =10



where Φ represents the standard normal distribution. For the signal costs we employ a
one limit tobit specification, yielding:


2 
ci,p (t)−ci,p







2
2σc,i


−ci,p
e
√
LC = ∏ Φ
∏

σc,i 

ci,p =0
ci,p =c∗i,p σc,i 2π 




The overall likelihood of observing all sender data equals LS = LM × LC . Note that we
assume that the standard errors in respectively the observed messages and the observed
signal costs σm,i and σc,i are both subject specific. We do so to take account of heterogeneity between subjects.
We construct likelihood function LS for each treatment and each of the models presented in the left four columns of Table 3.5 separately, based on the data of the last 20
periods (i.e. p runs from 26 to 45). Besides the estimations of the Kartik equilibrium
and the Kartik plus costs equilibrium, we also list the results for the Kartik uniform k
model and the Kartik linear model. The Kartik uniform k model makes the same predictions as the Kartik equilibrium, but forces the lying cost parameter k to be constant across
treatments. We discuss the Kartik linear model in Section 3.4.3.
Two features deserve attention in the comparison of the models in the left three
columns. First, the Kartik plus costs equilibrium provides a substantially worse likelihood than the Kartik equilibrium for each of the three treatments. Basically the former
model has a problem of simultaneously accommodating the observed messages and signal costs. To get a good fit for the signal costs, a high lying-cost parameter is needed, but
then the predicted messages are less inflated than the actually observed ones. We think
that it is remarkable that the Kartik equilibrium, a model that was originally developed
to predict cheap-talk messages only, performs so well even when subjects can use two
communication channels.
The second feature that stands out is that the Kartik uniform k model provides a significantly worse fit than the Kartik equilibrium (Likelihood ratio test). In particular, when
the bias parameter b increases from 1 to 2 or 4, the lying cost parameter decreases from
0.26 to approximately 0.15. Thus, the less aligned sender and receiver preferences are
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Table 3.5: ML estimation results on messages and signal costs (last 20 periods)

b-1
k
SSE
b-2
k
SSE
b-4
k
SSE

Kartik
equilibrium

Kartik+costs
equilibrium

Kartik
equilibrium
uniform k

Kartik linear

0.26 (0.004)

0.28 (0.004)

0.25 (0.004)

0.33 (0.000)

575.4
788.0

1311.9
3914.3

625.5
781.4

322.7
569.8

0.21 (0.009)

0.90 (0.026)

0.25 (0.004)

0.40 (0.004)

1356.4
7642.0

1865.5
11470.7

1359.9
7735.5

1249.9
7213.9

0.15 (0.000)

3.66 (0.242)

0.25 (0.004)

0.48 (0.000)

1899.8
16607.6

2024.8
25381.7

1966.2
17590.0

1899.8
16607.6

fully
separating

82077.0

301300.0

1203200.0

Remarks: standard errors in parentheses. SSE gives the sum of squared errors of the predicted signal costs and the actually chosen
signal costs and of the predicted messages and actually chosen messages (for the fully separating equilibrium predicted messages are
set equal to actually chosen messages). In the Kartik uniform k model, a likelihood ratio test rejects the null-hypothesis that k is
constant across treatments with p<0.001.

the less lying costs senders seem to experience. This result makes sense. It suggests that
people find it harder to lie to people that are closer to them.
Table 3.5 also lists the performance of the fully separating equilibrium in the final
column. That equilibrium does not make a prediction about the messages that people send.
Therefore, the parameters of that model and the likelihood cannot be determined. Instead,
we compute the sum of squared errors of the predicted signal costs and the actually chosen
signal costs, and we compare the result with the sums of squared errors of the other models
(computed on the basis of the estimates). Even though the fully separating equilibrium
is not punished for not making any prediction on the messages (while the other models
are), it produces a substantially worse sum of squared errors than the other models. Our
conclusion is that the Kartik equilibrium organizes sender’s behavior best.
We now turn to the question of how well the models describe receivers’ actions as
function of the type. In each period p, each receiver i chooses an actual action ai,p .
Conditional on the sender’s type, each model generates a predicted equilibrium action
ai,p (t). Like for senders’ messages, we employ a two limit tobit specification for the
likelihood function of observing the data:


2 
ai,p (t)−ai,p










2
2σa,i


−ai,p
10 − ai,p
e
LA = ∏ Φ
∏ ∗ σ √2π  ∏ 1 − Φ σa,i
σa,i 
a,i


ai,p =0
a =10
a
i,p


 =ai,p
 i,p
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Table 3.6: ML estimation results on actions (last 20 periods)
Kartik
equilibrium
b-1
k
SSE
b-2
k
SSE
b-4
k
SSE

Kartik+costs
equilibrium
/ fully separating

0.32 (0.004)
819.4
648.3

858.1
717.2

0.19 (0.000)
1195.6
2296.2

1254.4
2920.0

0.15 (0.000)
1018.8
1897.5

1450.8
4728.7

Kartik uniform k

Kartik linear

0.22 (0.003)

0.37 (0.005)

852.6
696.7

817.5
645.4

0.22 (0.003)

0.31 (0.004)

1199.4
2330.6

1195.4
2287.1

0.22 (0.003)

0.48 (0.000)

1175.8
2227.1

1018.8
1897.5

CS partition
equilibrium

1149.9
1713.8

1278.2
2673.0

1021.0
1917.5

Remarks: standard errors in parentheses. SSE gives the sum of squared errors of the predicted actions and the actually chosen actions.
In the Kartik uniform k model, a likelihood ratio test rejects the null-hypothesis that k is constant across treatments with p<0.001.

where σa,i represents the subject specifice standard error in the observed action. Table
3.6 presents the estimation results.
Qualitatively, the estimation results for the receivers are the same as the ones for the
senders. Also for receivers the Kartik plus costs equilibrium model is outperformed by
the Kartik equilibrium model. The hypothesis that the lying cost parameter is the same
across treatments is again rejected. Notice that for the Kartik plus costs model, the lying
cost parameter cannot be identified because the model predicts complete separation in
actions for any lying cost level. Therefore, this model performs the same as the fully
separating equilibrium on predicting receivers’ actions. In the last column, the results
for the finest Crawford-Sobel partition equilibrium are displayed (this model is silent
about senders’ messages and therefore it was not included in Table 3.5). In each of the
three treatments, this equilibrium performs worse than the Kartik equilibrium. Thus, both
when we consider sender’s communication and receivers’ actions the Kartik equilibrium
outperforms the other possibilities mentioned in Section 3.2. The results of the best fitting
models are added to the right-hand side of Figures 3.4 and 3.6.

3.4.3

Other salient features in sender and receiver behavior

In the previous two subsections, we pursued the goal of providing the best parsimonious
equilibrium explanation of the data. Even though the Kartik equilibrium is the best performing model among the equilibrium models, it ignores some features of the data. One
feature that is difficult to reconcile with the Kartik equilibrium is that low messages close
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to zero are very infrequently observed. In particular, Figure 3.4 suggests that the sender’s
message strategy has a positive intercept, instead of going through the origin as the Kartik
equilibrium predicts. Moreover, casual inspection suggests that the relationship between
type and message (Figure 3.4) and message and action (Figure 3.6) is approximately
(piece-wise) linear. We therefore estimate linear models where the ‘predictions’ equal
mi,p (t) = min{t + α , 10} and ai,p (t) = max{m − β , 0}.As the slopes are fixed at one, we
only estimate the intercepts α and β . This specification can be partly rationalized by the
analysis of Kartik. The defining differential equation of the Kartik equilibrium equals
(see his equation (9) on p. 1372):
m0 (t) =

b
k(m(t) − t)

Note that m(t) = t + α satisfies this differential equation for α = bk . This solution is
discarded by Kartik, however, as it does not satisfy the initial condition m(0) = 0 that he
imposes throughout his analysis (which corresponds to the Riley condition of least cost
separation).45 The linear specification can thus be interpreted as a competing model in
the spirit of Kartik when this condition is dropped.46
Tables 3.5 and 3.6 include the estimation results of the linear model as well. In these
tables we have transformed the estimated intercepts to estimates of k (using k = αb and
k = βb respectively). The linear model provides substantially better likelihoods than the
Kartik equilibrium, in particular in the estimations on the messages and signal costs (Table
3.5). The main reason is that it is better in explaining messages sent by low types, which
are typically higher than the Kartik equilibrium predicts. It also captures to some extent
that receivers do not vary their actions with the received message when this message is
very low.
Another salient feature of the data ignored by the Kartik equilibrium is that a substantial minority of our subjects use positive signal costs when the type is high (>7.5).
Table 3.7 shows how often different levels of signal costs are used for different intervals
of types. When the type is relatively large, the relative frequency of senders using positive
signal costs increases in the bias parameter. Also, the level of the signal costs increases
with the bias for high types.
The fact that senders only tend to make use of the signal cost channel when their type
is high can be understood if we take senders’ payoffs into account. Table 3.8 lists average
45 The

unique (non-linear) solution that satisfies this condition is the one depicted in Figure 3.2 and
formally described in Proposition 3 in Appendix A.
46 A full rationalization of the linear specification as equilibrium outcome would require specification
of the receiver’s response to out-of-equilibrium messages below bk , such that no type has an incentive to
deviate.
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Table 3.7: When are positive signal costs employed? (last 20 periods)
b-1
% >10
% in (7.5,10]
% in (5,7.5]
% in (2.5,5]
% in (0,2.5]
%=0
b-2
% >10
% in (7.5,10]
% in (5,7.5]
% in (2.5,5]
% in (0,2.5]
%=0
b-4
% >10
% in (7.5,10]
% in (5,7.5]
% in (2.5,5]
% in (0,2.5]
%=0

0<state<2.5

2.5<state<5

5<state<7.5

7.5<state<10

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.1
97.9

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.9
98.1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
11.7
88.3

0.0
0.0
0.0
1.8
29.3
68.9

0.0
0.0
2.1
1.4
15.5
81.0

0.0
3.9
2.6
0.0
16.9
76.6

2.9
2.9
0.7
4.4
27.7
61.4

9.1
1.8
0.0
4.9
22.0
62.2

0.0
1.4
0.7
3.5
8.5
85.9

0.6
2.6
4.5
7.1
9.7
75.5

5.8
4.4
0.7
4.4
13.1
71.6

14.0
8.5
0.6
6.1
12.8
58.0
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Table 3.8: Sender’s payoff conditional on state and signal cost (last 20 periods)
b-1
signal cost=0
signal cost>0
p-value c=0
c>0
b-2
signal cost=0
signal cost>0
p-value c=0
c>0
b-4
signal cost=0
signal cost>0
p-value c=0
c>0

vs

vs

vs

0<state<2.5

2.5<state<5

5<state<7.5

7.5<state<10

59.11
57.31

59.08
51.30

58.74
57.27

55.68
56.32

0.180

0.180

1.000

0.068

57.98
55.92

57.03
53.28

53.46
50.11

35.78
39.84

0.465

0.068

0.600

0.116

56.51
51.80

49.53
45.01

35.20
24.11

5.47
7.92

0.043

0.345

0.116

0.046

Remarks: p-values are based on a within treatment Wilcoxon test where average payoffs (conditional on the state and the value of the
signal cost) per matching group serve as data points.

senders’ payoffs conditional on the interval of the type and on whether a positive signal
cost was chosen or not. Positive signal costs only lead to higher payoffs for senders when
their type is high. In all other cases senders are better off not using the costly signaling
channel. So senders sensibly limit the use of the costly signaling channel.
The picture that emerges from these data is that (i) senders mainly communicate by
messages and (ii) senders use message inflation to perform better. When their private
information is extreme, they cannot further inflate their messages. In these cases senders
tend to add signal costs to their messages. One question is whether senders who use signal
costs are more trustworthy. The other question is whether senders who use signal costs are
trusted to a larger extent. Table 3.9 presents the results of two linear regressions providing
the answers to these questions. The regression in the left column reveals the extent to
which senders inflate their message (message – type) as a function of their signal cost. In
each of the three treatments, there is a significant negative effect of the signal costs. Thus,
senders become more trustworthy if they use signal costs to back up their messages. The
regression in the right column shows the extent to which receivers deflate the messages
received (action – message) as a function of the senders’ signal cost. In each of the three
treatments, there is a significant positive effect of the signal cost, meaning that receivers
trust receivers’ messages better when they are backed up by signal costs.47
47 To

make sure that the results are not caused by an artificial ceiling effect, we limited the regression to
cases where high messages were sent (>9). When all data are used in the regression, similar results are
obtained though.
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Table 3.9: The effect of signal cost on (perceived) trustworthiness (for m>9)

b-1

constant
signal cost c

sender
dependent: m - t
coefficient (s.e.)
1.56 (0.11)
-0.54 (0.12)

receiver
dependent: a - t
coefficient (s.e.)
-1.54 (0.08)
0.52 (0.08)

b-2

R2
constant
signal cost c

0.127
2.64 (0.21)
-0.18 (0.05)

0.174
-2.58 (0.26)
0.13 (0.03)

b-4

R2
constant
signal cost c

0.139
4.82 (0.19)
-0.15 (0.02)

0.217
-4.22 (0.17)
0.09 (0.03)

R2

0.098

0.099

Remarks: The table lists the results of a linear regression using cases with m>9; robust standard errors are reported in parentheses.
All reported coefficients are significant at p=0.01; we used a clustering specification that takes account of the dependence of the data
within subjects. The coefficients for matching group dummies are not reported.

3.5

Conclusion

In situations characterized by private information, better informed parties typically have
multiple means to strategically transmit their information. Apart from simply using
words, they can often rely on more costly communication channels as well. This raises the
question of how the various types of communication interact. Austen-Smith and Banks
(2000) explore this question theoretically by extending Crawford and Sobel’s (1982)
cheap talk game with a money burning component. They show that the extended game
allows for a large number of equilibria, which differ widely in the use of cheap talk and
burned money. Among these are the standard Crawford and Sobel partition equilibria
based on pure cheap talk, a fully separating equilibrium exclusively using the money
burning channel and ’hybrid’ partition equilibria where the lengths of the partitions are
determined by both talk and money. Because money allows a sender to signal his willingness to pay to get his type known very precisely, money is typically more informative
than words in equilibrium. An illustration of this is that separating segments where only
words are used do not exist.
To investigate whether money indeed speaks louder than words we further explore the
cheap talk and burned money setup of Austen Smith and Banks (2000), both theoretically
and experimentally. On the theoretical side we analyze the lying cost model of Kartik
(2009) in the context of this extended game. Kartik studies the original Crawford and
Sobel cheap talk game (without money burning) assuming that senders are lying averse.
He shows that in that case there exists an (’Kartik’) equilibrium in which low types separate through words and high types pool on the same (highest) message. We observe that
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when lying-averse senders can burn money as well, a fully separating equilibrium exists
in which low types use words and high types burn money (’Kartik plus costs’). Loosely
put, in the presence of lying costs words may speak equally loud (and precise) as money.
We also find that in terms of expected payoffs the sender prefers to separate through both
money and words over through money alone. In fact, using money to separate is so expensive that the sender would rather prefer to avoid it altogether (and coordinate on the
original Kartik equilibrium instead).
Our main contribution is experimental. In our laboratory test of the Austen-Smith and
Banks model we vary the amount of interest disalignment between treatments and find that
sender subjects typically prefer to talk rather than to burn money. They mainly choose
to communicate through words only and talk appears more informative than the standard
Crawford and Sobel cheap talk equilibria predict. Only when the interests of sender and
receiver become more dispersed and words less informative, high type senders start to
burn increasing amounts of money. We observe that receivers respond more positively
to high messages combined with positive signal costs than to high messages alone. By
burning money senders thus do gain credibility.
The pattern of cheap talk messages is qualitatively in line with the predictions of
Kartik’s (2009) lying costs model. In all treatments low type senders overstate their type,
but in such a way that they do separate themselves from each other. Receivers to a large
extent appropriately deflate their messages as to generate a (partially) separating outcome.
High sender types pool on the highest possible message. This pooling segment becomes
larger when the interests of sender and receiver become more disaligned.
To analyze which of the equilibrium models considered describes observed behavior
best, we empirically evaluate these predictions by means of maximum likelihood estimation. The results indicate that the ‘Kartik’-equilibrium organizes the data well. The
standard equilibrium models that ignore lying aversion perform poorly in comparison
with this benchmark. The ‘Kartik plus costs’ equilibrium theoretically explored in this
paper improves upon the ‘Kartik’-equilibrium, in the sense that it can explain positive
amounts of burned money for high types. However, the predicted amounts involved are
much higher than the ones actually observed. This is the reason why the original ‘Kartik’-equilibrium (in which senders do not have the possibility to burn money) performs
better in the estimations. In terms of likelihood, the Kartik-equilibrium is outperformed
by the Kartik-linear model, though. The latter model captures the fact that senders submit
positive messages even for very small types.
We overall conclude that in general money does not speak louder than words. Subjects
communicate more through words than predicted by the standard cheap talk equilibria. A
plausible and parsimonious explanation for this is that senders are lying averse. Senders
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rarely burn money if cheap talk is effective. Only when cheap talk effectively breaks
down, senders start using the costly communication channel. Receivers observing positive
amounts of burned money do find messages from these senders more credible. Costly
signals thus appear to be a measure of last resort.

3.6

Appendix A

In this appendix we provide a formal derivation of the equilibrium predictions intuitively
discussed in Section 3.2. Our formal analysis builds on both Austen-Smith and Banks
(2000) and Kartik (2009).

3.6.1

A.1 Standard equilibrium predictions

The cheap talk with burned money game was formally analyzed by Austen-Smith and
Banks (2000). They focus on perfect Bayesian equilibria (PBE). In Lemma 1 of their
paper they show that all equilibria of the game are ‘essentially’ partition equilibria. The
type space T can be partitioned into consecutive intervals of types. Types in the same interval either pool together by choosing the same tuple (thereby eliciting the same action),
or all separate by choosing distinct signal costs. We first focus on equilibria that contain
pooling intervals only. The characterization of this set of equilibria appears useful for
describing the equilibria that contain separating segments as well.
Define a partition of the type space as ht0 ≡ 0,t1 , ..,tN ≡ 10i. We consider those
equilibria in which types in the same interval all send the same tuple (m, c) and types from
different intervals send different tuples,48 so if types t 0 and t 00 are in different intervals
sending (m, c)0 and (m, c)00 respectively, then we must have that (m, c)0 6= (m, c)00 . Given
that they pool together, types from the same interval all look the same to the receiver and
elicit the same action a. In equilibrium this action equals the expected type given that
tuple (m, c) has been received. With an initial uniform distribution of types, this comes
down to choosing a equal to the middle of the partition interval sending the tuple (m, c).
The condition determining the lengths of the subsequent intervals requires that sender
types at the edge of two adjacent intervals are indifferent between belonging to either one
of the two. Just as is the case for the original Crawford-Sobel (1982) setup without money
burning, this condition reduces to a single insightful formula. Proposition 1 presents this
condition and thereby characterizes all possible equilibria that contain pooling segments
only.
48 Types

in the same interval can also mix between different messages, but this won’t change the action
the reiceiver chooses and also not the payoffs. That is why Austen-Smith and Banks (2000, p. 7) argue that
“essentially all equilibria have a partition structure”.
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Proposition 1. A partition ht0 ≡ 0,t1 , ..,tN ≡ 10i with associated tuples (mi , ci ) for
i = 1, .., N, such that all types in [ti−1 ,ti ) choose tuple (mi , ci ), can be supported as PBE
outcome of the cheap talk with money burning game if and only if the following two
conditions hold:
(ti+1 − ti ) − (ti − ti−1 ) = 4b −

4 (ci+1 − ci )
for i = 1, .., N − 1
(ti+1 − ti−1 )


t1 
either c1 ≤ t1 · b −
or ci = 0 for some i ≤ N
4

(3.3)

(3.4)

Proof of Proposition 1. Let ai = ti−12+ti denote the receiver’s equilibrium reaction to
observing (mi , ci ). The net benefit of choosing (mi , ci ) over (mi+1 , ci+1 ) for type t then
equals:


Π(ai , ci , ai+1 , ci+1 ;t) ≡ −(ai − t − b)2 − ci − −(ai+1 − t − b)2 − ci+1
= (ai+1 − t − b)2 − (ai − t − b)2 + ci+1 − ci
Taking the derivative we obtain ∂∂Πt = 2(ai − ai+1 ) < 0. With Π continuous and strictly
decreasing in t it follows that necessarily Π(ti ) = 0 (for otherwise some type close to
ti would like to deviate). Rewriting this ‘indifference at the edge’ condition and inserting
ai = ti−12+ti yields condition (3.3).
To show that (3.4) is necessary, first suppose ci > 0 for all i. In that case choosing c = 0
induces an out-of-equilibrium response a(m, 0). If a(m, 0) ∈ [b, 10], type t = a(m, 0) − b
has a strong incentive to deviate (as he saves on some positive signal costs and gets his
most preferred action). So, a(m, 0) < b necessarily. Given that the out-of-equilibrium
response must lie to the l.h.s. of each type’s bliss point, the strongest threat of the receiver
is to choose a(m, 0) = 0. To ensure that no type has a strong incentive to deviate to c = 0,
i ,0,0;t)
it must hold that Π(ai , ci , 0, 0;t) ≥ 0. From ∂ Π(ai ,c
= 2ai > 0 it follows that type
∂t
t0 = 0 has the strongest incentive to deviate. Therefore Π(a1 , c1 , 0, 0; 0) ≥ 0 is necessarily

needed. Rewriting and inserting a1 = t21 yields c1 ≤ t1 · b − t41 .
If ci = 0 for some i = k, then setting a(m, c) = ak for all out-of-equilbrium tuples
(m, c) ensures that no type wants to deviate given that (3.3) is satisfied.
The conditions described in Proposition 1 are not very restrictive. Indeed, the game
allows for a large number of equilibria (already within the class where there are only
pooling segments). An obvious observation is that all equilibria of the original Crawford
and Sobel (1982) cheap talk game can still be supported as equilibrium outcome of the
extended game; simply take ci = 0 for all i in Proposition 1 above. In that case information transmission occurs by means of cheap talk messages only. Because the length
of subsequent intervals then increases by 4b, it holds that the higher the sender’s type,
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the coarser information transmission becomes. (This also drives the observation that for
4b ≥ 10 only pooling cheap talk equilibria exist.) The first two benchmark equilibria discussed in Subsection 3.2.1 – viz. the pooling and the CS partition equilibrium depicted in
Figure 3.1 – immediately follow from Proposition 1.
Besides messages, in the extended game money may be used for signaling purposes as
well. To illustrate, from condition (3.3) it is readily seen that an equilibrium exists in
which the type space is partitioned into 10 equally sized intervals of unit length, with
types belonging to interval i choosing ci = 2b · (i − 1). In this equilibrium only money is
being used for signaling purposes. Note that here the length of the consecutive intervals
stays the same, but signal costs increase with 2b when we jump from one interval to the
next. Increases in signal costs substitute for intervals becoming coarser.
The above intuition from Proposition 1 is also helpful in characterizing equilibria that
contain separating segments as well. In a separating segment, the types proportionally
increase their signal costs at a rate equal to 2b (and in doing so fully reveal themselves).
The size of the increase in signal costs (i.e. slope 2b) follows from the incentive compatibility constraints for the interior types. The boundary types must be indifferent between
separating and pooling with the adjacent interval. This leads to conditions similar to those
in (3.3) above.49 Particularly relevant equilibria within this class are those in which the
separating segment covers the entire type space and equilibria where only the higher types
distinguish themselves through increasing signaling costs. Proposition 2 below characterizes these equilibria. This proposition simply applies Theorem 1 in Austen-Smith and
Banks (2000, p. 7) to the specific uniform-quadratic case considered here.50
Proposition 2. Let ht0 ≡ 0,t1 , ..,tN ≡ 10i with associated tuples (mi , 0) for i = 1, .., N
(and mi 6= m j ∀i 6= j) be a cheap talk only equilibrium of the game. Then for all b
t ≤ t1
there exists a partition hs0 ≡ 0, s1 ≡ b
t , .., sN , sN+1 ≡ 10i supporting an equilibrium such
that:
0

0

0

(a) ∀i = 1, .., N, ∀t ∈ [si−1 , si ) : σ (t) = (mi , 0), with mi 6= m j ∀i 6= j;
(b) ∀t ∈ [sN , 10] : σ (t) = (m◦ , c(t)), where:
"
c(t) = 2b · (t − sN ) + c, with c =
49 In

#
2
b

t + 4b (N − 1)
+b· b
t + 4b (N − 1)
4

particular, for a boundary type ti between a pooling interval [ti−1 ,ti ) and a subsequent separating
interval, insert ti+1 = ti in equality (3.3) to obtain the appropriate condition. Likewise, the condition for a
boundary type ti between a separating interval and a pooling interval [ti ,ti+1 ) follows from inserting ti−1 = ti .
50 Kartik (2007) identifies an error in Theorem 1 of Austen-Smith and Banks (2000) when a certain
regularity condition (‘condition M’) is not satisfied. For the uniform-quadratic case considered here this
regularity condition is satisfied and Theorem 1 remains valid.
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Proof of Proposition 2. Immediate from Austen-Smith and Banks (2000, p. 7-10).
The value of c follows from making type sN indifferent between pooling with types in
[sN−1 , sN ) and eliciting action sN−12+sN , and choosing c(t) = c to elicit action sN . (Note
that from (3.3) we have si − si−1 = b
t + 4b · (i − 1) for i ≤ N.) 
In words Proposition 2 says that we can always squeeze in a separating segment at
the far end of a cheap talk partition ht0 ≡ 0,t1 , ..,tN ≡ 10i, while maintaining exactly the
same number of cheap talk intervals N.51 Applying this to the case of a pooling cheap
talk equilibrium (N = 1) and setting b
t = 0, a fully separating equilibrium results. This
yields the third benchmark equilibrium displayed in Figure 3.1 of Subsection 3.2.1.
Proposition 2 also shows a way in which both communication channels can be used. Low
types only very coarsely distinguish themselves by sending a limited number of different
cheap talk messages. High types separate by choosing increasing signaling costs. The
‘hybrid’ equilibrium discussed in the main text of Subsection 3.2.1 corresponds to such
an outcome. In this equilibrium types in [0, 5 − 2b − 2et ) choose (m0 , 0), types in [5 + 2b −
e
t
00
◦
e
e
e e(e
t )).
2 , 10 − t ) send tuple (m , 0) and types in [10 − t , 10] choose (m, c) = (m , 2b(t − t ) + c
An interesting feature of this equilibrium is that it exhibits both influential cheap talk and
influential signal costs.52 A necessary and sufficient condition for this to be possible in
the uniform-quadratic case considered here is that there exists influential equilibria in the
original cheap talk game without money burning (cf. Austen-Smith and Banks, 2000,
p.11). Therefore, only if 4b < 10 equilibria exist in which money and words are used side
by side to transmit information.
Apart from only the higher types spending money on signal costs, another intuitive
outcome is where extreme types on either side of the type space do so. Note that without
additional information, the receiver chooses a = 5 on the basis of her prior beliefs. More
extreme types either prefer a (much) lower or a (much) higher action, so one may expect
especially types at the boundaries of the type space to use costly signaling as well. Using
Proposition 1 a simple example of such an equilibrium is easily constructed. For b = 12 ,
let types in [0, 1) choose (m0 , 54 ), types in [1, 5) send tuple (m00 , 0) and types in [5, 10]
choose (m, c) = (m000 , 94 ). Besides both low and high types choosing positive signal costs,
this example also illustrates the earlier intuition that higher (lower) signal costs can substitute for intervals becoming more (less) coarse. If it were for cheap talk alone, the third
interval [5, 10] should be 4b = 2 units longer than the second interval [1, 5]. The increase
in signal costs from 0 to 94 partly substitutes for the required increase in length, so the
51 It

must again be noted that this result depends on the uniform-quadratic setting considered here. As
Kartik (2007) points out, it fails to hold in the more general Crawford and Sobel (1982) setup.
52 Cheap talk is defined to be influential when at least two different actions are elicited in equilibrium by
cheap talk messages alone. That is, ∃t,t 0 ∈ [0, 1] such that m(t) 6= m(t 0 ), c(t) = c(t 0 ) and a(m(t), c(t)) 6=
a(m(t 0 ), c(t 0 )). Signal costs are influential when multiple actions are elicited in equilibrium through distinct
levels of signal costs.
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actual increase needed is only 1. Similarly, the second interval is 4 units longer than the
first interval, because the decrease in signal costs requires an increase in coarseness that
exceeds 4b.
In sum, the cheap talk with money burning game allows various types of equilibria.
In one set of equilibria signal costs are simply ignored and information transmission is
through messages only. For these the original analysis of Crawford and Sobel (1982)
applies. In a second set of equilibria only money is being used for signaling purposes.
Besides the fully separating equilibrium depicted in Figure 3.1, this set includes equilibria in which the equilibrium signal costs vary non-monotonically with the sender’s type.
Because this non-monotonicity is hardly observed in the experimental data, the latter equilibria are not discussed in the main text. In a third set of equilibria both communication
channels are being used to transmit information. Prominent equilibria within this class
are those where low types use words while high types rely on money to get their message
across. Cheap talk can be influential in equilibrium only if the bias is sufficiently low
(4b < 10).

3.6.2

A.2 Equilibria in the precence of lying costs

We next assume that senders are lying averse and have preferences like in (3.1). Kartik
(2009) analyses the original cheap talk only setup of Crawford and Sobel (1982) under
this assumption. (Burning money is thus not possible in his setup.) He shows that in
the presence of lying costs there may exist intervals where types perfectly separate from
each other by using only words. In such intervals, each sender type overstates his type,
but only to some extent as otherwise the lying costs incurred would become excessively
high. Talk is thus characterized by an ‘inflated language’. Full separation by means of
words only, however, is impossible. The intuition for this is straightforward. Because a
sender cannot claim to be of a higher type than the highest possible one (10 in our case),
overstating must break down near the top.
In his analysis Kartik (2009) focuses on the so-called ‘low types separate and high
types pool on the highest message’ (LSHP) equilibria. One justification for doing so is that
non-LSHP equilibria are ruled out by applying the monotonic D1 equilibrium refinement
of Bernheim and Severinov (2003), a modification of Cho and Kreps’s (1987) original
D1 restriction that imposes receiver’s action monotonicity. Kartik (2009, Appendix B)
also shows that if a LSHP equilibrium exists, one can always find one that satisfies this
refinement. Another justification he provides is that LSHP equilibria share some attractive
features. In particular, equilibrium messages are monotonic and the resulting ‘language
inflation’ is an intuitive property. Moreover, because a substantial fraction of sender types
separate in a LSHP, the amount of information transmitted is much larger than in any of
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the partition equilibria.
For the extended game considered here we also focus – within the class of equilibria
where only words are used – on the LSHP equilibria. Proposition 3 then shows that there
is a unique LSHP equilibrium in our setup. This is the ‘Kartik’-equilibrium referred to in
the main text.
k
Proposition 3. (‘Kartik’-equilibrium.) If e10· b (4k − 1) ≥ −1, there exists a unique
LSHP equilibrium in the presence of lying costs. This equilibrium is characterized by a
partition hs0 ≡ 0, s1 = t, s2 ≡ 10i, with types in [s0 , s1 ) = [0,t) sending tuple (m(t), 0) and
m(t) being determined by the solution to:
k
k
e− b m(t) = 1 − (m(t) − t)
b

(3.5)

Cutoff type t follows from the unique solution to:

2
1
−b − k (m(t) − t) = − 5 − t − b − k (10 − t)2
2
2

2

(3.6)

Types in [s1 s2 ] = [t, 10] send tuple (10, 0). The receiver responds to types [0,t] in such a
way that a = m−1 (m(t)) = t and chooses a = 10+t
2 in response to tuple (10, 0).
Proof of Proposition 3. The proof follows immediately from Proposition 3 in Kartik
(2009). Because M = [0, 10] in our setup we have no rich language assumption and so
there can only be a single pool of types claiming to be of the highest type (Kartik (2009)
effectively assumes that M = [0, 10] × N). The omission of extra message possibilities
for senders claiming to be of the highest type only removes out-of-equilibrium deviation
possibilities and does not change the validity of Kartik’s proof for our setting. Proposition
3(c) from Kartik states that all single-pool LSHP have the same cutoff t.
The intuition behind the Kartik-equilibrium resembles the one behind the equilibria of
Proposition 2. In the first, separating segment low types increase their messages m at such
a rate that (at the margin) the size of the increase in lying costs exactly matches the benefits
from overstating just a bit more. The incentive compatibility constraint thus determines
m0 (t), yielding equation (3.5) that characterizes m(t) for the interior types. Boundary type
t must be indifferent between separating according to (3.5) and pooling with all higher
types on m = 10. Expression (3.6) reflects this indifference condition. When both b and k
are sufficiently low this condition does not have a solution and a LSHP equilibrium does
not exist. This can be understood as follows. Cutoff type t should be indifferent between
choosing m = m(t) and thereby inducing action a = t, and choosing m = 10 leading to
t+10
a = t+10
2 . The latter can only be worthwhile if action 2 is closer to type t’s bliss point
than action t is, i.e. if t > 10 − 4b. For low b cutoff type t thus should be high and hence
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the separating segment should be large. At the same time, for low levels of k lying is
not very costly and the equilibrium messages m(t) are well above t. This implies in turn
that the value of t for which m(t) = 10, is low.53 Clearly, cutoff level t should be below
t. Therefore, if k is small the separating segment should be short. When both b and k
are sufficiently small the opposite requirements are incompatible and a LSHP does not
exist.54
In the Kartik-equilibrium high types pool. There is, however, still a way for them
to separate, viz. by using the money burning channel in the same way as it is used in
Proposition 2. High types then send costly signals (together with m = 10) to separate
whereas low types use exaggerated words and thus lying costs for the same purpose. The
following proposition shows that such a ‘Kartik plus costs’-equilibrium always exists.
Proposition 4. (‘Kartik plus costs’-equilibrium.) For all values of b and k an equilibrium with two separating
segments
exists. Consider the partition hs0 = 0, s1 = t, s2 = 10i,


10k
b
−
55
with t = 10 − k 1 − e b . Types in [s0 , s1 ) = [0,t) send tuple (m(t), 0), with m(t)
being determined by (3.5). Types in [ s1 , s2 ] = [t, 10] choose tuple (10, c(t)), where:
c(t) = 2b(t − t)
The receiver responds to types [0,t) in such a way that a = m−1 (m(t)) = t and ignores
signal cost whenever m < 10. After observing a tuple (10, c), the receiver chooses a =

c
min t + 2b
, 10 .
Proof of Proposition 4. That the types in [0,t) best respond follows directly from
Example 4.1 and Proposition 3 in Kartik (2009). The only difference from Kartik’s example is that here the types space runs to 10 instead of 1. In our case t thus equals the
value of t that solves (3.5) for m = 10 (rather than for m = 1). To show that types in [t, 10]
best respond as well, first consider deviations to c = 0. The difference in payoffs from
choosing message m over message m0 (with m > m0 ) then equals:
h

2
2 i
Π(m, m0 ,t) ≡ − (a (m) − t − b)2 − k (m − t)2 − − a m0 − t − b − k m0 − t
53 Another

way of putting this is that for low k, the high rate at which equilibrium messages m(t) increase
with t makes that the upper bound of the message space is quickly reached.
54 Even if a LSHP does not exist, there do exist equilibria with multiple pooling segments. In particular, a


t +t
partition ht0 ≡ 0,t1 , ..,tN ≡ 10i with associated tuples (mi , ci ) = i−12 i , 0 for i = 1, .., N can be supported
4b
4b
as equilibrium outcome if t1 ≤ 1+k
and (ti+1 −ti ) − (ti −ti−1 ) = 1+k
for i = 1, .., N − 1. (In this equilibrium
all types in [ti−1 ,ti ) send tuple(mi , ci ), the receiver reacts with a(mi , ci ) = mi and a(m, c) = 0 for any outof-equilibrium tuple (m, c).) Therefore, for all values of b and k equilibria of the extended game do exist in
which only words are used.
55 Note that t equals the solution to (3.5) for m = 10, i.e. m(t) = 10, and that t ∈ (0, 10) necessarily.
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Taking the derivative with respect to t gives:


∂Π
= 2 a (m) − a m0 + 2k m − m0 > 0
∂t
Therefore, if t prefers m to m0 , then certainly type t 0 > t does so. Hence no type t > t wants
to deviate to m < 10 (and c = 0). Moreover, burning money while sending a message
m < 10 does not help either as the receiver will ignore this costly signal. All types in
c
[t, 10] will thus choose m = 10. Given the receiver’s response a = t + 2b
to tuple (10, c),
the sender’s optimal choice of money burning follows from:
 

2
c
c(t) = arg max − t + − (t + b) − c
c
2b
Differentiating the r.h.s. towards c immediately yields c(t) = 2b(t −t). On the equilibrium
path all sender types separate and the receives best responds by (effectively) choosing
a = t. Out-of-equilibrium beliefs are such that observing (m0 , c0 ) with m0 < 10 and c0 > 0
is equivalent to observing (m0 , 0) (i.e. money burning costs are simply ignored). Similarly
so, observing c > 2b(10 −t) for m = 10 induces the same belief as observing c = 2b(10 −
t). 
Because t increases with bk and converges to 0 (resp. 10) when bk → 0 (resp. bk → ∞),
the reliance on words increases when the sender is more lying averse or interests are
better aligned. Conversely, when talk is rather cheap (k low) and the incentives to deceive
the receiver are rather high (b high), information transmission predominantly takes place
through spending increasing amounts of money.
Besides the ‘Kartik plus costs’ equilibrium, the one where perfect separation takes
place by means of money burning only continues to be an equilibrium as well.56 Given
the two different ways of disclosing all information, an interesting question becomes how
the two equilibria compare in terms of welfare. One would expect that senders ex ante
prefer to separate by means of combining words and money, because this is cheaper (in
terms of disutility experienced) than separation through money only. Proposition 5 shows
that this intuition is correct.
Proposition 5. The expected payoffs for the sender in the ‘kartik plus costs’ equilibrium of Proposition 4 where separation takes place through both words and money are
always larger than the sender’s expected payoffs in the equilibrium where full separation
(effectively) takes place by means of burned money only.
Proof of Proposition 5. Let the equilibrium payoff of a type t sender in equilibrium
56 In

the presence of lying costs the sender necessarily chooses m = t in the fully separating equilibrium
of Figure 3.1 (as to avoid lying costs). Yet messages are effectively ignored and the receiver focuses on the
observed c only.
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E ∈ {K pC, FS} be given by:


e ce) − t − b)2 − ce− k (m
e − t)2
USE (m(t), c(t);t) = arg max −(aE (m,
ec
m,e

e ce) denotes the receiver’s equilibrium response. First note that type t = 0
where aE (m,
earns the same in both equilibria, i.e. USK pC = USFS for t = 0, because m(0) = c(0) = 0 in
both. By the envelope theorem, it follows that:
dUSE
∂ USE
=
|e
c=c(t)
dt
∂ t m=m(t),e
= 2(aE (m(t), c(t)) − t − b) + 2k(m(t) − t)
= −2b + 2k(m(t) − t)
Here the last step follows from the fact that the two equilibria considered are both fully
separating, so aE (m(t), c(t)) = t in both. For the fully separating equilibrium of Figure 3.1
we have that m(t) = t, whereas for the Kartik plus costs equilibrium it holds that m(t) > t
dU Ex1
dU Pr 4
for all t ∈ (0, 10) (and m(t) = t for t ∈ {0, 10}). Therefore, we have dtS > dtS for
all t ∈ (0, 10) and thus USK pC > USFS for all t ∈ (0, 10]. Taking expectations over the type
space then yields the result.
Proposition 5 reveals that separation through money is rather costly. Ex ante senders
may therefore prefer to avoid this all together and coordinate on the Kartik equilibrium
instead. For receivers this is unattractive, because that equilibrium is not fully separating.
But as our final proposition shows, for the sender the Kartik equilibrium is more profitable
if interests are not too closely aligned.
Proposition 6. The expected payoffs for the sender in the ‘Kartik’ equilibrium of
Proposition 3 certainly q
exceed his expected payoffs in the ‘Kartik plus costs’ equilibrium
of Proposition 4 if b > 100k
12 .
Proof of Proposition 6. Types in [0,t] choose the same message and induce the same
action in both equilibria. For these types the sender is thus indifferent. Types in [t, t¯] obtain weakly more in the Kartik equilibrium. This follows because these types can always
obtain the Kartik plus costs equilibrium outcome by sending a message equal to m (t)
(instead of 10) and induce a = t. (Note that the Kartik equilibrium can be supported with
out-of-equilibrium beliefs that justify such a reaction.) The fact that this is not their equilibrium best response shows that they are weakly better off. For types in [t¯, 10] lying costs
can be ignored, because these types choose m = 10 in both equilibria. Their expected
2
2
payoffs from the receiver’s action (conditional on being in [t¯, 10]) equal − (10−t)
12 − b in
the Kartik equilibrium and −b(10 − t¯) − b2 in the Kartik plus costs equilibrium.
 The for
k
(10−t)2
b
10
b
¯
mer exceeds the latter whenever b > 12(10−t¯) . Using the identity t = 10 − k 1 − e
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we get:
100
12 bk
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100
− t)
 >   (10


  >
>  
k
k
b
b
10
10
b
b
12 k 1 − e
12 k 1 − e

(10 − t)2
12 (10 − t¯)

!

q
So if b > 100k
12 , then certainly the sender will ex ante prefer the Kartik equilibrium over
the Kartik plus costs equilibrium. 

3.7

Appendix B: Results for treatment Hybrid b-1

Did senders understand the potential usefulness of the costly signaling channel?
In the main text, we showed that senders by and large rely on the cheap message channel, and only turn to the costly signaling channel for extreme types when messages need
back up to become credible. With our hybrid b-1 treatment, we wanted to exclude the
possibility that this result merely occurred because senders were unfamiliar with the possibility of communicating through burning money. In the first 20 periods of this treatment,
senders could only communicate through the costly signaling channel. In the subsequent
25 periods, subjects got the possibility to use the two communication channels simultaneously, just like in the other treatments.
Figure 3.9 displays sender and receiver behavior in various phases of the experiment. In the first part of the experiment, subjects manage to communicate through the
costly signaling channel. Then, immediately when the cheap message channel is introduced in period 21, signal costs lose much of their appeal. In the final 10 periods of the
experiment, subjects hardly communicate through the costly signaling channel. Instead,
they have learned to communicate with the cheap message channel, just like they did in
treatment b-1.
Table 3.10 presents the results of a linear regression that shows how senders’ signal
costs vary with their type. In the first 10 periods, senders tend to communicate by choosing the signal cost equal to their type. So they signal, but in a less steep way than predicted
by equilibrium (in which case the signal cost would be twice the type). In periods 11-20,
subjects choose signal costs roughly equal to 1.1∗type. So they move significantly in the
right direction, even though they do not come close to the fully separating equilibrium.
Although subjects do not play precisely in accordance with equilibrium, it is clear that
they understand how they can communicate with costly signals. Then, after the second
communication channel is introduced in period 21, the burning money channel loses much
of its appeal. We conclude that the result that subject burn relatively little money is not
caused by a lack of strategic understanding of our subjects.
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Figure 3.9: Signal cost as function of state in hybrid b-1
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Signal cost on type, period 21-25, hybrid b=1
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Signal cost on type, period 36-45, hybrid b=1
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Table 3.10: The use of signal cost in hybrid b-1
Dependent: signal cost c
constant
state t
period{11−20} *t
period{21−30} *t
period{31−45} *t

coefficient (robust s.e.)
0.59 (0.59)
0.99 (0.03)
0.11 (0.03)
-0.87 (0.12)
-0.97 (0.08)

R2

0.72

Remarks: The table lists the results of a linear regression; robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Period{x,y} is a dummy
indicating whether the period is in between x and y. All reported coefficients are significant at p=0.01, except the one for the constant
(p=0.328). We used a clustering specification that takes account of the dependence of the data within subjects. The coefficients for
matching group dummies are not reported.

3.8

Appendix C: Instructions

INSTRUCTIONS
Welcome to this experiment on decision-making. Please read the following instructions carefully. When everyone has finished reading the instructions and before the experiment starts, you will receive a handout with a summary of the instructions. During
the experiment you will be asked to make a number of decisions. Your decisions and the
decisions of other participants will determine your earnings. At the start of the experiment
you will receive a starting capital. In addition you will earn money with your decisions.
The experiment consists of 45 periods. In each period, your earnings will be denoted in
points. Your earnings in the experiment will be equal to the sum of the starting capital and
your earnings in the 45 periods. At the end of the experiment, your earnings in points will
be transferred into money. For each 100 points you earn, you will receive 120 eurocents.
Your earnings will be privately paid to you in cash.
In each of the 45 periods all participants are coupled in pairs. One participant within
a pair has the role of advisor, the other participant performs the role of decision-maker. In
all 45 periods you keep the same role.
Your role is: ADVISOR
Participants with the role of advisor receive a starting capital of 500 points.
GENERAL STRUCTURE
In each period you will be coupled with a (new) decision-maker. In each period you
are informed of the state of the world that is relevant to your own earnings as well as the
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earnings of the decision-maker. The state of the world will be represented by a number
between 0 and 10. After learning the state of the world, you send both a message and
a signal cost to the decision-maker that may or may not convey information about the
state of the world. In contrast to the message, choosing a positive signal cost is costly
to you (but not to the decision-maker). The decision-maker is informed about your message and signal cost, but not about the state of the world. The decision-maker chooses an
action that affects the earnings of both the decision-maker and the advisor. The decisionmaker’s earnings are highest when the action coincides with the state of the world, while
the advisor’s earnings are highest when the action equals the state of the world plus 1.
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS IN A PERIOD
At the beginning of each period you will learn the STATE OF THE WORLD. The state
of the world is not revealed to the decision-maker. The state is determined at random. It
equals a number in the range of 0.00, 0.01, 0.02, . . . 9.98, 9.99, 10.00. Each of these
numbers is equally likely. Each advisor receives a draw for the state of the world that is
independent of the draws for the other advisors as well as independent of the draws in any
other period.
Having observed the state of the world, you choose both a MESSAGE and a SIGNAL
COST. The message must equal a number in the range 0.00, 0.01, 0.02, . . . 9.98, 9.99,
10.00. The signal cost can be chosen from a larger range of numbers. Specifically, the
signal cost must equal a number in the range of 0.00, 0.01, . . . ., 99.98, 99.99, 100.00.
Unlike the message, therefore, the signal cost can exceed the highest possible state of the
world. As will be explained below, another important difference between the message
and the signal cost is that messages are costless for you whereas signal costs are not.
After you have chosen a message and a signal cost, the decision-maker with whom
you are coupled with is informed of both the message and the signal cost, but NOT of the
state of the world. After having observed the message and the signal cost, the decisionmaker chooses an action, a number in the range 0.00, 0.01, 0.02, . . . 9.98, 9.99, 10.00.
After that the period is finished.
PERIOD EARNINGS
In each period you can earn or lose points. Your period earnings depend on the state
of the world and the action chosen by the decision-maker. You will earn 60 points minus
an amount that depends on how far away the action of the decision-maker is from your
target. Your target equals the state of the world plus 1.00. Moreover, the signal cost you
have chosen are subtracted from your earnings. To be precise, your earnings will be determined as follows:
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Your earnings = 60 - (action - target)2 - signal cost
Or, written differently:
Your earnings = 60 - (action - (state of the world + 1.00) )2 - signal cost
The period earnings of the decision-maker equal 60 minus an amount that depends on
how far the action of the decision-maker is from the state of the world. Her or his earnings
are determined as follows:
Earnings decision-maker = 60 - (action - state of the world)2
Notice that your earnings are highest if the action of the decision-maker coincides
with your target. In other words, your earnings are as high as possible if the action of
the decision-maker equals the state of the world + 1.00. In contrast, the decision-maker’s
earnings are highest when her or his action coincides with the state of the world. Note
also that your earnings as well as the earnings of the decision-maker are independent of
the message sent and that only you bear the cost of the signal cost you have chosen.
Recall that the decision-maker does not observe the state of the world when (s)he
decides about which action to take. The decision-maker is informed of the possible payoffs for the advisor, in the same way as you are informed of the possible payoffs for the
decision-maker.
MATCHING PROCEDURE
In each period you will be randomly matched to another participant with the role of
decision-maker. You will never learn with whom you are matched. The random matching
scheme is chosen such that you will never be coupled to the same decision-maker in two
subsequent periods.
INFORMATION
At the end of a period you will learn the action chosen by the decision-maker and your
earnings. The decision-maker will be informed of the state of the world and her or his own
earnings.
HISTORY OVERVIEW
The lower part of the screen provides an overview of the results of periods already
completed. If less than 10 periods have been completed, this history overview contains
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results of all completed periods. In case more than 10 periods have already been completed, the history overview is restricted to the 10 most recent periods.
Apart from your own results in the previous periods, the history overview also contains
the results of 4 other advisors. In total you are thus informed about the past results of the
same group of 5 advisors (one of which is yourself).
Below you see an example of the history overview (see Figure 3.3). The first column
in the overview labelled ’message’ gives the message chosen by the advisor in question.
The second column reports the corresponding signal cost. The third column gives the
action chosen by the decision-maker, while the final column gives the corresponding state
of the world. (Recall that the decision-maker in question did not observe the state of the
world when choosing the action.)
In the beginning you will be asked how you want your history overview to be sorted,
on message or on signal cost. At any moment you will be able to change the way your
history overview is sorted. (That is, if you sorted your history overview on signal cost,
you can change it to sort it on message, and vice versa.)
In the example above the past observations in the history overview have been ordered
on the basis of message. The higher the message, the higher the particular observation in
the history overview. When message is the same for two or more different past observations, these observations have been ordered on the basis of signal cost, from high to low.
In the example above, this applies to the first and the second row, where two different advisors both chose a message equal to 3.40 (but the corresponding signal cost is different).
More generally, observations have been ordered first on message, then on signal cost, then
on action and finally on state of the world.
If you change to sorting on signal cost, the observations will be ordered first on signal
cost, then on message, then on action and finally on state of the world.
INSTRUCTIONS
Welcome to this experiment on decision-making. Please read the following instructions carefully. When everyone has finished reading the instructions and before the experiment starts, you will receive a handout with a summary of the instructions. During
the experiment you will be asked to make a number of decisions. Your decisions and the
decisions of other participants will determine your earnings. At the start of the experiment
you will receive a starting capital. In addition you will earn money with your decisions.
The experiment consists of 45 periods. In each period, your earnings will be denoted in
points. Your earnings in the experiment will be equal to the sum of the starting capital and
your earnings in the 45 periods. At the end of the experiment, your earnings in points will
be transferred into money. For each 100 points you earn, you will receive 120 eurocents.
Your earnings will be privately paid to you in cash.
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In each of the 45 periods all participants are coupled in pairs. One participant within
a pair has the role of advisor, the other participant performs the role of decision-maker. In
all 45 periods you keep the same role.
Your role is: DECISION-MAKER
Participants with the role of decision-maker receive a starting capital of 100 points.
GENERAL STRUCTURE
In each period you will be coupled with a (new) advisor. In each period the advisor
is informed of the state of the world that is relevant to your own earnings as well as the
earnings of the advisor. The state of the world will be represented by a number between
0 and 10. After learning the state of the world, the advisor sends both a message and a
signal cost to you that may or may not convey information about the state of the world.
In contrast to the message, choosing a positive signal cost is costly to the advisor (but
not to the decision-maker). As decision-maker you are informed about the advisor’s message and signal cost, but not about the state of the world. The decision-maker chooses an
action that affects the earnings of both the decision-maker and the advisor. The decisionmaker’s earnings are highest when the action coincides with the state of the world, while
the advisor’s earnings are highest when the action equals the state of the world plus 1.
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS IN A PERIOD
At the beginning of each period the advisor will learn the STATE OF THE WORLD.
The state of the world is not revealed to you. The state is determined at random. It equals
a number in the range of 0.00, 0.01, 0.02, . . . 9.98, 9.99, 10.00. Each of these numbers is
equally likely. Each advisor receives a draw for the state of the world that is independent
of the draws for the other advisors as well as independent of the draws in any other period.
Having observed the state of the world, the advisor chooses both a MESSAGE and a
SIGNAL COST. The message must equal a number in the range 0.00, 0.01, 0.02, . . . 9.98,
9.99, 10.00. The signal cost can be chosen from a larger range of numbers. Specifically,
the signal cost must equal a number in the range of 0.00, 0.01, . . . ., 99.98, 99.99, 100.00.
Unlike the message, therefore, the signal cost can exceed the highest possible state of the
world. As will be explained below, another important difference between the message
and the signal cost is that messages are costless for the advisor whereas signal costs are
not.
After the advisor with whom you are coupled with has chosen a message and a signal
cost, you are informed of this message and this signal cost, but NOT of the state of the
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world. After having observed the message and the signal cost, you choose an action, a
number in the range 0.00, 0.01, 0.02, . . . 9.98, 9.99, 10.00. After that the period is finished.
PERIOD EARNINGS
In each period you can earn or lose points. Your period earnings depend on the state
of the world and on the action you have chosen. You will earn 60 points minus an amount
that depends on how far away your action is from the state of the world. To be precise,
your earnings will be determined as follows:
Your earnings = 60 - (action - state of the world)2
The period earnings of the advisor equal 60 minus an amount that depends on how
far your action is from the advisor’s target. The advisor’s target equals the state of the
world plus 1.00. Moreover, the signal cost the advisor has chosen are subtracted from
her or his earnings. More precisely, the advisor’s earnings are determined as follows:
Earnings advisor = 60 - (action - target)2 - signal cost
Or, written differently:
Earnings advisor = 60 - (action - (state of the world + 1.00) )2 - signal cost
Notice that your earnings are highest if your action coincides with the state of the
world. In contrast, the advisor’s earnings are highest when your action coincides with her
or his target, that is, when your action equals the state of the world + 1.00. Note also that
your earnings as well as the earnings of the advisor are independent of the message sent
and that only the advisor bears the cost of the signal cost (s)he has chosen.
Recall that the advisor knows that you do not observe the state of the world when
(s)he decides about which message and signal cost to send. The advisor is informed of
the possible payoffs for the decision-maker, in the same way as you are informed of the
possible payoffs for the advisor.
MATCHING PROCEDURE
In each period you will be randomly matched to another participant with the role of advisor. You will never learn with whom you are matched. The random matching scheme is
chosen such that you will never be coupled to the same advisor in two subsequent periods.
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INFORMATION
At the end of a period you will learn the state of the world and your earnings. The advisor will be informed of the action you chose and her or his own earnings.
HISTORY OVERVIEW
The lower part of the screen provides an overview of the results of periods already
completed. If less than 10 periods have been completed, this history overview contains
results of all completed periods. In case more than 10 periods have already been completed, the history overview is restricted to the 10 most recent periods.
Apart from your own results in the previous periods, the history overview also contains
the results of 4 other decision-makers. In total you are thus informed about the past results
of the same group of 5 decision-makers (one of which is yourself).
Below you see an example of the history overview (see Figure 3.3). The first column
in the overview labelled ’message’ gives the message chosen by the advisor. The second
column reports the corresponding signal cost. The third column gives the corresponding
state of the world, while the final column gives the action chosen by the decision-maker
in question. (Recall that the decision-maker in question did not observe the state of the
world when choosing the action.)
In the beginning you will be asked how you want your history overview to be sorted,
on message or on signal cost. At any moment you will be able to change the way your
history overview is sorted. (That is, if you sorted your history overview on signal cost,
you can change it to sort it on message, and vice versa.)
In the example above the past observations in the history overview have been ordered
on the basis of message. The higher the message, the higher the particular observation in
the history overview. When message is the same for two or more different past observations, these observations have been ordered on the basis of signal cost, from high to low.
In the example above, this applies to the first and the second row, where two different advisors both chose a message equal to 3.40 (but the corresponding signal cost is different).
More generally, observations have been ordered first on message, then on signal cost, then
on state of the world and finally on action.
If you change to sorting on signal cost, the observations will be ordered first on signal
cost, then on message, then on state of the world and finally on action.

Chapter 4
Job market signaling and
discrimination
This chapter is based on Thomas de Haan, Theo Offerman and Randolph Sloof, 2011:
"Discrimination in the labor market: The curse of competition between workers", Working paper.

4.1

Introduction

World-wide, race and gender are ongoing factors determining whether a person gets a
job or not, and whether a person receives a fair wage or not. In the U.S. labor market,
unequal treatment of racial groups continues almost 50 years after the Civil Rights Act
was introduced in 1964. For instance, compared to whites, African-Americans are twice
as likely unemployed (Council of Economic Advisers, 1998). Racial inequality is a persistent phenomenon in other countries as well. Dutch workers from Moroccan descent are
almost three times as likely to be unemployed compared to autochthonous Dutch (CBS,
2010). Similarly, even though gender differences declined in the 1980s and 1990s, sizable
differences remain between male and female wages and in the relative presence of women
in the highest paid jobs.57
In this paper, we contribute to the understanding of how labor market discrimination
may arise even when groups are originally equally skilled. Such knowledge is essential to
successfully fight discrimination, because different forms of discrimination may require
different treatments. Broadly speaking, economists have offered two lines of explanation
for discrimination in the labor market. One possibility is that the origin of discrimination
57 Examples

of empirical studies investigating unequal treatment in the labor marker include Blau and
Kahn (1992, 2003), Goldin and Rouse (2000), Azmat, Güell and Manning (2006) and Arulampalam, Booth
and Bryan (2007). For overviews, see Darity and Mason (1998) and Altonji and Blank (1999).
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is taste-based (Becker, 1971). According to the standard interpretation, employers sacrifice profit by treating some group of workers worse, simply because they dislike them.
The other possibility is that the differential treatment of groups is rooted in statistical discrimination (Phelps, 1972; Arrow, 1973; Coate and Loury, 1993; Fryer and Loury, 2005).
Statistical discrimination occurs when employers’ beliefs that the productivity of demographic groups differs induce these groups to behave differently, such that the employers’
beliefs are supported by the data.
Statistical discrimination is a potentially more persistent problem than taste-based discrimination, because the former can persist in equilibrium while the latter may be eroded
by competitive market forces.58 Even though plausible stories of statistical discrimination have been proposed, it has not yet been possible to endogenously create statistical
discrimination among equally skilled groups in the laboratory.59 In an experiment that
straightforwardly implements the model of Coate and Loury (1993), Fryer, Goeree and
Holt (2005) hardly find any evidence of systematic statistical discrimination.
In the world of Coate and Loury, on a certain market day an employer receives a single
application from a worker of either of two groups. The employer hires the worker if he is
sufficiently sure that the worker has invested in her own quality.60 The insight of Coate
and Loury is that the game has multiple equilibria, so it may happen that the employer
plays according to one equilibrium with one group and according to another equilibrium
with the other group. In this case discrimination occurs. Yet it is also possible that the
employer uses the same standard to judge workers from the two groups, preventing the
occurrence of discrimination. The results of Fryer et al. suggest that the latter outcome is
more likely.
We think that the model of Coate and Loury ignores an essential element that characterizes many labor markets. Usually there is competition between workers for the same
job. Typically, the employer advertises a vacancy and receives multiple applications. At
the end of the selection procedure, at most one of the applicants will be offered the job in
question.
58 Taste-based

discrimination may survive in some niches of the labor market though. For instance, if
customers have a taste for discrimination and are willing to pay to be served by workers from a certain
group, employers may hire employees in accordance with the customers’ tastes; see Akerlof and Kranton
(2010) for a discussion of such examples.
59 As we will explain in detail below, we add competition between workers to the setup of Coate and
Loury (1993). In contrast, Phelps (1972) proposes a model where available productivity measures are
noisier for minority workers. So ex-ante the groups are not equal. Arrow (1973) describes a model of
statistical discrimination where employers offer lower wages to minorities. In contrast to Arrow, we focus
on discrimination in job assignment, arguably the form of discrimination that is harder to detect and fight.
Fryer and Loury (2005) study discrimination in a model where two groups compete in a tournament-like
structure. Their approach differs for instance in their assumption about ex-ante differences between the
groups.
60 We will use the arbitrary convention that the employer is male and the worker is female.
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Notice what happens if there are arbitrarily small differences in the historical rates
according to which the two groups invest in their own quality. If there is no competition
between workers, as in the original Coate-Loury model, the employer may hire the worker
of either group because each group’s investment rate is above the critical threshold. Or
vice versa, he may not hire any worker because both investment levels are below the
threshold. With competition for the same job, the situation differs dramatically. Now a
small difference in the historical investment rates of the two groups will have a profound
effect, because all other things equal the employer will hire a worker from the group
with the slightly higher investment rate. With competition, small differences in historical
investment rates thus have a strong impact on the employer’s behavior, which discourages
further investments of the disadvantaged group.
We use a combination of theory and laboratory experiments to investigate our conjecture that competition between workers drives statistical discrimination.61 Theoretically,
we illustrate the argument in a simple model. In an experiment, we find clear support for
our intuition. That is, without competition between workers, we replicate the results of
Fryer et al. and find no discrimination. With competition, we systematically find substantial discrimination.62
There is one striking difference between our experimental data and the predictions
from the standard model. In our experiment, workers belonging to the discriminated
group continue to invest in their quality at a fairly high rate even though theory predicts
that they should completely be discouraged to invest once they are discriminated against.
The key to explaining this puzzle lies in the fact that a substantial minority of the em61 Laboratory

experiments have the advantage that they allow to disentangle the different factors causing
discrimination. Naturally occurring field data are difficult to interpret. Using the so-called Blinder-Oaxaca
decomposition procedure, researchers have estimated the part of differential treatment due to differences
in human capital and the part due to discrimination (Darity and Mason, 1998). Notice, however, that the
human capital gap may actually be caused by statistical discrimination. With naturally occurring data, it
is impossible to determine why the disadvantaged group refrains from investing in human capital. Likewise, existing field experiments have not been successful in distinguishing between taste-based theories and
theories based on statistical discrimination (Riach and Rich, 2002).
62 Our study contributes to a growing experimental literature on discrimination in the labor market. Two
major differences with previous experimental papers are that we explicitly model the role of the employer
and that we consider a situation where there are no ex-ante differences between the worker groups. Examples of experimental work on discrimination in the labor market include Schotter and Weigelt (1992),
Corns and Schotter (1999), Feltovich and Papageorgiou (2004), Niederle, Segal and Vesterlund (2008) and
Reuben, Sapienza and Zingales (2010). This literature is surveyed by Charness and Kuhn (2010). In other
applications than the labor market, intergroup rivalry and discrimination between groups are rather easily
triggered; early experiments in social psychology include Sherif, Harvey, White, Hood and Sherif (1954)
and Tajfel, Billig, Bundy and Flament (1971). More recent contributions in economics include Fershtman
and Gneezy (2001), Gneezy, Niederle and Rustichini (2003), List, (2004), Fershtman, Gneezy and Verboven (2005), Charness, Rigotti and Rustichini (2007), Andreoni and Petrie (2008), Fryer, Levitt and List
(2008), Chen and Li (2009), Hargreaves Heap and Zizzo (2009), Abbink, Brandts, Hermann and Orzen
(2010), Goette, Huffman, Meier and Sutter (2010) and Zizzo (2011). Anderson, Fryer and Holt (2007)
provide an overview of this literature.
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ployers refuses to discriminate between the two groups of workers even when it is in their
interest to do so.
We extend the standard model by including a proportion of ‘color blind’ employers who do not condition their hiring decision on the group-identity of the worker; the
remaining fraction of ‘discriminating’ employers may do so (as in the standard model).
This model predicts that discrimination occurs either in hidden or in overt form. With hidden discrimination, the discriminating employer systematically favors one group when he
cannot distinguish between the applicants of the different groups. In cases where he can
rank the applicants, he does not discriminate. With overt discrimination, the discriminating employer never hires a worker from a particular group. This group is completely
ignored by this type of employer, irrespective of the signal that any of its members may
produce. The experimental data reveal that discriminating employers behave in line with
the predictions of the hidden discrimination equilibrium. Workers from the disadvantaged
group therefore have an ongoing (strong) incentive to invest in their own quality, because
there is a good chance that they are hired – by the color blind or discriminating employer
alike – when they produce a good test result.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the theory.
It introduces a simple model and presents the main argument. Section 4.3 provides a
description of the experimental design. Section 4.4 presents our experimental findings on
the effect of competition. Section 4.5 discusses the extended model in which a proportion
of the employers is color blind and provides a comparison with the data. In the concluding
Section 4.6, we discuss how our findings relate to existing field data.

4.2

Theory

We consider a job market discrimination game with either no competition or with competition between workers from different groups. Our framework for the no-competition
case closely follows the model of Coate and Loury (1993) and the experimental setup of
Fryer et al. (2005). Although this setting allows for discrimination in equilibrium, there
arguably is no compelling reason that this is indeed likely to be observed. If explicit competition between workers from different groups is added to this framework, however, the
equilibria with systematic job market discrimination gain more drawing power relative to
the other, non-discriminatory equilibria.

4.2.1

Setup without competition

Assume there are two groups of workers: green workers and purple ones. An employer
has one vacancy, for which a randomly chosen worker applies. The employer observes
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the applicant’s color. Payoffs are such that he prefers to hire the worker if and only if
she is qualified. In particular, the employer gets 0 if he does not hire the worker, xq > 0
if he hires a qualified worker and −xu < 0 if he hires an unqualified worker. Workers
always prefer to be employed independent of their qualifications (and color), receiving
wage w > 0 instead of their outside option payoff of 0.
Workers can affect their qualifications by investing in skills development. If a worker
invests she becomes qualified, otherwise she stays unqualified. Workers differ in their
cost of investment. Let G (c) be the fraction of workers with investment costs smaller
than c. We assume that G (c) is identical for both groups of workers. In terms of workers’
characteristics, the two groups are thus ex ante identical. The employer does not know
whether the worker is qualified when making his hiring decision. But he does receive a
signal θi ∈ {θ l , θ h } ≡ Φ, with θ l < θ h , about the worker’s qualification; here subscript
i ∈ {g, p} denotes the color of the worker. The probability of observing a particular signal
depends on whether the worker invested or not. Pqh gives the probability that θi = θ h
for a qualified worker and Puh the corresponding probability if the worker is unqualified.
Note that Pqh and Puh are independent of color; workers are thus also in this respect ex
ante equal. We assume that qualified workers are more likely to generate a high signal
than unqualified ones are, i.e. that Pqh > Puh . The exact order of play in the game can be
summarized as follows:
1. Nature determines the color i ∈ {g, p} of the worker with whom the employer is
matched. Both the employer and the worker observe this color;
2. Nature draws the worker’s costs of investment ci from G(c). Only the worker observes ci ;
3. The worker decides whether to invest in skills at cost ci (Ii = 1) or not (Ii = 0). The
employer does not observe this decision.
4. Nature generates a signal θi ∈ {θ l , θ h } about the worker’s qualifications. If the
worker invested in skills, the probability of a high signal θ h equals Pqh . In case she
did not invest, this probability equals Puh < Pqh ;
5. The employer observes the signal θi (but not whether the worker invested, nor her
investment costs), and decides whether to hire the worker;
6. Payoffs are obtained, with:


if no worker is hired
 0
UE =
xq
if a qualified worker is hired


−xu if an unqualified worker is hired

(4.1)
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(4.2)

The above setup differs in one aspect from Coate and Loury (1993); they assume a continuous signaling technology with θi ∈ [θ l , θ h ]. An advantage of our discrete setup is that
it is much easier to implement in the laboratory (cf. Fryer et al., 2005). From an empirical point of view it also makes sense to assume that employers are sometimes unable to
rank the signals obtained from different candidates, i.e. are faced with applicants that are
perceived to be of equal merit. In fact, policy measures based on ’positive action’, like
recently implemented in the UK,63 allow and incite employers to favor candidates from
minority groups, but only if they have the same skills and qualifications. In a continuous
model the latter would be a probability zero event. At the end of this section we briefly
discuss to what extent our qualitative predictions carry over to the situation with more
than two signals, including the continuous case.
Turning to the equilibrium analysis, the employer is only willing to hire the color i
worker if, upon observing signal θi , he is sufficiently confident that the worker is qualified.
Let πi denote his prior belief that a worker of color i is qualified. Using Bayes’ rule, the
employer’s posterior belief after observing θi = θ si (for si ∈ {l, h}) then equals:

ξ (πi , θ si ) =

with ϕ si ≡

πi · Pqsi
1


si
si =
πi · Pq + (1 − πi ) · Pu
1 + 1−πiπi ϕ si

(4.3)

s

Pu i
s
Pq i

the likelihood ratio at θ si (for si ∈ {l, h}). Note that from Puh < Pqh it


follows that ϕ h < ϕ l and thus ξ πi , θ h > ξ πi , θ l . The employer prefers to hire if
ξ (πi , θ si ) xq − (1 − ξ (πi , θ si )) xu ≥ 0. His equilibrium hiring strategy thus equals:



1−πi

1
if
ϕ si < r ≡

π

i



ρ ∗ (πi , θ si ) =
∈ [0, 1] if 1−πiπi ϕ si = r






0
if 1−πiπi ϕ si > r

xq
xu

(4.4)

where ρ ∗ (πi , θ si ) denotes the probability that the color i worker is hired after observing
signal θi = θ si .
In equilibrium the employer’s prior belief πi that the color i worker is qualified should
be correct. That is, given the employer’s hiring strategy in (4.4) that results from beliefs
πi , the color i worker is induced to invest exactly in such a way that beliefs are confirmed.
Throughout we assume that, in case the employer is indifferent between hiring and not
63 See

UK Equality Act 2010, Chapter 15, Part 11, Chapter 2, Section 159, available at: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/section/159.
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hiring a worker, he always hires. Similarly so, we assume that the worker invests for sure
in case of indifference.
An equilibrium that always exists is πg∗ = π p∗ = 0. If the employer believes that workers never invest in necessary skills he is never willing to hire. Workers in turn will indeed not invest, thereby confirming the employer’s beliefs. The exact characterization of
the equilibria that do contain equilibrium investment depends on the parameters of the
model. In the main text we present the case for the parameters chosen in the experiment:

{r, w, Pqh , Puh , G(c)} = 23 , 150, 34 , 14 ,U[0, 100] .64 In Appendix A we briefly elaborate on
the characterization for the general case and with that illustrate that our parameterization
is not a degenerate knife-edge one. Our experimental parameters have the advantage that,
both without and with competition, only one symmetric and one asymmetric equilibrium
with investment co-exists. With only a few equilibria that have a relatively simple structure and that are also well apart, it becomes easier for subjects to coordinate. This in turn
makes it more likely that we are able to successfully distinguish discriminatory outcomes
from non-discriminatory ones.
For ease of exposition, we always describe the equilibria in which discrimination takes
place assuming that purple workers are discriminated against. Obviously, in these cases
the exact mirror image equilibrium also exists in which green workers are discriminated
against.
Proposition 1. The job market discrimination game without competition allows the
following equilibria:
(a) Equilibria without discrimination
(a.1): The worker never invests and the employer never hires;
(a.2): Workers of each color invest whenever ci ≤ 75 (for i ∈ {g, p}) and for each color
the employer hires only after observing a high signal;
(b) Equilibria with discrimination
(b.1): The purple worker never invests while the green worker invests when cg ≤ 75.
Purple workers are never hired, the green worker is hired only after observing a
high signal from this worker.
The intuition behind Proposition 1 is straightforward. Given that workers from the two
color groups do not directly compete against each other, we can analyze the game as if the
two groups are independently playing a game with the employer. For a given group i, two
64 In

the experiment we added a fixed payment of 20 to UE in expression (4.1) and of 10 to UWi in
expression (4.2). Obviously this does not affect the equilibrium predictions.
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equilibrium outcomes exist: πi∗ = 0 and πi∗ = 34 . The latter follows from observing that
when πi = 34 , the color i worker is hired after a high signal (because 13 · 13 < 23 in (4.4)),
but not after a low signal (as 13 · 3 > 23 ). Given that the employer only hires after observing

a high signal, the worker’s gross benefits of investing equal w · Pqh − Puh = 75. Hence for
all ci ≤ 75 the worker invests, confirming πi = 34 = G(75) for G ' U[0, 100].
The equilibria for the entire game simply follow from combining the equilibrium out 



comes per group, yielding πg∗ , π p∗ ∈ (0, 0) , 34 , 34 , 34 , 0 , 0, 34 . A first plausible
equilibrium selection criterion is stability. Following Arrow (1971, 1973) and Coate and
Loury (1993), Proposition 2 below considers local stability in reaction to small trembles εi
in the employer’s beliefs about the ex ante investment probability πi of the color i worker.
Proposition 2. All equilibria described in Proposition 1 are stable w.r.t. small perturbations in the prior beliefs πi of the employer.
The intuition behind Proposition 2 runs as follows. The employer’s hiring strategy described

 in (4.4) comprises three ‘regimes’. Only in the second indifference regime where
1−πi
ϕ si = r, small trembles in the employer’s belief πi will lead to a shift in regime
πi
and thus alter the employer’s hiring strategy. For generic parameter values, however, either the first (hiring) or third (no-hiring) regime applies and small perturbations in πi have
no impact. As ρ ∗ (πi , θ si ) is unaffected, so is the worker’s investment strategy.65 A best
response adjustment process thus leads to an immediate return to the original equilibrium.
On top of stability, Pareto efficiency may provide an additional selection criterion. Both
the employer and the worker alike are (weakly) better off the higher πi∗ is. The worker is
better off because she is more likely to be hired, while the employer is better off because
applicants are more qualified on average. From a welfare perspective coordination on the


symmetric πg∗ , π p∗ = 34 , 34 outcome would thus be best. Equilibrium discrimination,
although possible, is less focal in this regard. Indeed, in their first experiment Fryer et al
(2005) did not find evidence that subjects systematically discriminated. At the same time
they also observed that workers’ investment rates were always well above zero.

4.2.2

Setup with competition

The setup with competition shares many features with the one without competition. The
main difference is that now the employer is matched with both a green and a purple
applicant who compete for the same vacancy. The signaling technology is as before, with
65 To

illustrate this for the equilibrium described in (a.2) of Proposition 1, suppose the employer’s prior
belief is perturbed by εi such that she decides on the basis of belief πit = 34 + εi instead of the (equilibrium)

prior πi = 34 . Then from ρ ∗ (πit , θ si ) = ρ ∗ 34 + εi , θ si in (4.4) it follows that the employer continues to
5
hire the worker after a high signal as long as εi > − 12
, and to abstain from hiring after a low signal for any
3
3
εi > − 28 . Hence for small trembles |εi | < 28 the employer’s strategy is unaffected and the worker’s best
response is πit+1 = 34 , in line with equilibrium (a.2). The intuition for equilibria (a.1) and (b.1) is similar.
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the employer receiving two independent signals θg and θ p , i.e. one from each applicant.

After observing θg , θ p , the employer decides whether to hire either the green worker,
the purple worker, or none of them. Investment costs are drawn independently from G(c)
for each worker separately and are privately observed. Based on their draws workers
simultaneously decide whether or not to invest.
As before, the employer is only willing to consider the color i worker as a serious
candidate for the job if observing θi makes him sufficiently confident that she is qualified.
This leads to the same requirement as in expression (4.4). Yet an additional requirement
for actually hiring the color i worker is now that she is the best one available. That is, the
employer prefers to hire the serious candidate for which he has the highest posterior belief
ξ (πi , θ si ) that she is qualified. In case both candidates are (serious and) equally qualified,
the employer is indifferent and may choose one of them at random in equilibrium. The
employer’s hiring strategy thus now equals (for i 6= j):

ρ∗




n 
 o
1−π j
1−πi
s

i
1
if
ϕ < min r, π j ϕ s j

π

i


n 
 o
 
1−π
πi , θ si ; π j , θ s j =
∈ [0, 1] if 1−πiπi ϕ si = min r, π j j ϕ s j



n 
 o

1−π

 0
if 1−πiπi ϕ si > min r, π j j ϕ s j

(4.5)


where ρ ∗ πi , θ si ; π j , θ s j denotes the probability that the color i worker is hired.
Also with competition the equilibrium with πg∗ = π p∗ = 0 always exists. More interesting are the equilibria based on positive investment levels. From Proposition 1 it


is immediate that πg∗ , π p∗ = 34 , 0 constitutes an equilibrium as well. If the employer
never even considers to hire a purple worker, there is de facto no competition and the
situation is as if the employer is matched with only a green worker. The symmetric equilibrium with investment ((a.2) in Proposition 1) is affected though. With competition the
employer cannot hire both workers if both generate a high signal. One worker should be
chosen and, in order to provide symmetric incentives, the employer should flip a fair coin
in that case. Because a high signal is no longer sufficient for getting hired for sure, the
worker is less willing to invest and πg∗ = π p∗ < 34 . Proposition 3 below contains a precise
characterization of this equilibrium (see (a.2)).
Proposition 3. The job market discrimination game with competition allows the following equilibria:
(a) Equilibria without discrimination
(a.1): Workers never invest and the employer never hires;
5
(a.2): Workers of each color invest whenever ci ≤ 2100
38 = 55 19 (for i ∈ {g, p}). The
employer hires only after observing a high signal and flips a fair coin to decide who
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to hire after observing two high signals.
(b) Equilibria with discrimination
(b.1): The purple worker never invests while the green worker invests when cg ≤ 75.
Purple workers are never hired, the green worker is hired only after observing a
high signal from this worker.
Unlike the no-competition case, stability now makes the discriminatory equilibrium described in (b.1) much more focal than the non-discriminatory investment equilibrium described in (a.2).
Proposition 4. The non-discriminatory investment equilibrium (a.2) described in
Proposition 3 is unstable w.r.t. small perturbations in the beliefs πi of the employer. The
other two equilibria in Proposition 3 are stable in this respect.
The stability of the discriminatory equilibrium (b.1) follows from the same intuition
as in the previous subsection (cf. footnote 8). The instability of equilibrium (a.2) can
be understood as follows. Suppose the employer’s prior belief about the green worker’s
investment rate is trembled and becomes πgt = 21
38 + εg . If εg > 0, the employer will no
longer toss a fair coin upon receiving two high signals but, given that now πg > π p , hire
the green worker for sure.66 Given this change in the employer’s hiring strategy, the
green worker would now like to invest whenever cg ≤ 75, i.e. πgt+1 = 34 . Similarly so,
the best response of the purple worker against the new hiring strategy, assuming πg = 21
38 ,
9
t+1
equals π p = 32 . Going one best response iteration further, for the lower investment
9
level π pt+1 = 32
the employer never wants to hire a purple worker and, once realizing this,
the purple worker does not want to invest: π pt+2 = 0. This best response process thus
converges to the discriminatory equilibrium (b.1).
With competition the discriminatory equilibrium is also no longer Pareto inefficient. This
holds because the advantaged green worker now strictly prefers this equilibrium over
equilibrium (a.2), as his probability of getting hired is higher. For the disadvantaged
purple worker this is the other way around. Like the green worker, the employer also
prefers the discriminatory equilibrium in expected payoff terms. The intuition here is that,
although the probability that a worker is hired is lower in the discriminatory equilibrium,
the expected quality of the hired worker is higher.
Summing up, both without and with competition a symmetric and an asymmetric
equilibrium with equilibrium investment exists. Without competition both equilibria are
stable and the symmetric equilibrium payoff dominates the asymmetric one. But with
competition only the asymmetric equilibrium is stable and this equilibrium is also no
66 For

εg < 0 the reasoning is the same except that the two colors should be swapped.
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longer payoff dominated. We therefore expect to observe systematic discrimination only
in the treatment with competition between workers.
Qualitatively these predictions carry over to settings with more than two signals. With
finitely many signals, this follows from the same intuition as above. In the symmetric
equilibrium where πg∗ = π p∗ , there is a strictly positive probability that the two candidates
have equal merit (i.e. θg = θ p ). Symmetric incentives require equal treatment in such
cases and thus effectively a mixed strategy from the employer on the overall set Φequal =

(θg, θ p ) ∈ Φ × Φ | θg = θ p . Small perturbations in beliefs then induce the employer to
immediately adapt his behavior by always favoring the candidate with πi > π j in these
contingencies. This discrete jump in the employer’s hiring strategy leads to a breakdown
of the symmetric equilibrium.
With continuous signals the probability of equal signals becomes negligible. Yet even
then it is perfectly possible that the symmetric investment equilibrium is unstable, while
the asymmetric equilibrium in which one group never invests is not. We illustrate this in
Appendix B, using a continuous signaling technology that fits the exact setup of Coate
and Loury (1993). The general intuition here is that in the symmetric equilibrium, small
perturbations in the employer’s beliefs induce him to slightly favor one type of worker
over the other, boosting the investment incentives of the (now) advantaged worker and
diminishing the incentives for the disadvantaged worker. Depending on the strength of
these incentive changes, a subsequent best response path may lead players away from the
symmetric equilibrium. In contrast, in the asymmetric equilibrium small perturbations in
the beliefs about the disadvantaged group have no impact at all. Moreover, small perturbations regarding the advantaged group have a potentially smaller impact than in the
symmetric investment equilibrium, because a feedback loop from changes in π pt (with purple the disadvantaged group) to subsequent changes in πgt+1 is then absent. The instability
of the symmetric investment equilibrium under competition is thus neither an artefact of
the discrete nature of our sigaling technology, nor of the limitation to two signals only.

4.3

Experimental design and procedure

The computerized experiment was conducted at the CREED laboratory of the University of Amsterdam. Subjects were recruited from the student population in the standard
way. At the start of the experiment, subjects were randomly assigned either the role of
employer, green worker or purple worker. Subjects kept the same role throughout the
experiment. Subjects read the role-specific instructions on the computer at their own pace
and received a handout with a summary. The instructions provided context by using words
like ‘employer’ and ‘worker’, but completely avoided loaded terms like ‘discrimination’.
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Appendix C provides the instructions for the experiment. All subjects had to answer some
control questions testing their understanding of the instructions. The experiment would
start only after each subject successfully answered each question.
Each subject received a starting capital of 900 points. In addition, subjects earned (or
lost) money with their decisions in each period. At the end of the experiment, points were
exchanged for euros at the rate of 1 eurocent for each point. The sessions lasted between
one and two hours. A total of 144 subjects participated in the experiment. The average
earnings per subject were 30.10 euros (in a range of 14.80 euros to 47.00 euros). In every
session, 1 or 2 matching groups of 12 persons were formed, each containing 4 employers,
4 green workers and 4 purple workers. In each period, subjects were randomly rematched
within their matching group.
Each subject participated only once in one of the two treatments: ‘No Competition’
and ‘Competition’. The only difference between the treatments was that in Competition
a purple and a green worker competed for the same job, while in No Competition either
a green or a purple worker was available for the job. In No Competition, each employer
was randomly matched to either a green or a purple worker and the unmatched worker
was inactive and had to wait for one period. In Competition, each employer was randomly
matched with one green and one purple worker and both workers were active. Subjects
were aware that they would never be matched with the same person twice in a row.
In the experiment, the exact order of play as described in Section 4.2 was used. At
the start of each of the 50 periods, each active worker was informed of the personal cost
of investment. Costs differed across workers and periods. Each cost was an independent
draw from a uniform distribution, with every integer between 0 and 100 being equally
likely. Then each active worker chose whether to ‘invest’ or ‘not invest’. After the active
workers made their investment decisions, independent signals were generated and sent to
the employers. A signal could either be ‘high’ or ‘low’. If a worker decided to invest, the
employer would receive a high signal with probability 34 and a low signal with probability
1
4 . If a worker decided not to invest, the employer would receive a high signal with probability 14 and a low signal with probability 34 . The employer observed the signal but not
the investment decision itself. After observing the signal, the employer decided whether
or not to hire the given worker in No Competition, and whether to hire the green worker,
the purple worker, or none of the workers in Competition. The procedure to generate the
investment costs and the signaling technology were the same in both treatments.
At the end of the period, each subject received information about the investment decisions of the active workers, the signal(s) received by the employer and the hiring decision
of the employer. A calculation of one’s own earnings for this period was shown. Both
treatments employed the payoffs listed in Figure 4.1. In No Competition, workers who
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Figure 4.1: Payoffs used in the experiment; c denotes the worker’s cost of investment

Figure 4.2: Examples of social history screens of employers (left) and workers (right)
based on hypothetical data

were inactive in a period received 10 points. At any moment, subjects could observe their
current cumulative earnings.
In addition, subjects were continuously shown a social history screen that summarized
the decisions in the previous periods of the own matching group. Workers and employers
observed a different history screen. The employers’ history screen showed for each category ‘high signal’ and ‘low signal’ how often workers had chosen to invest and not to
invest. These numbers were given for each of the two colors separately as well as for the
pooled data. The workers’ history screen showed for each decision ‘invest’ and ‘not invest’ how often a worker was and was not hired, separately for each color and aggregated
over the two colors. Examples of the history screens are shown in Figure 4.2.
We provided subjects with a history screen because we wanted to facilitate their strategic understanding of the game. Miller and Plott (1985) were the first to use a similar social
history (on black board) in a signaling experiment. They introduced it in their later sessions to help subjects understand the relationship between types and choices. Other papers
have used role reversion to accomplish this goal. In signaling games, after senders have
become receivers, they do a better job in processing the meaning of a signal (e.g., Brandts
and Holt, 1992). Notice that in our experiment especially the employers face a difficult task, because rational belief formation on their part requires the use of Bayes’ rule.
Gigerenzer and Hoffrage (1995) showed that subjects make much fewer errors against
Bayes’ rule if they are presented with natural frequencies like the ones they often encounter in real life. Given that our experiment is not about testing the validity of Bayes’
rule in an abstract setting, it made sense to provide a history screen that summarized the
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relevant natural frequencies.67

4.4

Experimental results: Does competition trigger discrimination?

Statistical discrimination arises when employers believe that one group of workers invests
more in their quality than another group. As a result, the disadvantaged group is discouraged to invest which confirms the employers’ beliefs, even though the groups started
from ex-ante equal positions. For each matching-group of subjects, we determined ex
post which group was disadvantaged and which one was advantaged. The criterion that
we used was the average hiring probability after a high signal. If over all 50 periods this
probability was higher for the green group, then the green group was labeled advantaged
and if it was higher for the purple group, then the purple group was labeled advantaged.
A consequence of this definition is that in each matching group we have one advantaged and one disadvantaged group, even in cases where the hiring probabilities differ
only slightly.68 Our main hypothesis is that the difference in hiring probabilities after a
high signal between the advantaged and the disadvantaged group is higher in Competition
than in No Competition. In agreement with our conjecture that we employed neutral colors, the green group turned out to be advantaged in 6 matching groups while the purple
group was advantaged in the other 6 cases.
In Section 4.2 we argued that small differences in investment behavior may have profound implications for employers’ hiring behavior when workers from different groups
compete for the same job. Figure 4.3 displays the development of the average investment
decisions in the two treatments. In No Competition, the investments for both the advantaged and disadvantaged group hover around 73%, not far away from the 75% investment
level predicted by the non-discrimination investment equilibrium. Even though the advantaged group invests on average somewhat more than the disadvantaged group, there
are some periods where the investment levels of the disadvantaged group surpass those
of the advantaged group. In Competition, the difference in investment levels is more
pronounced and less capricious. A noticeable difference in investment behavior arises approximately around period 10 after which disadvantaged workers consistently invest less
67 Like

the experiment of Fryer, Goeree and Holt (2005), our No Competition treatment is a straightforward implementation of the model of Coate and Loury (1993). There are some minor differences between
our experiments. For instance, Fryer et al. use different payoff parameters, they consider a setting where the
signal has three levels (low, medium and high) instead of two and in their experiment there are no inactive
workers that we introduced to make No Competition comparable to Competition.
68 In fact, in two matching groups of No Competition we could not distinguish between the groups on
the basis of this criterion because all workers were always hired after a high signal. In these two cases we
classified the groups on the basis of which group was more likely to be hired after a low signal.
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Figure 4.3: Smoothed average investments across time
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Table 4.1: Investment decisions
Periods
1-50
26-50

treatment
no competition
competition
no competition
competition

disadvantaged invested
71.1%
50.8%
72.8%
51.8%

advantaged invested
74.1%
59.3%
72.2%
61.0%

Wilcoxon p
0.75
0.03
0.75
0.06

than advantaged workers.
These observations are confirmed in Table 4.1, where we see that in the Competition
treatment the modest difference in investment rates of the disadvantaged and advantaged
workers over all 50 periods is significant according to a Wilcoxon rank test. (Throughout
this paper, we use a prudent testing procedure in which independent averages per matching group serve as data-points.) The corresponding difference in No Competition is not
significant. The picture remains qualitatively the same when we limit our attention to the
final 25 periods.
Figure 4.4 shows how the workers’ investment decisions depend on their investment
costs. The figure suggests that subjects use a cutoff rule and invest if and only if the cost
level is sufficiently small. In agreement with the fact that in Competition it is less lucrative
to invest because two workers compete for one job only, we find that subjects invest for a
larger range of costs in No Competition.
Our main result is illustrated in Figure 4.5. The figure shows how often advantaged
and disadvantaged workers were hired after sending a high signal over the different periods, separately for No Competition and Competition. The hiring percentages of advan-
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Figure 4.4: Smoothed average investments as function of costs
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Remarks:For each cost, the average investment levels for that cost in the interval [cost-2, cost+2] is displayed.

taged and disadvantaged workers are practically identical in No Competition, even though
by construction the hiring percentages of the advantaged workers are higher on average.
Almost all workers are hired after a high signal, irrespective of color. The picture is completely different for the competition treatment. Here, a clear gap in hiring percentages
emerges from the start of the experiment. This gap is consistently sustained over the
periods and seems to be growing.
Table 4.2 summarizes the hiring behavior of the employers and confirms the picture
that emerges from Figure 4.5. Over all periods, the difference between the percentages
of advantaged and disadvantaged workers hired after a high signal is substantially higher
(25.8%) in Competition than in No Competition (3.1%). A Mann-Whitney test comparing
the differences in hiring rates rejects that they are equal across treatments with p < 0.01.
In Competition, discrimination of the disadvantaged workers is underlined in the cases
where both colors generate high signals. In those cases the difference in hiring rates
equals 40.6%.
If we look at the second half of the experiment only, the evidence for our conjecture
that statistical discrimination emerges when workers of different groups compete for the
same job is even more pronounced. Here, the difference in hiring rates after a high signal
equals 31.6% in Competition and 4.7% in No Competition, and the difference in the
differences is significant at p < 0.01. When both colors generate a high signal in the latter
part of the experiment, the difference in hiring rates grows to 50.0%.69
69 In

agreement with theory, we do not find evidence of discrimination after a low signal. Workers are
only occasionally hired after a low signal and the hiring rate does not depend on the color of the worker.
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Figure 4.5: Smoothed average of hiring after high signal across time
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Table 4.2: Hiring decisions
Periods

1-50

signal
high

treatment
no competition
competition

disadvantaged hired (1)
96.1%
52.3%

low

no competition
competition

19.4%
1.6%

high

competition
competition
no competition
competition

25.6%
2.5%
94.8%
47.8%

low

no competition
competition

17.7%
0.7%

2 high
2 low

competition
competition

19.4%
1.6%

2 high
2 low

26-50

advantaged hired (2)
99.2%
78.1%
Mann-Whitney p
27.1%
4.8%
Mann-Whitney p
66.2%
8.5%
99.5%
79.4%
Mann-Whitney p
31.1%
4.8%
Mann-Whitney p
69.4%
9.4%

difference (2-1)
3.1%
25.8%
0.004
7.7%
3.2%
0.52
40.6%
6.0%
4.7%
31.6%
0.006
13.4%
4.1%
1.00
50.0%
7.8%

Remarks: The cells list the average hiring behavior by the employer conditional on the treatment and whether the disadvantaged
or advantaged worker emitted a low or a high signal (or in Competition, whether both workers emitted a low or a high signal).
The Mann-Whitney tests compare the difference between the treatments of the differences in the employer’s hiring behavior of the
advantaged and disadvantaged worker.
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The dynamics in the data are well in line with the intuition provided by the stability
argument. In 4 of the 6 matching groups in Competition, the group that initially invested
somewhat less than the other became already disadvantaged around period 10, and remained so throughout the entire experiment. In one matching group, the purple group
of workers started investing a bit less in the first 5 periods and, conditionally on a high
signal, was also hired at a lower rate initially. Then the purple group successfully boosted
their investments and surpassed the green group by period 10, after which they were consistently favored by the employers until the end of the experiment. There was only one
matching group where it took longer before the dust settled. In this group the green group
started investing a bit more and was favored in the first 20 periods, after which the purple
group successfully came back, invested more than green and was favored by the employers until the end of the experiment. In contrast, the picture is much more random for
No Competition, where groups tended to be treated equally in the majority of cases. If
differences were made in how colors were treated, the advantage changed back and forth
throughout the experiment.70
Another way of illustrating the difference between the two treatments is to calculate a
‘bias’ statistic for each individual employer and to plot the frequency distributions of biases. For each employer, we subtracted the relative frequency that a disadvantaged worker
was hired given that the disadvantaged worker generated a high signal from the relative
frequency that an advantaged worker was hired given that the advantaged worker produced a high signal. The resulting number is the employer’s bias. Figure 4.6 provides the
frequency distribution of bias types across treatments. Also from this perspective a clear
difference between the treatments exists. The substantial mode of the bias distribution in
No Competition is at 0. This reflects the fact that in this treatment most employers treat
both groups of workers equally. In contrast, in Competition there is a clear shift to the
right in the distribution and the mode of the bias parameter is at 0.3. Thus, whereas most
employers refrain from discriminating in No Competition, they succumb to treating the
groups differently in Competition.
Summarizing the results so far, the data clearly support our main conjecture. When
there is no competition between workers of different groups, we confirm the finding of
Fryer et al. (2005) that statistical discrimination is negligible or absent. Since there are
some small differences between their design and ours, this suggests that this result is
rather robust. When different groups of workers compete for the same job, however, we
70 In

two matching groups in No Competition there was no difference in hiring probability after a high
signal at any moment. Group 1 of session 8 may serve as a rather typical example of how hiring probabilities
changed if they did: in the first block of 10 periods, the purple workers were slightly favored, then the groups
were treated exactly the same in the second and third blocks, after which the green workers were somewhat
favored in the fourth block while the purple workers were a bit favored in the final block.
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Figure 4.6: Frequency distributions of hiring biases. For each employer, the bias is calculates as


bias =

# advantaged workers hired given high signal
# disadvantaged workers hired given high signal
−
# advantaged workers with high signal
# disadvantaged workers with high signal
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find substantial statistical discrimination. In the latter case, small differences in initial
investment behavior trigger long-lasting statistical discrimination.

4.5

Color blind and discriminating employers

Although the results confirm our main hypothesis, the data do not accord with all details
of the theoretical analysis. The most striking difference is that disadvantaged workers
continue to invest at a fairly high level, even though theory suggests that they should
completely stop investing given that they are discriminated against. A key ingredient of
an explanation for this puzzle is that some of the employers in Competition refrained from
discriminating, despite being it in their best interest to do so. Like Figure 4.6 already
shows, there are some employers in Competition that have biases close to 0. It thus
appears that some of the employers completely ignore investment differences between
the two groups and continue hiring both colors at an equal pace.
Based on our data we classify employers as being either ‘color blind’ or ‘discriminating’ in the following way. For each employer in Competition, we conditioned on the cases
where the employer observed high signals from both workers and hired one of them. If
in such situations the employer hired the advantaged worker in at least 75% of the cases,
the employer is considered to be discriminating. Otherwise he is labelled color blind.
Employing this definition, a substantial minority of 41.7% is found to be color blind.71
71 One

employer engaged in positive discrimination and hired disadvantaged workers significantly more
often than advantaged workers when both had high signals. Given that this was only one subject, we decided
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In the presence of color blind employers, theoretical predictions regarding the form
statistical discrimination takes may change. To explore this, we analyze the setup of
Subsection 4.2.2 assuming that a fraction β (with 0 < β < 1) of the employers is color

blind. These employers use the following hiring strategy (with ρ CB θi ; θ j the probability
that the color i worker is hired):

ρ CB


 1 if θi = θ h and θ j = θ l
  1
h
θi ; θ j =
2 if θi = θ j = θ


0 if θi = θ l

(4.6)

A color blind employer does not hire after observing two low signals, hires the worker
with the higher signal if signals differ and hires either worker with equal probability in
case of two high signals. Because a color blind employer ignores the workers’ investment
strategies πi and π j , he does not necessarily best respond. The remaining fraction 1 − β of
discriminating employers does so, however, as they optimize their expected payoffs (cf.
expression (4.5)).
The characterization of equilibria for general values of β (and the other parameters
in the model) is provided in Appendix A. Proposition 5 below does so for the particular
parameters used in the experiment and the fraction of β = 0.417 observed. It focuses on
the implications for the discriminatory equilibria.72
Proposition 5. The job market discrimination game with competition and a fraction
β = 0.417 of color blind employers allows the following discriminatory equilibria:
(b.1): Overt discrimination equilibrium
The purple worker invests when c p ≤ 21.94, the green worker if cg ≤ 69.38. A color
blind employer uses hiring strategy (4.6). A discriminating employer never hires
the purple worker and hires the green worker only after observing a high signal
from this worker.
(b.2): Hidden discrimination equilibrium
The purple worker invests when c p ≤ 39.99, the green worker if cg ≤ 67.96. A
color blind employer uses hiring strategy (4.6). A discriminating employer hires
the purple worker after a high signal from this worker and a low signal from the
green worker and hires the green worker when observing a high signal from this
worker.
to include this employer with the color blind employers.
72 The presence of color blind employers does not affect the non-discriminatory equilibrium in which
both workers invest (cf. equilibrium (a.2) in Proposition 3).
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Table 4.3: actual hiring decisions and best responses in competition treatment
combination signals
both low
advantaged low
disadvantaged high
advantaged high
disadvantaged low
both high

color blind employers (41.7%)
hire disadvantaged hire advantaged
2.6% [0.0%]
9.5% [0.0%]
83.8% [97.1%]

discriminating employers (58.3%)
hire disadvantaged hire advantaged
2.5% [0.6%]
8.1% [0.0%]

1.0% [0.0%]

86.7% [88.5%]

0.6% [0.0%]

0.0% [0.0%]

85.5% [100.0%]

1.2% [0.0%]

96.3% [100.0%]

42.0% [26.8%]

46.4% [73.2%]

12.5% [6.8%]

81.3% [92.7%]

Remarks: The cells list the average actual hiring decisions. Between brackets best responses are displayed. Table is based on periods
1-50.

Equilibrium (b.1) in Proposition 5 corresponds to equilibrium (b.1) in Proposition 3. Here
a discriminating employer openly discriminates, because he ignores purple workers altogether. Nevertheless, the presence of a fraction of color blind employers now induces
the disadvantaged purple worker to invest with positive probability. Note that In the overt
discrimination equilibrium, discriminating employers are easily identified, because they
refrain from hiring disadvantaged workers even when these workers generate a higher
signal.
Compared to Proposition 3, the presence of color blind employers opens up the possibility that discrimination takes place in a hidden form. In equilibrium (b.2) both types
of employer hire the worker who generates the higher signal and different treatment only
occurs after two high signals.73 A discriminating employer then systematically hires the
advantaged workers. Detecting this type of discrimination is much harder. Only after a
series of hiring observations where both workers have equal merit, an outside observer
will be able to distinguish a discriminating employer from a color blind one.
To assess which type of discrimination fits our experimental data best, Table 4.3 reports the hiring decisions of the color blind and discriminating employers conditional on
the combination of signals observed.
It is not surprising that color blind employers hire the two types of workers with
approximately equal probability when both produce a high signal, in contrast to the discriminating employers who favor the advantaged workers in such cases. This result is a
direct consequence of the classification procedure. Most interesting is how discriminating
employers behave when the disadvantaged worker generates a high signal and the advantaged worker a low signal. The table shows that in such cases discriminating employers
73 To

rationalize that the purple worker is hired by the discriminating employer if this worker has the
higher signal, equilibrium (b.2) requires a sufficiently high fraction β ≥ 0.181 of color blind employers
in order to exist. Similarly so, equilibrium (b.1) requires β ≤ 0.624 to rationalize that the discriminating
employer ignores purpe workers. For a large range of β -values these two equilibria thus co-exist (obviously
the πi∗ values in these equilibria vary with β , see Appendix A.3). Both equilibria are stable according to the
stability criterion used in Section 4.2.
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Table 4.4: Actual earnings and best response earnings employer in competition treatment
(periods 1-50)
combination signals
both low
advantaged low
disadvantaged high
advantaged high
disadvantaged low
both high

color blind employers (41.7%)
hire disadvantaged
hire advantaged
17.1 (18.5)
20.0 (0.0)

discriminating employers (58.3%)
hire disadvantaged
hire advantaged
18.0 (17.1)
19.6 (4.7)

36.8 (37.8)

37.9 (40.8)

29.5 (42.7)

29.3 (43.1)

43.7 (32.0)

43.9 (36.9)

40.7 (38.8)

41.1 (39.3)

38.0 (38.1)

42.6 (38.0)

37.7 (39.9)

37.9 (41.4)

Remarks: The cells list the average actual hiring decisions. Standard deviations in parentheses. Table is based on periods 1-50.

overwhelmingly hire the disadvantaged worker. Thus, the statistical discrimination observed in our experiment is best described by the hidden discrimination equilibrium.
Table 4.3 also includes the best responses of the employers. When calculating these
statistics, we assumed that the employers’ beliefs coincided with what they observed in
the social history screen and that their hiring decisions maximized expected payoffs given
these beliefs. Qualitatively, the actual employer decisions match the best responses quite
well, except for the case where color blind employers observed two high signals. In those
cases, they should have hired the advantaged workers much more often than they did.
A natural question to ask is how costly it was for color blind employers to refrain
from discriminating after observing two high signals. Given that their behavior stimulated
disadvantaged workers to continue investing at a fairly high pace, it turns out not to have
been that costly. Table 4.4 shows the actual earnings of the employers in comparison
to the earnings that they would have received if they had adhered to the best response
model. Like in Table 4.3, the main discrepancy between actual data and best responses
occurs when color blind employers received two high signals.74 In these cases employers
earned roughly 10% less than they could have done with optimal choices.75
In agreement with the hidden discrimination equilibrium, disadvantaged workers continued investing at a high rate even while they were discriminated against. Theoretically,
the possibility to be matched with a color blind employer prevents the unraveling of investments by disadvantaged workers. For the proportion of 41.7% color blind employers in the experiment, the equilibrium investment rate of disadvantaged workers equals
40.0%. In the second part of the experiment, disadvantaged workers invested at an even
74 The

signaling process has a stochastic nature which means that some employers can be unlucky by
receiving relatively many high signals from workers who did not invest. To some extent, discriminating
employers have been harmed by such randomness. Although their earnings are on average closer to their
best response earnings, they do not earn more than color blind employers.
75 The difference between actual and best response earnings when color blind employers face two high
signals is weakly significant (Wilcoxon rank test, p = 0.07).
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higher rate of 51.8%.76 Possibly, some disadvantaged workers disliked being discriminated against, and fought back by investing somewhat more than predicted. Nevertheless,
the hidden discrimination equilibrium organizes the main pattern observed in the data.

4.6

Conclusion

Theoretically and in an experiment, we showed that competition between workers causes
statistical discrimination among originally equally skilled groups. When workers of different groups compete for the same job, accidental differences in workers’ historical investment rates have profound effects on employers’ hiring behavior. In our experiment,
discrimination takes a hidden form. That is, a majority of the employers systematically
favors workers of a particular group when they receive equal signals of the applicants. In
the other cases, they tend to hire the worker with the higher ranked signal. This means
that even the disadvantaged workers are relatively frequently hired, which makes it harder
to detect discrimination. This aspect may limit the extent to which legal measures against
discrimination can successfully be implemented.
The results of our paper are in line with empirical data on discrimination in the labor
market. Azmat, Güell and Manning (2006) investigate the gender gap in unemployment
rates among OECD countries. The countries with the highest overall unemployment rates,
Spain, Greece and Italy, are also the countries where the gap between female and male
unemployment rates is largest (11.91%, 10.36% and 7.04%, respectively). Between 1960
and 2000, the development of unemployment rates within each of these countries also
reveals that unequal treatment of men and women becomes larger when the overall unemployment rate increases. The Mediterranean countries and other OECD countries differ in
many respects, which makes it possible to attribute the differences in the gender gap to a
multitude of factors.77 The consistency between these empirical data and our experimental evidence suggests that the result is parsimoniously explained by the lack or presence
of competition between workers.
What are the welfare implications of our results? The Pareto efficiency criterion is
silent about which equilibrium (in the competition case) is better; the equilibria facilitating
discrimination and those without discrimination can not be ranked on this criterion. From
the perspective of overall surplus in society, one would rather perversely conclude that
when there is a scarcity of jobs, society is well served by discrimination. This holds
76 In

Competition, the difference between actual and equilibrium investments of disadvantaged workers
in the second part of the experiment is significant (Sign rank test, p=0.03).
77 For instance, Azmat et al. (2006) suggest that differences in flow from employment into unemployment
and from unemployment into employment, as well as differences in human capital, contribute to explaining
the differences in the gender gap.
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because discrimination may efficiently solve the coordination problem of who acquires
costly education. When one group of workers is ignored, the other group has higher
incentives to invest in quality, which makes it more attractive to hire workers from this
group. The maximization of overall surplus goes together with substantial social injustice,
though. In our view, governments should consider affirmative action programs in such
situations. The game with competition between workers may serve as a fruitful testbed to
compare the effectiveness of various affirmative action programs.

4.7

Appendix A

In this appendix we briefly elaborate on the characterization of equilibria for the general
case {r, w, Pqh , Puh , G(c)} (with r, w > 0 and Pqh > Puh ).

4.7.1

A.1 Setup without competition

With ρ ∗ (πi , θ si ) the probability of being hired after signal si , the color i worker prefers
 


to invest as long as ci ≤ w · Pqh − Puh · ρ ∗ πi , θ h − ρ ∗ πi , θ l . The r.h.s. can be un
derstood as follows. Pqh − Puh gives the increase – due to investment – in the probability
that the color i worker generates a high signal. The term within square brackets gives the
increase in probability that the worker is hired if her signal is high rather than low. Together, the product of these two terms gives the increase in the probability that the worker
is hired that is caused by investment. Multiplied by the benefits w of getting the job this in
turn gives the expected benefits from investment. In equilibrium the color i worker invests
as long as the costs of investment do not exceed the expected benefits, hence:

πi∗

 
 h 


i
h
h
∗
h
∗
l
= G w · Pq − Pu · ρ πi , θ − ρ πi , θ

(4.A.1)



From (4.4) and Puh < Pqh it follows that: (i) ρ ∗ πi , θ h < 1 =⇒ ρ ∗ πi , θ l = 0 and (ii)


ρ ∗ πi , θ l > 0 =⇒ ρ ∗ πi , θ h = 1. If the employer considers the worker marginally
capable at most after a high signal, he certainly thinks she is incapable after a low signal.
Similarly so, if the employer considers the worker already marginally suitable at least
when θi = θ l , then he certainly thinks she is suitable after θi = θ h . Based on these
two observations Proposition A.1 below characterizes the possible equilibria that may
exist. Recall that we assume throughout that the employer hires for sure when indifferent,
implying ρ ∗ (πi , θ si ) ∈ {0, 1} in the no competition case.
Proposition A.1. The job market discrimination game without competition allows the

following equilibria πg∗ , π p∗ , with πi∗ for i = g, p independently taken from:
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(a) πi∗ = 0. The employer never hires the color i worker. No further requirements are
needed;

(b) πi∗ = G w · Pqh − Puh . The employer only hires the color i worker if θi = θ h . To
justify the employer’s hiring strategy it should hold that:


1 − πi∗
πi∗


·

Puh
Pqh

!


≤r≤

1 − πi∗
πi∗


·

1 − Puh
1 − Pqh

!
(4.A.2)

The parameters used in the experiment are such that condition (4.A.2) is satisfied for πi∗ =

G w · Pqh − Puh and thus equilibrium (b) exists. This is obviously not a knife-edge case.
C 
To illustrate, let G(c) ' U[0,C] (for C > 0) and let w < Ph −P
h . The model then contains
q
u

five parameters {r, w, Pqh , Puh ,C}. For πi∗ = Cw · Pqh − Puh condition (4.A.2) becomes:
"

1 − Cw · Pqh − Puh

w
h
h
C · Pq − Pu

#
·

Puh
Pqh

!

"

1 − Cw · Pqh − Puh

≤r≤
w
h
h
C · Pq − Pu

#
·

1 − Puh
1 − Pqh

!

 h 

h h
P
1−Ph
From Pqh > Puh it follows that Puh < 1−Puh . For any given {w, Pq , Pu ,C} thus a nonnegq
q
ligible range of r-values exists for which condition (4.A.2) is satisfied. Given the contih h
nuity of the l.h.s. and the r.h.s., this also holds for parameters that are near {w, Pq , Pu ,C}.

4.7.2

A.2 Setup with competition

Assuming that the employer always hires one of the workers when indifferent between
hiring and not-hiring, the following general characterization can be given.
Proposition A.2. The job market discrimination game with competition allows the
following equilibria:
(a) Equilibria without discrimination
(a.1) πi∗ = 0 for i = g, p. The employer never hires. No further requirements are needed;



(a.2) πi∗ = G(w · Pqh − Puh · [ πi∗ · Pqh + (1 − πi∗ ) · Puh · 12 + (πi∗ · 1 − Pqh + (1 − πi∗ ) ·

1 − Puh )]) for i = g, p. The employer only hires a worker with θi = θ h and flips a
fair coin if θg = θ p = θ h . To justify the employer’s hiring strategy condition (4.A.2)
should hold for i = g, p;
  
(a.3) πi∗ = G w · Pqh − Puh · 12 for i = g, p. The employer always hires the worker
with
the

 highest

 signal and flips a fair coin in case θg = θ p . It should hold that
1−πi∗
1−Puh
· 1−Ph ≤ r for i = g, p;
π∗
i

q
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(b) Equilibria with discrimination

(b.1) πg∗ = G w · Pqh − Puh and π p∗ = 0. The employer never hires a purple worker, the
green worker is hired iff θg = θ h . For πi∗ = πg∗ condition (4.A.2) should hold;




(b.2) πg∗ = G w · Pqh − Puh and π p∗ = G(w· Pqh − Puh ·[(πg∗ · 1 − Pqh + (1− πg∗ )· 1 − Puh )]).
The employer hires the purple worker iff θ p = θ h and θg = θ l , and hires the green
worker iff θg = θ h . For both πi∗ = πg∗ and πi∗ = π p∗ condition (4.A.2) should hold;
 

(b.3) πg∗ = G w · Pqh − Puh · π p∗ · Pqh + (1 − π p∗ ) · Puh and π p∗ = G(w·(Pqh −Puh )·[πg∗ ·(1−

Pqh ) + (1 − πg∗ ) · 1 − Puh ]). The employer hires the purple worker iff θ p = θ h and
θg = θ l , and hires the green worker otherwise. For πi∗ = πg∗ it should hold that

 


  h
∗
1−πi∗
1−Puh
∗ = π ∗ it should hold that 1−πi · Pu ≤ r. More·
≤
r
and
for
π
∗
∗
p
i
πi
πi
1−Pqh
Pqh
∗
∗
over, πg ≥ π p should hold.
The characterization of πi∗ follows from a similar expression as in (4.A.1), where the term
within square brackets reflects the increase in the probability of getting hired if θi = θ h
instead of θi = θ l . Compared to Proposition 3 in the main text, the possible equilibria
(a.3), (b.2) and (b.3) are new. In the symmetric equilibrium (a.3) the employer always
hires a worker, even when two low signals are received. The same applies for asymmetric
equilibrium (b.3), but there the green worker is favored in case of equal signals. These two

equilibria cannot exist when condition (4.A.2) is satisfied for πi∗ = G w · Pqh − Puh , i.e.
when an equilibrium with positive investment levels exists in the no-competition case.78
In asymmetric equilibrium (b.2) the employer does not hire when two low signals
are observed. The green worker invests more often than the purple one, so when two
high signals are observed the green worker is chosen. The purple worker is hired only
if θ p = θ h and θg = θ l . Because condition (4.A.2) now has to be satisfied for both


πg∗ = G w · Pqh − Puh and π p∗ < G w · Pqh − Puh , this equilibrium only exists in a
strict subset of the cases for which equilibrium (b.1) exists. We chose our parameters
as to exclude this equilibrium. This has the advantage that only one symmetric and one
asymmetric equilibrium with investment co-exists. Both these equilibria have a simple
structure and are well apart. By excluding equilibrium (b.2) we also avoid that our design
is potentially biased in favor of observing discrimination. The issue whether to coordinate
on a non-discriminatory or discriminatory outcome is thus particularly salient in our case.
 



∗ 
h
1−Puh
∗ . So, if r ≤ 1−πi
u
· 1−P
is
strictly
decreasing
in
π
·
for πi∗ =
∗
h
h
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π
1−Pq
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∗


h
1−π
u
G w · Pqh − Puh , we have r < π ∗ i · 1−P
for all πi∗ < G w · Pqh − Puh . The conditions in (a.3)
1−Ph
78 Note

that



1−πi∗
πi∗

i

q

and (b.3) thus cannot be satisfied at the same time.
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A.3 Setup with competition and color blind employers

Assume that a fraction β (with 0 < β < 1) of the employers is color blind and employs
hiring strategy (4.6). Proposition A.3 below provides a general characterization of the
discriminatory equilibria in that case, by describing the investment behavior of the workers and the hiring strategy of the remaining fraction 1 − β of discriminatory employers.
Proposition A.3. The job market discrimination game with competition and a fraction
β of color blind employers allows the following discriminatory equilibria:



(b.1) πg∗ = G(w · Pqh − Puh · [(1 − β ) + β · (1 − 12 · π p∗ · Pqh + 1 − π p∗ · Puh )]) and π p∗ =



G(w · Pqh − Puh · [β · (1 − 12 · πg∗ · Pqh + 1 − πg∗ · Puh )]). The discriminating employer never hires a purple worker and hires the green worker iff θg = θ h . For
πi∗ = πg∗ condition (4.A.2) should hold and for πi∗ = π p∗ it should hold that r ≤

  h
1−πi∗
P
· Puh ;
∗
π
i

q




(b.2) πg∗ = G(w · Pqh − Puh · [(1 − β ) + β · (1 − 12 · π p∗ · Pqh + 1 − π p∗ · Puh )]) and π p∗ =






G(w· Pqh − Puh ·[(1 − β )· πg∗ · 1 − Pqh + 1 − πg∗ · 1 − Puh + β ·(1− 12 · πg∗ · Pqh + 1 − πg∗ · Puh )]
The discriminating employer hires the purple worker iff θ p = θ h and θg = θ l , and
hires the green worker iff θg = θ h . For both πi∗ = πg∗ and πi∗ = π p∗ condition (4.A.2)
should hold;



(b.3) πg∗ = G(w· Pqh − Puh ·[(1− β )·(π p∗ ·Pqh +(1− π p∗ )·Puh )+ β ·(1− 12 · π p∗ · Pqh + 1 − π p∗ · Puh )])



and π p∗ = G(w· Pqh − Puh ·[(1 − β )·(πg∗ · 1 − Pqh + 1 − πg∗ ·(1−Puh ))+ β ·(1− 12 ·


πg∗ · Pqh + 1 − πg∗ · Puh )]). The discriminating employer hires the purple worker
iff θ p = θ h and θg = θ l , and hires the green worker otherwise. For πi∗ = πg∗ it should

 


  h
1−πi∗
1−πi∗
1−Puh
P
∗
∗
hold that π ∗ · 1−Ph ≤ r and for πi = π p it should hold that π ∗ · Puh ≤
i
i
q
q
r. Moreover, πg∗ ≥ π p∗ should hold.
The characterization of workers’ investment behavior again follows from a similar expression as in (4.A.1), where the term within square brackets reflects the increase in the
probability of getting hired if θi = θ h instead of θi = θ l . This term now consists of two
elements. With probability 1 − β the worker faces a discriminating employer and the
probability of getting hired after θi = θ h instead of θi = θ l equals the one as in Proposition A.2 for the corresponding case (this explains why we use the labels (b.1) through
(b.3) in Proposition A.3 as well). With probability β , worker i faces a color blind emh
l
ployer and the increase
in 
the probability


 of getting hired after θi = θ instead of θi = θ
equals (1 − 12 · π ∗j · Pqh + 1 − π ∗j · Puh ). The latter follows because with probability




∗
h
∗
h
π j · Pq + 1 − π j · Pu the competitor j generates a high signal as well and the employer then chooses each worker with equal probabilities. The overall term is simply the
probability weighted average of the two elements.
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Just as in the absence of color blind employers (cf. Appendix A.2), equilibrium (b.3)
does not exist when condition (4.A.2) is satisfied for πi∗ = G(w · (Pqh − Puh )). This is
the case considered in the experiment. Equilibrium (b.1) only exists when the fraction
of color blind employers β is not too large. This holds because π p∗ should be sufficiently low such that never hiring the purple worker is indeed a best response for the
discriminating employer. For the parameters used in the experiment {r, w, Pqh , Puh , G(c)} =
2
3 1
1
∗
79
3 , 150, 4 , 4 ,U[0, 100] it should hold that π p ≤ 3 , which is the case for β ≤ 0.624.
In a similar vein, in equilibrium (b.2) the discriminating employer should be willing to
hiring the purple worker after θ p = θ h , i.e. π p∗ ≥ 13 is needed. This requires a sufficiently
high fraction of color blind employers β ≥ 0.181.80 Therefore, for 0.181 ≤ β ≤ 0.624
the two types of equilibria co-exist.

4.8

Appendix B

In this appendix we consider the setup with competition assuming a continuous signaling technology. The single difference with Subsection 2.2 is that θi ∈ [θ l , θ h ] instead of
θi ∈ {θ l , θ h }. As in Coate and Loury (1993) we assume w.l.o.g. that [θ l , θ h ] = [0, 1]. Let
Fq (θ ) [Fu (θ )] be the probability distribution of θ in case the worker is qualified [unqualified] and fq (θ ) [ fu (θ )] the corresponding density. We assume that the likelihood
ratio at θ given by ϕ (θ ) ≡ ffuq ((θθ )) is monotonically decreasing, implying Fq (θ ) ≤ Fu (θ )
for all θ ∈ [0, 1] and that ϕ −1 exists. We also assume ϕ (1) > 0, i.e. there exists no signal that provides conclusive evidence that the worker is qualified for sure. The posterior
belief ξ (πi , θi ) that a color i worker with prior πi and signal θi is qualified is given by
expression (3) in the main text when we replace ϕ si by ϕ (θi ) (and Pqsi [Pusi ] by fq (θi )

[ fu (θi )]). Similarly so, with ϕ (θi ) instead of ϕ si and ϕ θ j instead of ϕ s j the employer’s
hiring strategy is given by (5). From ϕ (θi ) decreasing the employer considers the color i
worker a serious candidate for the job if:


∗



θi ≥ s (πi ) ≡ min θ ∈ [0, 1]
79 For

the parameters used in the experiment the equilibrium level of π p∗ in equilibrium (b.1) equals:

π p∗ =
80 For



1 − πi
ϕ (θ ) ≤ r
πi

11
3 2
4 β + 32 β
16
3 2
3 − 16 β

the parameters used in the experiment the equilibrium level of π p∗ in equilibrium (b.2) equals:

π p∗

=

3
4




+ 18 β − 38 1 − 12 β 1 − 18 β

4
3
1
3 − 32 1 − 2 β β
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s∗ (πi ) thus denotes the minimum signal needed for the color i worker to be seen as
‘hirable’. With competition a high enough signal is not enough though to get the job, can
didate i should also appear as being better than his competitor j; ξ (πi , θi ) ≥ ξ π j , θ j .
This is the case if:








1−πj
1 − πi
∗
θi ≥ b θ j ; πi , π j ≡ min θ ∈ [0, 1]
ϕ (θ ) ≤
ϕ θj
πi
πj
The probability that a green worker is hired if he invests then equals:


ˆ1
Hg,q ≡

b∗ θˆ
g ;π p ,πg




π p fq (θ p ) + (1 − π p ) fu (θ p ) d θ p  d θg


fq (θg ) · 
s∗ πg



0



ˆ1
fq (θg ) · σ ∗ (θg ; πg , π p )d θg

=
s∗ πg



The term within square brackets represents the probability that for a given signal θg
the green worker is considered the best candidate available, i.e. the probability that the
purple’s signal θ p is below the threshold b∗ (θg ; π p , πg ). (We denote this probability as
σ ∗ (θg ; πg , π p ).) The overall expression just integrates these over the relevant values of θg
that surpass the employer’s hiring threshold s∗ (πg ) , weighted by their respective probability fq (θg ) of occurrence. The expression for Hg,u in case the green worker does not invest
is immediately obtained when the probability weights fq (θg ) are replaced by fu (θg ). The

green worker will invest whenever c ≤ w · Hg,q − Hg,u .
In equilibrium, the employer’s ex ante beliefs about the ex ante probabilities of investment (πg , π p ) should be correct. This requires for the green worker:





ˆ1



fq (θg ) − fu (θg ) · σ ∗ (θg ; πg , π p )d θg 


πg = G w ·
s∗ π g

bg (πg , π p )
≡ G

(4.7)



(4.8)

The requirement for the purple worker follows from swapping subscripts g and p;
b p (π p , πg ).
denote this requirement as π p = G
Together the two equilibrium conditions form a system that in general allows multiple
solutions (πg∗ , π p∗ ), possibly both symmetric and asymmetric ones. We are particularly
interested in the stability of these equilibria. We thus postulate a dynamic adjustment probg (πgt , π pt ) and π pt+1 = G
b p (π pt , πgt ) and investigate how this process evolves
cess πgt+1 = G
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when starting at values (πg0 , π p0 ) “close to” the equilibrium (πg∗ , π p∗ ) in question. This process converges to (πg∗ , π p∗ ) if the two eigenvalues of the Jacobian J evaluated in (πg∗ , π p∗ )
are smaller than one in absolute value, with:


J

bg (πg ,π p )
∂G
=  ∂ Gb ∂(ππg ,π )
p p g
∂ πg



bg (πg ,π p )
∂G
∂ πp

b p (π p ,πg )
∂G
∂ πp
(πg ,π p )=(πg∗ ,π p∗ )

As in the main text, we focus on equilibria with πg ≥ π p . A first observation is that 0 <
(1)
(1)
πi∗ < ϕϕ(1)+r
cannot occur in equilibrium. This holds because s∗ (πi ) = 1 for all πi < ϕϕ(1)+r
and thus the employer is unwilling to hire the color i worker even when θi = 1. In a similar
bi (πi , π j ) = 0 for all πi < ϕ (1) . Thus, for πg∗ = π p∗ = 0 the Jacobian
vein it follows that G
ϕ (1)+r
J equals the null matrix and the equilibrium in which neither color invests is stable.
Finding positive solutions to equation (4.7) and evaluating J for the general case is
elusive. We therefore focus on a specific, yet flexible parameterization for which we can
find (some) tractable solutions. Assume Fu (θ ) = θ and Fq (θ ) = θ k , with k > 1. In that
case fu (θ ) = 1, fq (θ ) = k · θ k−1 and ϕ (θ ) ≡ ffuq ((θθ )) = 1k · θ 1−k .81 Here parameter k reflects
the accuracy of the signaling technology; the higher k is, the more likely it becomes that a
qualified worker generates a high signal. For convenience, let G(c) ' U[0, 1γ w] for some
γ > 0.
We consider two types of equilibria: asymmetric equilibria in which the purple worker
does not invest and symmetric equilibria in which the two colors invest with equal prob1
abilities.82 First suppose πg∗ ≥ 1+rk
> π p∗ = 0. In that case the green worker is always
considered the best candidate, i.e. σ ∗ (θg ; πg , π p ) = 1. From (4.7) we then obtain:


bg (πg , 0) = γ · Fu (s∗ (πg )) − Fq (s∗ (πg ))
G
bg (πg , 0) ≥ 0, with G
bg ( 1 , 0) = 0 < 1 and G
bg (1, 0) = 0. Taking the derivative
Hence G
1+rk
1+rk
we get:
bg (πg , 0)
 ∂ s∗ (πg )
∂G
= γ · fu (s∗ (πg )) − fq (s∗ (πg ) ) ·
∂ πg
∂ πg


 
∗
1 − πg
1 ∂ s (πg )
= γ · 1−
·
·
πg
r
∂ πg
81 From

k > 1 we have

∂ϕ
∂θ

1

< 0. The inverse likelihood ratio equals ϕ −1 (η ) = (k · η ) 1−k . With ϕ −1
1

1
homogenous (of degree 1−k
), a convenient property is that ϕ −1 (α · ϕ (θ )) = a 1−k · θ .
82 Note that we only focus on asymmetric equilibria with π ∗ = π ∗ > 0 and π ∗ = 0, i.e. equilibria is which
g
p
the purple worker does not invest at all. In general, asymmetric equilibria with πg∗ > π p∗ > 0 may potentially
exist as well.
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 1

∂ s∗ (πg )
b
∂ πg < 0 on the relevant range 1+rk , 1 we obtain that Gg (πg , 0) increases for
 1

1
1 83
1
b
1+r and decreases for πg > 1+r . Moreover, Gg (πg , 0) is concave on πg ∈ 1+rk , 1+r ,

πg <
see Appendix 4.5 at the end. Therefore, either no or (generically) two solutions to
bg (πg , 0) exist. Because G
bg (πg , 0) increases with k and equals zero for k = 1,84
πg = G
there exists a kE (r, γ ) > 1 such that for k ≥ kE (r, γ ) two asymmetric equilibria exist. The
1
lower one is necessarily below 1+r
and decreases with k. This equilibrium is necessarily
bg (πg , 0) approaches the πg -line from below. The higher solution
unstable, because there G
bg (πg , 0) increases with k and may be stable, especially when k is relatively low
to πg = G
1
and the solution πg∗ is close to 1+r
. Below we verify the stability of this equilibrium by
numerically calculating (the eigenvalues of) Jacobian J.
1
Second, consider symmetric equilibria with πg∗ = π p∗ = π ∗ ≥ 1+rk
. Existence follows
bg (πg , πg ). For π p = πg we have from (4.7) that:
from looking at the solutions to πg = G


ˆθg
 

fq (θg ) − fu (θg ) ·  πg fq (θ p ) + (1 − πg ) fu (θ p ) d θ p  d θg

ˆ1
bg (πg , πg ) = γ ·
G
s∗ πg

0



ˆ1
 

fq (θg ) − fu (θg ) · πg · Fq (θg ) + (1 − πg ) · Fu (θg ) d θg

= γ·
s∗ πg




bg ( 1 , 1 ) = 0 and G
bg (1, 1) = γ 1 − 1 > 0. The function G
bg (πg , πg )
It holds that G
1+rk 1+rk
2
k+1
bg (πg , 0). In particular, it is increasing for πg ≤ π (r, γ ) < 1 and
has similar properties as G
1+r
 1

1
decreasing for πg > π (r, γ ). Moreover, it is concave on πg ∈ 1+rk
, 1+r
(cf. Appendix
B.1). Therefore, either no or (generically) two symmetric equilibria exist.85 From (4.7) it
1
bg (πg , πg ) ≤ G
bg (πg , 0).86 This implies in turn that,
follows that for πg ≤ 1+r
, necessarily G
whenever a symmetric equilibrium exists, necessarily two asymmetric ones (with π p∗ = 0)
exist as well.
83 For

our parameterization s∗ (πi ) =



πi
1−πi

· rk



1
1−k

for πi ≥

ϕ (1)
ϕ (1)+r

=

1
1+rk

and s∗ (πi ) = 1 for 0 ≤ πi <

1
s∗ (π ) is strictly decreasing in πi and strictly increasing
1+rk it holds that
h  i

i
∗
s (πi )
πi
1
in k. (For the latter, note that ∂ k i ) = (1−k)
2 · ln 1−πi · rk + k − 1 ; the term within square brackets is
1
non-negative and increasing in k for πi ≥ 1+rk
and k ≥ 1.)
k
1
k
84 To see this, let z(k; α ) = (α k) 1−k − (α k) 1−k (such that G
bg (πg , 0) = γ · z(k; πg r )). Then ∂ z = (α k) 1−k2 ·
1−πg
∂k
(1−k)
[(α k − 1) · ln α k + (α − 1) · (1 − k)]. The term within square brackets is positive for all α ≥ 1k (for α ≤ 1
1
1+rk .

On the relevant range πi ≥

∂ s∗ (π

this is immediate upon inspection, for α ≥ 1 this follows from observing that the term is increasing in α in
that range).

85 Note that if γ 1 − 1
∗
∗
2
k+1 > 1, the second (i.e. the higher) equilibrium is the corner solution πg = π p = 1.
86 This follows because for for π ≤ 1 it holds that f (θ ) − f (θ ) ≥ 0 for all θ ≥ s∗ (π ) , and
g
q g
u g
g
g
1+r
b
b
in Gg (πg , πg ) these positive terms are weighted by factors smaller than one (while in Gg (πg , 0) they are
weighted by one).
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Table 4.5: Overview of asymmetric and symmetric equilibria
Table 4.B.1: Overview of asymmetric and symmetric equilibria
πg∗ = π ∗ > 0 and π p∗ = 0
∗
∗
k
πLow
πHigh
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
20

−
0.444
0.331
0.270
0.229
0.199
0.176
0.157
0.142
0.073

πg∗ = π p∗ = π ∗ > 0
∗
πLow
−
−
0.343
0.274
0.230
0.200
0.176
0.158
0.143
0.073

−
0.575S
0.689S
0.756S
0.805S
0.842S
0.873S
0.897
0.917
0.995

Remarks: Based on parameters used in experiment: γ =

3
2

∗
πHigh
−
−
0.534
0.596
0.635
0.664
0.686
0.703
0.717
0.783

and r = 23 .

Only those equilibria with superscript S are stable.

For the symmetric equilibria the Jacobian J, evaluated in the equilibrium point, is
symmetric. The eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 thus equal:

λ1 =

λ2 =

bg (πg , π p ) ∂ G
bg (πg , π p )
∂G
+
∂ πg
∂ πp

!

bg (πg , π p ) ∂ G
bg (πg , π p )
∂G
−
∂ πg
∂ πp

!

(πg ,π p )=(π ∗ ,π ∗ )

(πg ,π p )=(π ∗ ,π ∗ )

Note that for π p = πg , the first eigen value λ1 corresponds to

bg (πg ,πg )
∂G
.
∂ πg

For the lower

b (π ,π )
∂G

equilibrium solution it holds that g∂ πgg g evaluated in π ∗ exceeds one (because there
bg (πg , πg ) approaches the πg -line from below). Hence λ1 > 1 and the equilibrium is unG
stable. The stability of the higher equilibrium solution can be determined by numerically
calculating λ1 and λ2 .
Table 4.5 provides an overview of the asymmetric and symmetric equilibria for the
parameter values γ = 32 and r = 23 used in the experiment. It does so for various levels of
k, i.e. for various precision levels of the signaling technology. By means of a superscript
S the table also identifies the stable equilibria.
For low levels of k no equilibrium with positive investment levels exists. The intuition
here is that if the signaling technology is very noisy, it is too difficult for a qualified worker
to convince the employer that she is worth hiring. For higher values of k the signaling
technology becomes more accurate and the employer is more easily convinced in case a
high signal is observed. Asymmetic equilibria exist for a larger range of k-values than
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∗
symmetric equilibria do. The asymmetric equilibrium based on π ∗ = πHigh
is stable for
intermediate k-values, while for the symmetric equilibrium this is not the case. Hence for
a nonneglible range of k-values asymmetric and symmetric equilibria both exist, but only
∗
the asymmetric equilibrium (based on πHigh
) is stable. In terms of equilibrium investment
levels, the case of k = 5 comes closest to the discrete setup considered in the experiment
(with respectively π ∗ = 0.750 and π ∗ = 0.553); this case belongs to the relevant range.
Overall we conclude that the instability of the symmetric investment equilibrium under competition is not an artefact of the discrete signaling technology used in the experiment. Also with a continuous signaling technology it may very well happen that only
some of the asymmetric investment equilibria are stable.

4.8.1

bg (πg , 0) and G
bg (πg , πg )
Appendix B.1: Concavity of G

bg (πg , 0) is concave on πg ∈
We first show that G
bg (πg ,0)
∂G
∂ πg



1
1
1+rk , 1+r


. From the expression for

we obtain:


  2 ∗
bg (πg , 0)
∂ 2G
∂ s∗ (πg )
1 − πg
γ
1 ∂ s (πg )
=
·
+
γ
1
−
·
·
∂ πg2
r · πg2
∂ πg
πg
r
∂ πg2

From s∗ (πg ) =



πg
1−πg

· rk



1
1−k

we have

∂ s∗ (πg )
∂ πg

=

1
1−k

· s∗ (πg ) · π

g·

1

1−πg

and therefore:

∂ 2 s∗ (πg )
∂ s∗ (πg )
1
1
=
·
·
∂ πg2
1 − k πg · (1 − πg )
∂ πg
(2πg − 1)
1
+
· s∗ (πg ) ·
2
1−k
πg · (1 − πg )2


(2πg − 1)
∂ s∗ (πg )
1
1
=
·
+
·
1 − k πg · (1 − πg ) πg · (1 − πg )
∂ πg


∗
∂ s (πg )
k
1
= 2πg −
·
·
k − 1 πg · (1 − πg )
∂ πg
Plugging this into the expression for

bg (πg ,0)
∂ 2G
∂ πg2

we obtain after rearranging that:

∂ s∗ (π )




γ · ∂ πg g
bg (πg , 0)
∂ 2G
k
=
(1 − πg ) + (πg · (1 + r) − 1) · 2πg −
∂ πg2
r · πg2 · (1 − πg )
k−1
3
k
1
The term within curley brackets reaches its minimum for πg = πbg ≡ 4(1+r)
+ 14 · k−1
> 1+r
,
1
r
and is decreasing for πg < πbg and increasing for πg > πbg . At πg = 1+r it equals 1+r , hence


1
bg (πg , 0) is concave on 1 , 1 .
for all πg ≤ 1+r
it is strictly positive. This implies that G
1+rk 1+r
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We next show that G
bg (πg , πg ) we obtain:
πg > π (r, γ ). From the expression for G

1
1+r
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and decreasing for

bg (πg , πg )

∂G
= −γ · fq (s∗ (πg )) − fu (s∗ (πg ) )
∂ πg

 ∂ s∗ (πg )
· πg · Fq (s∗ (πg )) + (1 − πg ) · Fu (s∗ (πg )) ·
∂ πg


ˆ1




+γ · 
fq (θg ) − fu (θg · Fq (θg ) − Fu (θg ) d θg 
s∗ (πg )

=

bg (πg , 0) 

∂G
· πg · Fq (s∗ (πg )) + (1 − πg ) · Fu (s∗ (πg ))
∂ πg
2
1
−γ · Fq (s∗ (πg )) − Fu (s∗ (πg ))
2

b (π ,π )
b (π ,0)
∂G
∂G
bg (πg , πg ) is certainly
Therefore, g∂ πgg g < 0 whenever g∂ πgg < 0. In particular, G


1
1
1
decreasing for πg ≥ 1+r
.Concavity on πg ∈ 1+rk
, 1+r
follows from observing that:

bg (πg , πg )
bg (πg , 0) 

∂ 2G
∂ 2G
∗
∗
=
·
π
·
F
(s
(
π
))
+
(1
−
π
)
·
F
(s
(
π
))
g
q
g
g
u
g
∂ πg2
∂ πg2
bg (πg , 0)
 ∂ s∗ (πg )
∂G
∗
∗
+
· fq (s (πg )) + (1 − πg ) · fu (s (πg ) ) ·
∂ πg
∂ πg
bg (πg , 0)

∂G
+2 ·
· Fq (s∗ (πg )) − Fu (s∗ (πg ) )
∂ πg
For πg <
 1

1
1+rk , 1+r .

4.9

1
1+r

all three terms on the r.h.s. are negative, so

bg (πg ,πg )
∂ 2G
∂ πg2

< 0 on πg ∈

Appendix C: Instructions

This appendix contains the instructions used in the Competition treatment of the experiment, both for employers are for workers. The instructions used in the No Competition
treatment are similar.

4.9.1

Instructions for employers in Competition

Welcome to this experiment on decision-making. Please read the following instructions
carefully. As soon as everyone has finished reading the instructions you will receive a
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handout with a summary. During the experiment you will be asked to make a number of
decisions. Your decisions and those of other participants will determine your earnings.
At the start of the experiment you will receive a starting capital of 900 points. In addition
you will earn money with your decisions. The experiment consists of 50 rounds. During
the experiment, your earnings will be denoted in points. Your earnings in the experiment
equal the sum of the starting capital and your earnings in the 50 rounds. At the end of the
experiment, your earnings in points will be transferred into money. For each point you
earn, you will receive 1 euro cent. Hence, 100 points are equal to 1 euro. Your earnings
will be privately paid to you in cash.
ROLES
Some participants have the role of EMPLOYER, some participants perform the role
of PURPLE WORKER and some have the role of GREEN WORKER. In all 50 rounds
you keep the same role and, if you are a worker, the same color.
Your role is: EMPLOYER
DECISIONS
In each round, each employer is matched with a GREEN and a PURPLE worker.
The employer decides to hire either nobody, the green worker or the purple worker. The
employer thus cannot hire both workers at the same time. The employer receives a positive
payoff if s/he hires a worker who invested in her/his productivity, but receives a negative
payoff if s/he hires a worker who did not invest in her/his productivity. If the employer
hires nobody, s/he receives a small positive payoff. A worker earns a positive payoff if
s/he is hired. If a worker is not hired, s/he earns a small positive payoff. S/He incurs a
COST if s/he invests in her/his productivity, independently of whether or not s/he is hired.
At the time the employer has to make the hiring decision, s/he is not informed about
the investment decisions of the two workers. Instead, s/he receives a signal of the green
worker and a signal of the purple worker that corresponds to the investment decisions of
these workers in the following way.
If the worker invested, her/his signal is HIGH with probability 75% and it is LOW with
probability 25%. If the worker did not invest, her/his signal is HIGH with probability 25%
and it is LOW with probability 75%. So the signal is often but not always in agreement
with the investment decision. The worker’s probability that a signal is high or low does
not depend on any other worker’s probability that her/his signal was high or low. Also,
the probability that a worker’s signal is high or low is independent of decisions made by
the worker in any previous round.
At the start of a round, each worker is informed of the own COST of investing. This
cost will be a random number between 0 and 100 points. Each of these numbers is equally
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likely. In each round, every worker is assigned a new (and independent) cost level. Therefore, the different workers (most likely) have different costs in a round, and the same
worker (most likely) has different costs across rounds.
PAYOFFS
The workers’ investment decisions and the employer’s hiring decision lead to the following payoffs:
(i) Payoff employer after hiring = 60 if hired worker invested.
(ii) Payoff employer after hiring = -40 if hired worker did not invest.
(iii) Payoff employer after not hiring = 20 (independent of workers’ investment decisions).

(iv) Payoff worker after investing = 160 - cost if hired by employer.
(v) Payoff worker after investing = 10 - cost if not hired by employer.
(vi) Payoff worker after not investing = 160 if hired by employer.
(vii) Payoff worker after not investing = 10 if not hired by employer.
Notice that there are no differences in the rules for green and purple workers. In particular,
there are no differences in the green worker’s and purple worker’s probabilities of good
and bad signals. Also, the cost of investing is determined with the same procedure for the
two groups of workers and the payoffs are also determined in exactly the same way.
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
Summarizing, each round is characterized by the following sequence of events:
1. The workers are privately informed of the own cost of investment.
2. Each worker decides whether or not to invest.
3. The employer observes a high or low signal for each worker, but not the workers’
investment decisions.
4. The employer decides to hire nobody, the green worker or the purple worker. Then
employer and workers receive payoffs based on the choices made.
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MATCHING PROCEDURE
In each round, each employer will be randomly matched to another green worker and
another purple worker. You will never learn with whom you are matched. The random
matching scheme is chosen such that three participants will never be coupled again in two
subsequent rounds.
INFORMATION END OF ROUND
At the end of a round, each participant will be informed of the choices of the participants with whom s/he is matched and the own payoff.
HISTORY OVERVIEW
The lower part of the screen provides an overview of the results of all rounds already
completed. Apart from your own results in the previous rounds, the history overview also
contains the results of 3 other employers. In total, you are thus informed about the past
results of the same group of 4 employers (one of which is yourself) and 8 workers. Below
you see an example of the history overview (with arbitrary numbers).

The upper part of the history overview shows what happened in the cases where employers received a HIGH signal. The row INVEST lists the number of cases in which
the worker’s signal was HIGH after investing. The row NOT INVEST lists the number
of cases in which the worker’s signal was HIGH after not investing. In the first purple
column, the results for only the purple workers are listed and in the second green column
the results for only the green workers are listed. In the final column the results of the two
groups of workers are combined. In each cell, after the number the corresponding percentage is listed. The lower part of the history overview summarizes the previous choices
of workers whose signal was LOW. (Workers observe a history overview that is organized
in another way: they observe the number of times purple, green and combined workers
are hired, separated for having made an investment or not.)
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Instructions for workers in Competition

Welcome to this experiment on decision-making. Please read the following instructions
carefully. As soon as everyone has finished reading the instructions you will receive a
handout with a summary. During the experiment you will be asked to make a number of
decisions. Your decisions and those of other participants will determine your earnings.
At the start of the experiment you will receive a starting capital of 900 points. In addition
you will earn money with your decisions. The experiment consists of 50 rounds. During
the experiment, your earnings will be denoted in points. Your earnings in the experiment
equal the sum of the starting capital and your earnings in the 50 rounds. At the end of the
experiment, your earnings in points will be transferred into money. For each point you
earn, you will receive 1 euro cent. Hence, 100 points are equal to 1 euro. Your earnings
will be privately paid to you in cash.
ROLES
Some participants have the role of EMPLOYER, some participants perform the role
of PURPLE WORKER and some have the role of GREEN WORKER. In all 50 rounds
you keep the same role and, if you are a worker, the same color.
Your role is: WORKER
You will learn at the start of the experiment whether you are a green or purple worker.
DECISIONS
In each round, each employer is matched with a GREEN and a PURPLE worker.
The employer decides to hire either nobody, the green worker or the purple worker. The
employer thus cannot hire both workers at the same time. The employer receives a positive
payoff if s/he hires a worker who invested in her/his productivity, but receives a negative
payoff if s/he hires a worker who did not invest in her/his productivity. If the employer
hires nobody, s/he receives a small positive payoff. A worker earns a positive payoff if
s/he is hired. If a worker is not hired, s/he earns a small positive payoff. S/He incurs a
COST if s/he invests in her/his productivity, independently of whether or not s/he is hired.
At the time the employer has to make the hiring decision, s/he is not informed about
the investment decisions of the two workers. Instead, s/he receives a signal of the green
worker and a signal of the purple worker that corresponds to the investment decisions of
these workers in the following way.
If the worker invested, her/his signal is HIGH with probability 75% and it is LOW with
probability 25%. If the worker did not invest, her/his signal is HIGH with probability 25%
and it is LOW with probability 75%. So the signal is often but not always in agreement
with the investment decision. The worker’s probability that a signal is high or low does
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not depend on any other worker’s probability that her/his signal was high or low. Also,
the probability that a worker’s signal is high or low is independent of decisions made by
the worker in any previous round.
At the start of a round, each worker is informed of the own COST of investing. This
cost will be a random number between 0 and 100 points. Each of these numbers is equally
likely. In each round, every worker is assigned a new (and independent) cost level. Therefore, the different workers (most likely) have different costs in a round, and the same
worker (most likely) has different costs across rounds.
PAYOFFS
The workers’ investment decisions and the employer’s hiring decision lead to the following payoffs:
(i) Payoff employer after hiring = 60 if hired worker invested.
(ii) Payoff employer after hiring = -40 if hired worker did not invest.
(iii) Payoff employer after not hiring = 20 (independent of workers’ investment decisions).

(iv) Payoff worker after investing = 160 – cost if hired by employer.
(v) Payoff worker after investing = 10 – cost if not hired by employer.
(vi) Payoff worker after not investing = 160 if hired by employer.
(vii) Payoff worker after not investing = 10 if not hired by employer.
Notice that there are no differences in the rules for green and purple workers. In particular,
there are no differences in the green worker’s and purple worker’s probabilities of good
and bad signals. Also, the cost of investing is determined with the same procedure for the
two groups of workers and the payoffs are also determined in exactly the same way.
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
Summarizing, each round is characterized by the following sequence of events:
1. The workers are privately informed of the own cost of investment.
2. Each worker decides whether or not to invest.
3. The employer observes a high or low signal for each worker, but not the workers’
investment decisions.
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4. The employer decides to hire nobody, the green worker or the purple worker. Then
employer and workers receive payoffs based on the choices made.
MATCHING PROCEDURE
In each round, each employer will be randomly matched to another green worker and
another purple worker. You will never learn with whom you are matched. The random
matching scheme is chosen such that three participants will never be coupled again in two
subsequent rounds.
INFORMATION END OF ROUND
At the end of a round, each participant will be informed of the choices of the participants with whom s/he is matched and the own payoff.
HISTORY OVERVIEW
The lower part of the screen provides an overview of the results of all rounds already
completed. Apart from your own results in the previous rounds, the history overview also
contains the results of 7 other workers. In total, you are thus informed about the past
results of the same group of 8 workers (one of which is yourself) and 4 employers. Below
you see an example of the history overview (with arbitrary numbers).

The upper part of the history overview shows what happened in the cases where workers chose to INVEST. The row HIRED lists the number of cases in which the employer
decided to hire a worker after investing. The row NOT HIRED lists the number of cases
in which the employer decided to not hire a worker after investing. In the first purple
column, the results for only the purple workers are listed and in the second green column the results for only the green workers are listed. In the final column the results of
the two groups of workers are combined. In each cell, after the number the corresponding percentage is listed. The lower part of the history overview summarizes the previous
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choices of employers after a worker did not invest in exactly the same way. (Employers
observe a history overview that is organized in another way: they observe the number of
investments and non investments of purple, green and combined workers, separated for
the signal being high and the signal being low).

Chapter 5
Choice architecture and default bias
This chapter is based on Thomas de Haan and Jona Linde, 2011: "Good nudge lullaby",
Working paper.

5.1

Introduction

Ample research shows that human behavior is better characterized by bounded rationality
than by the full rationality assumed in traditional economic models. Two important findings are that choices can be influenced by normatively irrelevant features of the choice
environment (see e.g. Huber, Payne & Puto,1982 and Kahneman & Tversky, 2000).and
that people can make decisions that go against their own interest. Preference reversal
(Lichtenstein & Slovic, 1971) and inconsistent time preferences (Frederick, Loewenstein
& O’Donoghue, 2002) are well known examples of this second type of behavior.
Combining these two findings Thaler and Sunstein (2003) and Camerer et al. (2003)
propose to use our knowledge of the influence of the choice environment on decisions
to promote ’better’ decisions without changing incentives. They propose adapting the
’choice architecture’ by including ’nudges’ which steer boundedly rational people towards better decisions without affecting people who are fully rational. Numerous studies
validate the effectiveness of this approach (Thaler and Sunstein, 2003) which its inventors
call libertarian or asymmetric paternalism87 .
Although libertarian paternalism has also received its share of criticism, this has
mostly focused on the moral justification to influence others’ decisions (e.g. Mitchell
(2004) and Sugden (2008)). We do not aim to take a side in this philosophical debate
but consider a somewhat more practical, possible concern with libertarian paternalism.
We ask whether the most popular nudge, a good default option88 , affects performance in
87 In

the rest of this paper we use the term libertarian paternalism to refer to this approach.
and Sunstein (2003): “The most common nudge is a default option that the choice architect

88 Thaler
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subsequent, similar decision situations.
A good default is such an effective nudge because of the well-known status quo or
default bias, the behavioral regularity that people are more likely to choose the option
presented as the default or the option they currently possess (e.g. Samuelson and Zeckhauser, 1988). So far the implicit assumption underlying libertarian paternalism is that
the default bias is a constant predisposition that can be used to influence decisions. However, if the default bias has an ‘endogenous’ component the choice architecture may not
only change current decisions but also influence the choice process. If someone receives
a nudge in the form of a good default, the choice heuristic to stick with the default performs well. This may reinforce the use of this heuristic and therefore make a person more
likely to choose the default in similar decisions in the future, even if she is no longer
being nudged but faces a random, or possibly even a bad, default. This would hurt her
performance.
Another reason why the default bias can have an endogenous component is that people
may view the default option as advice. Madrin and Shea (2001), for example, find that
one cause for higher enrollment rates to a pension plan when enrollment is the default is
caused by people taking the default as implicit advice from their employer. If the default
indeed turns out to be a good suggestion people’s trust in this advice is likely to increase.
thereby strengthening the default bias.
A good default may also affect a person’s decision making process more generally,
either positively or negatively. Positively if people learn what a good option looks like
because the good default draws their attention to good options. Negatively for two possible reasons: people who face a good default may learn to trust the default but not how
to make a good decision themselves and they may become spoiled by the good default
and therefore unwilling to put in effort now that the default is no longer helpful. In a
very recent experiment, Caplin and Martin (2011) find behavior that can be interpreted as
becoming spoiled. Their participants put less effort in a choice task when provided with
a relatively helpful nudge. They do not, however, look at what happens to performance if
the nudge would disappear again.
To test whether a good default affects choice and performance in subsequent decisions
we developed an experimental task with an unequivocal best choice which is nevertheless
hard to find. Participants face this task for 50 rounds. In the first 25 rounds participants in
the “nudge” treatment receive a nudge in the form of a good default. Participants in the
control group, on the other hand, receive a random default. In the second 25 periods both
groups receive a random default. Any difference in performance between participants in
believes is a good choice for the decision maker.” For the use of a default as a nudge see for example
Madrin and Shea (2001), Johnson and Goldstein (2003) and Benartzi and Thaler (2004).
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the nudge and control treatments in these second 25 periods reveals the effect of a nudge
on subsequent behavior. In section 5.2 we describe the experimental design in detail.
The effect of a nudge on subsequent decisions is not only of academic interest. In
real life decisions, a good default may be followed by a worse default for various possible
reasons. A first possible reason is commercial interests. Many purchases require several
separate decisions (e.g. buying a car, a computer, or a plane ticket). Companies may try
to lure consumers into a false sense of security by providing good defaults for the first
decisions, but malicious defaults later on (e.g. first recommending economy class and
direct routes but later also expensive flight insurance).
A second reason why good defaults may be followed by less helpful ones is that for
some decisions, ‘good’ defaults are easier to provide than for others. This happens in
one of the most prominent examples of libertarian paternalism, a default enrollment in
pension plans (Madrian & Shea, 2001). Saving something, and therefore participating, is
probably optimal for the large majority of employees, but there is far more heterogeneity
in how much too safe. Setting a ‘good’ default savings rate is therefore far more difficult
(Choi et al., 2003). As a result the default savings rate is probably a less helpful default
than the default enrollment choice. Good defaults for the decisions how to invest the
money saved are probably even harder to provide.
A third reason for following good with random defaults could be legal limitations.
Courts may view libertarian paternalism as unwarranted government intervention. In
their book “Nudge” Thaler and Sunstein (2008) discuss a program implemented in Maine
(USA) to provide Medicare users with a good default health care program. Legal challenges have contributed to the failure of this project to spread to other states. Similar legal
challenges may cause libertarian paternalism programs that are already in use to be discontinued. If that happens a person used to helpful defaults may face suboptimal defaults
in the future.
For these reasons we believe it is important, both in order to expand our insight in
decision heuristics and to design optimal libertarian paternalism policies, to explore the
effect of a good default on subsequent decisions. The rest of this paper is structured as
follows: section 5.2 elaborates on our experimental design, section 5.3 presents the results
of the experiment and section 5.4 concludes.

5.2

Design

The experiment was computerized with php/mysql and conducted at the CREED laboratory of the University of Amsterdam. At the beginning of the experiment participants
read the instructions on the computer at their own pace. They then received a summary
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Figure 5.1: An example of the choice task as presented to the participants

Remarks: Option 4 is the default option in this example.

of the instructions on paper. After reading the instructions, participants had to correctly
answer some questions to test their understanding of the instructions.
All participants in the experiment performed the same set of 50 multi-attribute choice
tasks. The difference in treatments consisted only of a difference in the nature of the
default in the first half of the experiment. Performance in the second half, when all participants face the same task and the same default reveals the effect of being nudged on
subsequent decisions. Below we first discuss the choice task and then the difference in
the default between the two treatments.

5.2.1

Task

Each round participants chose one option from a list of six. The information on which to
base this choice was presented in the form of a table. Each option consisted of a number
of points in 6 categories, each with a different weight. The weights were 6, 5, 4, 3, 2
and -1. The category with a weight of -1 was presented as the price of an option. These
categories and their weights, but not the points, were the same for each choice task. An
option generated an amount of credits equal to the sum of the points in each category
multiplied by the weight of that category. The tasks were randomly generated under the
conditions that each option generated between 70 and 230 points and that the best option
generated at least 10 points more than the second best option. An example of a task is
shown in figure 5.1 below.89
On top of the credits generated by the chosen option participants received a bonus,
starting at 20 credits and decreasing by 1 credit every two seconds the participant used to
make a decision. The maximal time a participant could take to choose was 40 seconds.
20 credits is a small amount compared to the gains that could be made by making a better
89 This

task can be seen as a choice between different products, each with a different price and different
qualities. The category weights represent the relative importance of different types of characteristics and
the points the quality of the product in that characteristic. In that sense the problem is similar to many
everyday decision problems, from buying a phone to choosing a medical insurance or an investment plan.
This type of task has previously been used by Kalayci and Potters (2011).
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decision.90 The diminishing bonus can be seen as a small cost put on spending an extra
two seconds on the task. After a participant made her decision she had to wait till the
time for this round expired before moving on to the next round. In addition there was a 5
second waiting time between rounds.
Without the bonus participants who have already decided could have waited until the
full 40 seconds were over without any costs. With the bonus, as soon as a participant has
decided, she would want to enter her choice to save on the bonus. We implement this
bonus for two reasons. Firstly, in order to have a measure of search effort in the form
of time spend on the task. Secondly, to ensure that we know when participants actively
choose an option and when they were forced into a decision because time ran out.
Participants performed this task for 50 rounds. All participants faced the same 50
tasks but there were 6 different orders in which the tasks were presented. The order was
counterbalanced between treatments.91 At the end of the experiment one round was randomly selected.92 The number of credits earned in that round determined the participant’s
earnings. Each credit was worth 10 eurocents.

5.2.2

Default and treatment

One of the six options in the table was given a different color and was preselected when
participants were presented with the task. This option was the default option. In the
instructions it was labeled the recommended option without further specifying why it
was recommended. If participants did not select one of the other options, the default
automatically became the choice of the participant for that round if time ran out before
the participant entered a choice.93 If a participant chose an option different from the
default option, a smaller version of the table was shown, containing only the chosen and
the default option. They were then asked if they wanted to stay with their original choice
or switch to the default.94
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two treatments. Both treatments were
identical, except for one aspect. In the ‘control’ treatment, the default option was determined randomly for each task. In the ‘nudge’ treatment, the default option for the tasks a
90 For

example the difference between the best and the second best option was always at least 10 credits
and the difference between the best and the worst option was on average 137 credits.
91 The counterbalancing procedure also ensured that each group as a whole faced the same tasks in the first
and the second half of the experiment. Due to a small software error two participants had to be excluded,
one in the control treatment and one in the nudge treatment. This affected the counterbalancing slightly, as
these two participants had different orders. Leaving out two random participants with these orders in the
other treatments does not materially affect our results.
92 The same round was selected for all participants in a session but because of the different task orders
that was a different task for different participants.
93 This happened only 161 times out of 4400 i.e. in 3.66% of all decisions.
94 People switched a total of 99 times out of 2577, i.e. in 3.8% of all initial non-default choices.
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participant faced in the first 25 rounds of the experiment was the option with the highest
value. The tasks faced by participants in the ‘nudge’ treatment in the rounds 26 till 50 had
the same random defaults as in the control treatments.

5.3

Results

A total of 88 participants participated in the experiment, half of them assigned to the
control treatment and half of them to the nudge treatment. Of the participants, 49 were
males and 56 were economics students. The experiment lasted on average one hour and
the participants earned on average 19.31 euro. To examine the effect of a nudge on subsequent decisions we examine the performance and behavior of participants in the second
half of the experiment where participants in both treatments face the same choice tasks
and the same (random) defaults. To evaluate choice performance, we take the value of
the chosen option as a performance measure. We first test whether receiving a nudge in
the form of a good default influences the quality of decisions and then examine possible
mechanisms. All reported tests are two-sided and, unless otherwise specified, performed
at the individual level.

5.3.1

Treatment effect

The main question our experiment tries to answer is the effect of having received a nudge
on performance when that nudge has disappeared. Table 5.1 answers this question. We
find that in the second half of the experiment, when all participants faced the same random
defaults, participants in the control treatment chose an option worth 5.72 points more on
average than participants in the nudge treatment.95 A Wilcoxon rank-sum test shows that
this difference is marginally significant (p=0.081).
The regression in table 5.2 below confirms the main treatment effect. This regression
controls for several demographic variables, high school math level and grade as a proxy of
skill and time used in the first round as a proxy of effort. As time spent can be influenced
by the treatment we take the time spent during the first round as an exogenous measure
of effort.96 Controlling for these variables in the regression, the treatment effect becomes
significant at a 5% level.97
95 For comparison the average value of an option for a person who always chooses the best option is 71.21

points higher than those of a person who chooses randomly.
96 Time spent in the first round strongly correlates with time spent in later rounds (Spearman correlation coefficient is 0.5265 and p<0.001) Using time spent in the entire experiment or only the second half
yields the same qualitative results. Time used in the first round might be influenced by the treatment but a
Wilcoxon rank-sum test shows that this is not the case (p-value 0.5804).
97 As can be seen in table 5.2, we find an unhypothesized, but significant gender effect in the regression.
Looking at the average earnings in the second half, separately for men and women, a Wilcoxon rank-sum
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Table 5.1: Average value of the chosen options in the experiment
first half
second half
p-value
of
a
Wilcoxon
signed
rank test

Control treatment

Nudge treatment

173.0 (14.1)
174.8 (15.1)

191.5 (11.6)
169.1 (17.5)

0.398

0.000

p-value of a Wilcoxon
rank-sum test
0.000
0.081

Remarks: Standard deviations at the individual level between brackets.

Table 5.2: Treatment effect when controlling for demographic variables and proxies for
effort and skill.
Dependent variable: average value of the chosen option in the second half of the experiment
constant
nudge treatment
time used in first round
Male
Age
studies economics
Dutch
math grade
math level

Coefficient

p-value*

173.08 (13.87)
-6.58 (2.89)
0.52 (0.14)
7.97 (3.20)
0.02 (0.02)
0.35 (4.02)
-5.74 (3.50)
0.23 (0.87)
1.15 (4.25)

0.000
0.025
0.000
0.015
0.315
0.930
0.105
0.795
0.788

Remarks: Round and task fixed effects are included in addition to the controls listed in the table. Standard errors are between
brackets.*Standard errors used to calculate the p-value were clustered at the individual level.
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Figure 5.2: Average value of the chosen option aggregated over 5 rounds split between
the nudge and control treatments

Remarks: The bottom of the graph corresponds to the expected value over the all 50 tasks for a person who chooses randomly (155.75),
the line at the top to the average value of the chosen option for a person who always chooses the best option (226.96).

As figure 5.2 shows the treatment effect persists throughout the second half of the
experiment. In almost every round average choice earnings were higher for the control
than for the treatment group and this difference does not show a tendency to decline.
While we are mainly interested in what happens when the default is no longer optimal,
we would expect the nudge to be helpful in the first half of the experiment. Table 5.1
confirms that providing people with a good default indeed helps them to make better
decisions. As the first row of table 5.1 shows nudged participants chose an option worth
18.52 points per round more in the first half of the experiment. This is a substantial and
highly significant difference, according to a Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

5.3.2

Default bias

Given that a treatment effect exists we will take a closer look at the behavior of participants to explore possible causes. Our first hypothesis is that participants in the nudge
treatment exhibit a stronger default bias than participants in the control treatment. As
table 5.3 shows this was indeed the case. In the second half of the experiment nudged
participants were 11.6 percentage points more likely to pick the default than participants
from the control group even though they faced the exact same default.
Furthermore, as figure 5.4 shows, the stronger default bias for nudged participants
persists throughout the second half of the experiment. Notice also the sharp decline of
default choices for nudged participants after round 25. Nudged participants do not simply
test shows there is a significant treatment effect for men (p=0.028) but not for women (p=0.942). However,
including an interaction term between gender and treatment in the regression of table 5.2 shows that the
treatment effect is not significantly different for men and women (p=0.444).
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Table 5.3: Percentage of default choices per round in the experiment.

first half
second half
p-value of a Wilcoxon signed rank test

Control treatment

Nudge treatment

30.0%
33.9%
0.0511

65.3%
45.5%
0.0000

p-value of a
Wilcoxon rank-sum test
0.0000
0.0039

Figure 5.3: Smoothed density of participant’s tendency to rely on the default option in the
second half of the experiment for both treatments

continue to choose the default at the same rate as they did in the first half. This suggests
that although nudged participants choose the default more often, they do realize that the
default option is not as good as it was in the first 25 rounds. Figure 5.3 supports this story
at the individual level. The greater average reliance on the default is not caused by a small
number of nudged participants who have learned to blindly follow the default. Rather the
whole distribution of default choices is shifted to the right suggesting that having faced
a nudge makes many participants somewhat more likely to choose the default rather than
some participants rely heavily on the default while leaving others unaffected.
The difference in the likelihood of default choices between treatments in the first half
provides further evidence that reinforcement of the default bias is a cause of the treatment
effect. Even in the control treatment participants chose the default more often than the
16.7% expected without a default bias (Wilcoxon rank-sum p-value <0.001), but nudged
participants were significantly more likely to do so (Wilcoxon rank-sum p=0.000). This
in itself does not provide evidence for a greater trust in the default in the first half of
the nudge treatment. Participants may also have chosen the default more often in the
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Figure 5.4: Average proportion of default choices over 5 rounds split between the nudge
and control treatments

nudge treatment because it was the best option which they would have chosen anyway,
regardless of it being the default or not. However we find that in the first half participants
in the nudge treatment were also more likely to choose the default than participants in
the control treatment were to choose either the default or the best option (65% vs. 57%,
Wilcoxon rank-sum p=0.0025). We therefore conclude that nudged participants came to
trust the default throughout the first half of the experiment.
In fact as figure 5.4 suggests the tendency to choose the default increases for nudged
participants during the first 25 periods98 . A logit regression with individual and task fixed
effects confirms this positive trend (p<0.001). There is no significant trend for control
group participants in the first half or for either type of participant in the second half of the
experiment. Interestingly, while participants in the nudge treatment seem to learn that the
default is good, participants in the control treatment do not learn that the default is usually
bad. In fact table 5.3 shows that, if anything, they are somewhat more likely to choose the
default in the second half of the experiment than in the first half.

5.3.3

Quality of decisions

The stronger default bias evidently has a negative impact on the nudged participants’
performance in the second half of the experiment. However the good default may also
impact the behavior and performance of nudged participants in other ways. As proposed
in the introduction this can be either positively, through learning what a good option
looks like, or negatively, because of a lack of motivation, or because nudged participants
have not learned how to choose for themselves. Moreover one could ask whether the
difference in performance between the two treatments is due to nudged participants having
98 From

an average of 57% default choices in the first five rounds to 73% default choices in rounds 21-25.
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Table 5.4: Lineara Regression examining the likelihood of choosing the default option in
the second half of the experiment.
Dependent variable: choice equals the default in the
second half
constant
treatment (1=nudge treatment)
π (best)- π (default)
treatment x π (best)- π (default)b

Coefficient

p-value

0.618
0.113
-0.037
0.00

0.000
0.008
0.000
0.678

Remarks: Each choice is used as an independent observation, standard errors have been adjusted by treating each participant’s choices
as a cluster.
a A probit regression gives the same results, but we chose to rapport a linear regression as Ai and Norton (2003) have shown that
standard statistical packages often miscalculate interaction effects in non-linear regressions.
b The

interaction term was normalized to prevent multi-collinearity issues with the dummy variable for treatment.

an increased ’default bias’, or due to poorer decision making in general, so e.g. also taking
account the non-default choices.
To answer this question, we will first look at whether subjects are sensitive to the
quality of the default. Table 5.4 reports a regression that indeed shows that subjects
are sensitive to the difference in value between the best option and the default option

πBest − πDe f ault . The default option is less often chosen if this difference becomes large.
Again we see a significant treatment effect. However, the interaction effect of treatment
and πBest − πDe f ault is zero, indicating that nudged participants make more default choices
overall, but are not less sensitive to the value difference between the best and the default
option.
Another aspect of the performance is the quality of the non-default choices. If we
look at the average non-default choice earnings per participant in the second half, we see
a slight difference between the treatment averages (179.63 for the control treatment versus
175.64 for the nudge treatment). However performing a Wilcoxon rank sum test gives no
significant difference (p = 0.1340).
To answer the question of the effect of the treatment on the quality of participant’s
decisions in a more general way, we will estimate a modification of the noisy response
model as developed by McFadden (1973) (and for example used by McKelvey and Palfrey,1995), where individuals have both a “choice precision parameter” λ and a “default
bias parameter” β . The probability that an individual in one task chooses option i is
denoted as follows in this model.
P (option i is chosen) =

eλ ·(πi +δi ·β )
6

∑ eλ · π j +δ j ·β



j=1

Where πi is the amount of earnings option i would provide and δi is a dummy which
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Table 5.5: Estimated values of the parameters from the noisy response model
Average estimation
of λ
Average estimation
of β

Control treatment

Nudge treatment

1.85 (0.78)

1.70 (0.51)

p-value of a Wilcoxon
rank-sum test
0.2460

64.81 (44.10)

91.48 (58.69)

0.0217

Remark:Standard deviations are between brackets.

takes value 1 if option i is the default option99 . We assume λ > 0. This model allows
for a default bias but also takes the noisiness of the decisions into account, in a sense it
separates the default bias from other possible choice irrationality. A positive value of β
would mean that an individual is more likely to pick the default option compared to a case
where β = 0. The higher the value of λ , the higher the probability an individual chooses
a high value100 option and therefore λ can be seen as a ’precision parameter’.
We estimated both parameters per individual using a maximum likelihood estimation
procedure based on the data of the last 25 periods. The average values of the λ and β
parameters are shown in table 5.5 below.101
We see from the table that the estimates of λ are statistically similar in both treatments.
This again confirms the picture that emerged from the regression in table 5.4 and the
non-default choice earnings, that apart from the observed increase in the default bias, the
decision quality did not differ between the two treatments. If for example participants
from the nudge treatment would have consistently chosen lower value options given a
non-default choice, a significantly lower average level of λ would have been estimated
for this treatment. Given that the average levels of λ are similar between treatments, we
can also directly compare the average estimated values of β . We see that in both the
control treatment and the nudge treatment, a substantial default-bias exists. As expected
we do find a significant treatment effect here as the default bias parameter is on average
larger for the nudged participants.102
The preceding paragraphs show that, except for the larger default bias, the decisions
of nudged participants appear to be just as good as those of control group participants.
99 The

model can be derived from assuming the following utility function: U (choosing option i) = πi +
δi · β + εi , where εi is drawn from the extreme value distribution with parameter λ (see McFadden, 1973,
for the derivation) .
100 In the case of a large default bias β , this is of course not per se true, as here it might be that due to λ
and β being large, an individual will choose a sub optimal default with a high probability. However, a high
value of λ will still increase the probability of the best option being chosen if the payoff of that option is
larger than the sum of the default option payoff and thedefault bias.
101 For

the estimation we used the formula

πi +δi ·β
100


π j +δ j ·β
λ·
100
e

λ·

e
6

∑

to prevent numerical problems.

j=1
102 Due

to a few very large estimates of β , caused by a few participants following the default almost all
the time, the standard deviation of β is rather large.
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Table 5.6: Regression: Interaction between effort and the treatment effect
Dependent variable: average value of the chosen option in the second half of the experiment
constant
nudge treatment
time used in first round
treatment x time used in the first roundsa
male
age
studies economics
dutch
math grade
math level

Coefficient

p-value*

173.49
-6.59 (2.92)
0.50 (0.21)
0.03 (0.29)
8.01 (3.19)
0.02 (0.02)
0.27 (3.98)
-5.78 (3.59)
0.25 (0.85)
1.09 (4.22)

0.000
0.027
0.018
0.911
0.014
0.341
0.947
0.111
0.774
0.797

Remarks: Standard errors used to calculate the p-values are clustered at the individual level. Round and task fixed effects are included
in addition to the controls listed in the table. Standard errors are between brackets. *Standard errors used to calculate the p-value were
clustered at the individual level.a The interaction term was normalized to prevent multi-colinearity issues with the dummy variable for
treatment.

One other possible behavioral difference that could be caused by the treatments is that
nudged participants put less effort/time into the decisions in the second half compared
to the control group. We therefore study the time participants took to make decisions
during the second half of the experiment. We find that participants in the nudge treatment
spend on average slightly more time in the second half of the experiment than participants
in the control treatment: 21.7 versus 20.9 seconds. This difference is however far from
significant (Wilcoxon rank-sum test p=0.81). Nudged participants clearly do not appear
to be less willing to put in effort.
Effort might however interact with the treatment effect in another way. If participants
who put more effort into the task are more likely to make their own choice and ignore the
default, we would expect the treatment to affect them less. If that is the case the treatment
effect would be significantly smaller for this group. However, table 5.6 shows that this
is not the case. The interaction effect of the treatment with our measure of effort, time
taken in the first round, has no significant effect on earnings in the second half of the
experiment.103

5.4

Conclusion

In this study we showed that providing people with a nudge in the form of a good default
can affect the choices and performance in subsequent choices. We find that subjects who
have been provided with good defaults before, show a systematically larger default bias
than non-nudged participants. Due to this, also the performance of the nudged subjects
103 As

time taken in the second half can be affected by the treatment we take time taken in the first round
as a measure of participants willingness to spend time on the task.
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is lower. Analysis of the data shows that the larger default bias is the cause of the lower
performance and that there were no treatment differences on other choice aspects that
influence performance, like the average value of participants’ non-default choices. The
default-bias shows to be an endogenous phenomenon and the effect we find proves large
enough to significantly influence performance.
While this is a single experiment and further studies should assess the robustness of
this phenomenon, we do believe this result provides a note of caution to policymakers attempting to improve decisions using a nudge. When implementing a policy it is important
to consider possible changes to the policy in the future and the effect a policy has on people’s general attitude toward other choices. Of course we certainly do not argue that policy
makers should never engage in libertarian paternalism. In fact our experiment showed that
the nudge we provided helped participants to make better decisions. Realizing the effects
on subsequent decisions may however be an extra element to consider while designing
public policies and could also provide a ground to regulate certain business practices.
Stepping away from possible policy implications our experiment provides interesting
behavioral insights. Most prominently we observe that the default bias is, at least partly,
endogenous. People for whom choosing the default pays off develop a stronger default
bias. Furthermore this effect is independent of a person ’s tendency to put effort into
making her choice. Although more effort did improve the performance, those who put in
more effort do not ‘suffer’ less from the negative effect of having previously faced good
defaults.
In conclusion our results show that being nudged can affect subsequent decisions and
that the choice environment faced influences the extent to which people rely on certain
choice heuristics. We hope that these findings induce further research into the wider
effects of choice-architecture.

5.5

Appendix: Instructions

General instructions
Welcome to this experiment on decision-making. Please read the following instructions carefully. When everyone has finished reading the instructions and before the experiment starts, you will receive a handout with a summary of the instructions. During
the experiment you will be asked to make a number of decisions. Your decisions will
determine your earnings. Your earnings will be privately paid to you in cash at the end of
the experiment. The experiment will consist of 50 rounds. In each round you will face a
choice task with which you can earn credits. The choice task will be explained on the next
page. At the end of the experiment one of the rounds will be randomly selected. Your
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payoff will be determined by the amount of credits you earned in that round. For each 10
credits you earn, you will receive 1 euro.
Instructions: choice task
In each round you have to select one option from a list. An example is shown below.
Each option generates a number of credits equal to the sum of the points in each column
multiplied by the weight of that column minus the price of the option: Number of credits
generated by an option = 6*points in column 1 + 5*points in column 2 + 4*points in
column 3+ 3*points in column 4+ 2*points in column 5 - price.

So for example, in the list above, option 4 will generate: 20*6+0*5+30*4+20*3+10*2-170=150
points. You can think of this choice task as choosing which product to buy from a set of
similar products. The products have different characteristics and prices which determine
the value of each product.
Instructions: making a choice
Choosing an option
•
You can select an option by clicking on the radio button next to the option.
•
The selected option only becomes your choice if you press the ’Make choice’
button or when the time limit runs out.
Time limit
•
For each choice task you will have a maximum of 40 seconds to decide.
•
If you make a choice before the time expires you will earn a bonus.
•
This bonus starts at 20 credits but decreases with 1 credit every 2 seconds until
you have made your choice.
•
The remaining time and the bonus are depicted at the top of the choice task
screen.
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•
After making your choice you will go to the waiting screen for the remaining
seconds and 5 extra seconds.
Default option
•
At the start of the round, one of the options will be the default option. This
option is selected at the start of the round and the option row is shown
in green.
•
If you do not select any of the other options the default option will automatically
become your choice when the time expires or when you press the ’Make choice’ button.
•
If you make your choice before the time has expired and you do not choose the
default option you will be asked whether you want to stick with your original choice or
whether you would prefer the default option. The time keeps running until you choose
either your original choice or the default option. If the time runs out you stick with your
original choice.
•
The default option can be seen as a recommendation to buy a certain product.
We would like to remind you that at the end of the experiment one round is randomly
selected. Your earnings will be determined by the amount of credits you earned in that
round. Remember, for each 10 credits you earn, you will receive 1 euro.
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Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)
Communicatie speelt een centrale rol bij veel economische beslissingen. Een minister of
een CEO die een hervorming wil doorvoeren zal zich eerst goed willen laten informeren.
Maar wat gebeurt er met de communicatie als adviseurs zelf hun eigen belangen hebben?
In een sollicitatie gesprek wil een werknemer zich positief onderscheiden van de andere
kandidaten. Hoe kan iemand dit geloofwaardig doen? De analyse van deze problemen
wordt gegeven in een tak van de economische literatuur genaamd ’strategische informatie
transmissie’. In dit proefschrift probeer ik een bijdrage te leveren aan deze literatuur door
theoretische analyse te combineren met experimenten in een economisch laboratorium.
In het laboratorium krijgen mensen keuze-situaties voorgelegd en worden ze afhankelijk
van de uitkomsten beloond. Door het experiment op gecontroleerde manier te variëren
kan gekeken worden naar de invloed van specifieke ingrediënten van een situatie op de
uiteindelijke communicatie die plaatsvindt, iets wat erg moeilijk is met data uit de dagelijkse wereld. Inzichten in gedrag zoals geobserveerd in het laboratorium kunnen weer
bijdragen aan betere theorievorming.
Hoofdstuk 2 onderzoekt theoretisch en experimenteel een variant van het bekende
’job market signaling’ model van Spence (1973). Dit model verklaart hoe investeren
in scholing en het verkrijgen van een diploma gezien kan worden als een kostbaar en
daarom geloofwaardig signaal, zelfs al zou de scholing zelf niets bijdragen aan kennis en
vaardigheden. Dit hoofdstuk onderzoekt wat er in deze setting gebeurt als de ontvanger
van het signaal niet precies kan bepalen hoeveel kosten en moeite het signaal gekost heeft
(een student kan bijvoorbeeld op de dag van een examen ziek zijn en niet zo hoog scoren,
hoewel hij/zij wel vele uren in het studeren heeft geïnvesteerd). Een theoretisch resultaat
is dat voor lage waarden van ’ruizigheid’ het kostbare signaal haar functie zou moeten
verliezen. Een verrassend resultaat. In het experiment blijkt echter dat mensen bij een
laag niveau van ruizigheid net zo investeren als theoretisch bij geen ruis. Daarnaast volgt
zowel theoretisch als uit de resultaten van het experiment, dat hoe hoger het ruis-niveau,
hoe hoger de investeringen die mensen maken. Hieruit kunnen we concluderen dat het
bestaan van ruis in kostbare signaal communicatie een verklaring kan zijn voor hele hoge
kostbare investeringen.
Hoofdstuk 3 rapporteert de resultaten van een experiment van het model van AustenSmith en Banks (2000). In dit strategisch communicatie model kan de geïnformeerde
partij ervoor kiezen zowel een kostbaar signaal als een gratis ’cheap–talk’ bericht te
versturen. Gebruikelijke theoretische concepten geven geen eenduidige voorspelling in
deze setting. In het experiment blijkt dat participanten meer en betrouwbaarder communiceren dan verwacht en dat zeker als de belangentegenstelling tussen de geïnformeerde
en ongeïnformeerd partij klein is, vrijwel alleen kostenvrije boodschappen worden ver-

stuurd. Echter, als de belangentegenstelling te groot wordt, dan proberen steeds meer
mensen geloofwaardig te communiceren via het kostbare kanaal. Het ’bedrog aversie’
model van Kartik (2009) lijkt een groot deel van de dynamiek in de resultaten goed te
beschrijven.
Hoofdstuk 4 past de theorie van de strategische communicatie toe op het onderwerp van statistische discriminatie. In het model moeten potentiële werknemers kiezen of
en hoeveel ze willen investeren in hun productiviteit. Vervolgens komt een potentiële
werkgever via een ruizig signaal ten dele te de capaciteit van de werknemer te weten en
moet deze beslissen of de werknemer ingehuurd wordt of niet. Coate en Loury (1993)
laten zien dat er in deze setting discriminatie kan ontstaan tussen aanvankelijk identieke
groepen wat potentiële productiviteit betreft. De resultaten van een laboratorium experiment door Fryer, Goeree en Holt (2005) laten echter geen asymmetrische uitkomst
zien. Een verdere theoretische en experimentele analyse in dit hoofdstuk laat zien dat een
kleine aanpassing van het model, namelijk het expliciet modelleren van competitie tussen
werknemers van twee verschillende groepen, de uitkomst wel naar één van statistische
discriminatie drijft.
Hoofdstuk 5 handelt over een ander onderwerp dan strategische communicatie. In een
laboratorium experiment wordt onderzocht of het helpen van mensen bij het maken van
een lastige keuze ervoor zorgt dat mensen minder bekwaam zijn als de hulp na een bepaald
moment verdwijnt. Meer specifiek richt dit hoofdstuk zich op de beleids filosofie van het
’libertair-paternalisme’. Een bekende toepassing hiervan is het bewust ontwerpen van een
’goede’ standaard optie. Het experiment laat zien dat als mensen eerst wennen aan het
hebben van een goede standaard optie, ze de standaard optie ook relatief vaker blijven
kiezen als deze niet meer een goede optie is. We vinden dat de zogeheten ’default-bias’
vergroot kan worden door voorgaande ervaringen. Hoewel een eerste resultaat, kan dit
een effect zijn waar beleidsmakers rekening mee moeten houden.

